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AB TRA T 
Lake Babme Worn n' Rtte fPa sage· 
An Archa ological Inquiry 
b ' eorgina ~ hzab th Marucct 
This the is examines the archaeological vtsibllity of women ' s ntual seclusion sttes in the 
interior of northern Bnti h olumbta It JS mterdtsctplmary tn natur and draws on several fields 
of tudy, namel archaeology, anthropolob'Y, gender studtes, First Nations studie and geography. 
Using written ources for the north rn mtenor, along" tth data obtained through interviews with 
Lake Babine women, an archaeological model hJghl1ghtmg specific types of evidence related to 
these rite i developed. utded by Lake Babine elders, attempts to locate sites whtch would 
have been of importance to women in the past during the rite of passage were made on the 
traditional lands. This was followed by an archaeologtcal survey of a defined research area 
surrounding Nilkitkwa Lake. 
The current trend of partnerships between academics and First Nations is also examined. 
First Nations concerns regarding the politics of the past are explored with a particular focus on 
First Nations women's involvement in these pohtics. 
Concepts of space and place in the Lake Babine Nation are also explored. Through their 
experiences on the land during the rites Lake Babine women develop gendered 
conceptualizations of the land. Generations of women have used these lands for similar 
purposes and in similar ways. This continuity of land use grants these women a connection to 
the past through performing specific activities in locations which contain the tories, mythology, 
worldview and resources of their Nation. 
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Chapter One 
An Introduction to the Project 
Thi project e amines Lak Babine women ' use of the forest for ritual purpo es dunng 
the htstoric penod through to the pre. ent It encompa ses 1s ues whtch are of importance to a 
number of field of re earch, anthropology, archaeology, gender studie and Ftrst Nations 
studies Th archaeological tstbtltty of women ' s ntual us areas on the Lake Babine Nation ' s 
traditional lands ts e. plored U mg mformat10n from mtervtews wtth elderc; and from 
ethnographic and h1. ton cal \ ork , an archaeolobr-tcal model IS developed that aids m the location 
of archaeological remain related to women ' ntes of passage Numerous questions surrounding 
thi aspect of women ' live , m the past and present, wt 11 be explored The goals of the proJect 
are threefold: 1) to develop an archaeol gtcal model that w11l aid in the location and 
identification of seclusion sites, 2) to locate and conduct excavations at such a site and, finally , 
3) to explore the construction of Lake Babine women ' s identities in the present. I have strived to 
continually locate this work within its larger socio-political context This has resulted in a focus 
on the research process rather the results of the process 
This research is representative of several ongoing projects and research relationships 
which have been taking place between the Ned ' u' ten Nation and the University of Northern 
British Columbia. These projects have resulted in a diverse array of research which spans a 
variety of academic disciplines and First Nations issues.1 In addition to fulfilling the 
requirements for a master ' s thesis, this research is a continuation of a larger three year proJect 
It represents a partnership that has evolved from the initial meetings to discuss the development 
of a research proposal for Forestry Renewal British Columbia (FRBC) between Dr. Fiske from 
the Anthropology Department, Dr. Coxson from the Biology Department and several key 
members of the Ned' u' ten Nation: former Chief Emma Williams, present Chief Betty Patrick, 
Joseph Michelle and Treaty researchers Marilyn Alec and Norbert Denms. From these meetmgs 
and throughout the course of this research project the focus has been on creating fruttful 
1 
pportunitie for thee change ofknowl dge, b combining the interet of theN d' u ten Nation 
and the ni er Ity f rth m Britt h lumb1a. 
The ed'u ' ten Nat1 n, al known a the Lake abtne Natt n (a 1t will be referred to 
henceforth i a arr1er atl n Th arr1er language ha eral kn wn d~alect whtch are 
p ctfic toe tabh hed ubgr up or II lag . Anthr pol gt t uch a iamond Jenne ( 1937, 
1943) and Father Adnen Monee ( 1 9, l 92 , n d ) accept d the trader account and 
con istentl called the Lake abme p ople arr1er, dt ttngUJ hmg among them on the bast of 
lingui tic and octal d1ffer nee a th orthern, uthern and entral arner, the Lake Babme 
Nation bemg charactenzed a N rthern. The people them elve have never recogmzed the 
d1 tinction u ed b ltngUJ t and anthr polog1 t , and hence t da the foreign terms that are 
employed to categonze dtfferent branche fthe arner have little meaning ven to 
anthropologi t . 
The term Carrier ha an mtere tlng ongm. Accordmg to th fir t traders of the 
Northwest compan , who arrived m central Bnti h Columbta in 1806 the name arrier refers to 
an ancient mournmg practice whereby widow carried the cremated remains of their husbands 
on their backs for a mournmg period that extended frmn one to three years . Trader and 
missionaries were offended by this practice, whtch they saw as bemg degrading to women and 
an insult to the dead. However, elders and chiefs explain that the ashes were "always given back 
to relatives" and thus were "always taken back to the birthplace" after betng carried for one year. 
No matter how far away a man might move, the ashes were returned, as far, for example a from 
Necoslie (Fort St. James) to Hazelton, several days travel to the west. 
Witsuwit'en histories also suggest the practice had less to do with gender relation or 
marital relations and more to do with the significance of territorial claims. According to Mtll 
( 1994 :40), if the man passed away on his distant territories, the bone were returned to the 
summer fishing village to signify his social tie to that village and the fishmg rights the name 
carried . 
Because the practice of returning the a he of the decea ed wa common to everal of the 
Nations, the traders eventually called all the people arrier. They fir t took this name for people 
I 
from the kani Nation who the met before the met the arr1er nation Lizette Hall, a 
member of another arn r Ftr. t at10n from , tuart Lake, di, put , tht e planation for the name 
" arrier." According t her, the ekam had pok n of her people as packers, for they travelled 
frequent\ throughout their a. t terri tones both b ' canoe and across a multi tude of trading trails 
that connected them mall direct! ns to thetr netghbours , he suggests that the ekani called 
them earners or packer. b cause the '"omen and men carried heavy loads on thetr backs or in 
thetr canoes. e era! arr1er atwns are now sheddmg thts tenn for Ymkadmee (Ymka Dene as 
pelt by the arrter Sekam Tribal Counctl) or Oak leh (ones who travel on water) The Lake 
Babine Nat10n is also knovvn as the ed'u'ten at10n Both terms ha e been used 
mterchangeably by both the Lak Babm peoples and by anthropologists The first wh1te man to 
visit the Sabine , Dame! Harmon, called them th .... ate-ote-tams" and Jenness referred to them 
as naadotenne, meaning "fish hawk people" (Jenness 1937·17) However Lake Sabine elders 
understand that the name onginated to the east with people of the Necoshe and means "the ones 
that live over there" or as ''the ones that live far awa '' 
The tenn "Sabine" is an appellation of French origm and refers to a traditional female 
practice. Women of noble birth wore a labret in the lower lip, which extended the lip. Hence 
the French called them the ''lippy people." The name Lake Sabine Nation is now used becau e 
of the ties of the people to the lake and the lands surrounding it. This name contmues a 
traditional naming practice: throughout time the peoples of the region have all symbolized their 
tles to their land by referring to themselves as people of a particular place. 
The Lake Sabine Nation is compnsed of four communities. Burns Lake, the centre of 
administration and traditional gatherings, is a small community located approximately 250 
kilometres north-west of Prince George, British Columbia (Map 1. 1, Map 1.2 and Map 1 3) The 
other three villages that comprise the Lake Babine Nation are located north-west of Burns Lake 
All three villages, Fort Sabine, Old Fort and Tatchet, border Lake Babme, which 1s one of the 
largest fresh water lakes in the province (Map 1.4 ). From time immemorial the traditional lands 
have radiated out from Lake Babine' s shores, encompa sing an area that includes all the basrc 
needs of the people . Approximately 2,000 members belong to the Nation, with the 
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Map 1.1. Map of British Columbia (Adapted from "We t Central B 
Environment, Lands and Parks, 1993). 
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majority of them It ing in the four Ill age (Ft ke and Patnck 1996.1) The Nation i directed 
b hereditary chi f: who e "authority and 1 gal p wer r Ide m the principles by which the 
nation i organized int four matrilm a! clan "(Ibid 4 ) Through inno ative strateg1es the Lake 
Babine people ha e retamed their trad1t10nal legal order and culture, despite thetr colon tal 
hi . t ry 
The Larger FRBC Project 
The three ear grant whtch was a\\arded to the Untver<itty of orthem Bnttsh olumbta 
and the Lake Babme at10n through Forestf) Ren wal Bnttsh olumbta, proposed to .. examine 
how change m pattern of landscape disturbance processes can affect the use and cultural 
ecology of a First at10n community m northern Bnt1sh olumbta" (Coxson 1998 1) To 
answer this que t10n smaller, more <ipectal17ed proJects were developed The first approach , 
conducted during 1995-1997, e'<plored abongmal land uses and how these are rmpacted by 
changes in landscape patterns Angela mclair, from the Faculty of Natural Resources and 
Environmental Studies, Uni ersity of orthem British Columb1a, directed this research as part 
of her Master's of Science Graduate Thesis (Smclair 1997) 
Using infonnation obtained from interviews with Lake Babine hunters and trappers, 
Sinclair examined the impact of various disturbance types, such as forest fires , clear cuts and 
selective logging, on future traditional use landscapes. Geographic Infonnation Systems (GIS) 
model ling formed the basis of this research . This initial research was very successful. A ne\\ 
computer with GIS software was obtained for the Nation and a week long training ession , 
which included members from the Nation and the University, was set up at the Treaty Office 
This tool has fostered a sense of empowennent for several members of the Nation It has 
provided them with a new kind of knowledge which will facilitate the maintenance and 
preservation oftraditional Lake Babine knowledge. The Nat1on ' s treaty researchers ha e been 
developing maps which include features that are central to Lake Babine 11 fe . For example, one 
project produced a variety of maps desit:,rnatlng traditional land use areas with traditional names 
8 
GI oftware allows the Nati n t bridge thetr traditional knowledge with modem computenzed 
knowledge. 
The two approache u ed to an wer the erarchmg re earch que t10n compliment each 
other in e eral wa . The pr 1 u re earch dtrect db inclair [! cu ed on determmmg the 
future land u e pattern f the fore t con tamed m the trad1t1 nal terrttory of the Lake Babin 
Nation. Thi wa explor d predommantl through the huntmg and trappmg activitie f 
member . A opp ed to the future, th curr nt pr ~ ct attempt to examm land u e pattern m 
the past. An ther compllmental feature of the e tw w rk relat t gender Although not 
exclu ivel , hunting and trapping actt ttie are large! performed by men in the Nation and thus 
re ulted in a predominately mal v 1ce bemg repre ent d m the prev1 us re earch. The current 
focu on land u e pattern of women m the pa t ha created a platform for women to speak. 
Each project generated a di tinctive b d f mformat10n n land use patterns and each builds 
upon the other to create a fuller, more complete understanding of the cultural uses of the forests 
by a First Nation community. 
The earlier research directed by Sinclair focused on documenting present and future uses 
of the surrounding landscapes. In an attempt to examine the patterns of landscape disturbance 
processes, areas used to hunt large mammals, to trap furbearer and to gather wild foods were 
recorded and mapped. This study was rooted in the land and added the social relations which 
occurred there. The current approach in based m social relations, then attempt to apply these to 
an understanding of land use. Although two varied attempts to exploring the impacts of 
landscape disturbances of the Lake Babine Nation, the central focus has been on the 
interconnection of the Nation to the traditional lands. My approach demonstrates that an 
awareness of Lake Babine gender relations is necessary for interpreting land use. 
Partnerships 
As stipulated by FRBC, an essential requirement for the University and the Lake Babine 
Nation was a dedication to actively forging re earch partner hips. These were to be based on 
co-operative, intellectual relationship that provided learning experience . To facilitate the 
9 
building of the e relation hip FRB de ignated funding for an a i tant from the Lake Babme 
Nati nand a fell w h1p wa al o pr 1ded for a pnnctpal tudent re ear her. Thr ugh ut the 
project the a i tant w uld act a a hai on t the broader commumty. The w uld also be 
expected to guide and m tru t the tudent r earch n Lak Babm culture and lifewa . Thetr 
in olvement would en ure that a Ftr t ati n p r pectt e wa mcluded throughout there earch 
pr ce . Further, th NatiOn a a wh lew uld benefit from th1 mdtvtdual ' pecJal1zed traimng. 
The idea fpartner htp betwe n academ1cs and Fir t Nati n 1 pre entl Important in 
e era] field of acad m1a. tre ed through ut everal recent! published volume m 
anthropology 1 an empha 1 on the de eloprnent f partner h1p with F1r t NatiOns ( ee 
Nichola and Andr w 1997~ Dyck and Waldram 1993: Layt n 1989, Pilon 1994 ~ Hed1can 1995 ~ 
Kew 1995). A common theme in the e work 1 what we a academic n ed to do to encourage 
co-operati e relatiOn hip and how we faded m the pa t This current focu marks '"an 
increasing awarenes , both on the part fNattve Amencan and on the part of the 
anthropologists, of the socw/ process of produczng know] edges about Indians in Amenca [and 
aboriginals throughout the world]- particularly, for our purpo e , cholarly knowledge , (B10l i 
and Zimmerman 1997:7). This very research project is immer ed withm thi partner hip trend. 
Benefits of First Nations/ Archaeology Partnerships 
Research partnerships between First Nation and academics are beneficial for a number 
ofreasons. For the fields of archaeology and anthropology- disciplines which have been 
consumed with defining First Nations' material culture, llfeways and worldviews- partnership 
present opportunities to include First Nations in interpretations of the pa t. This is a fairly recent 
phenomenon for the field of archaeology. Previously academics explained the pa t and it 
associated material culture using concepts and ideologies which were often completely foreign 
to the very culture which they were attempting to describe. An example ofthi i illustrated by 
archaeologists and First Nations different conceptions of the past. The maJonty of 
archaeological re earch con tructs a linear framework of time. Yet for many Fir t Natwn , 
including the Lake Babine Natwn, ''the past can and doe exist in the pre ent, and 1t can 
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th refore be known through contemporary oral tradition , ritual , and spiritual activities" 
(Fergu on 1996:70) 
It ha recently been d mon trated that the e disparate intellectual traditions do not have 
to be con idered irreconcilable, but rather hould be 1ewed a '"complementary" (Lawson 
1997·38). Law on di cu e th b nefits ofth1s approach '"Archaeology. is based upon 
objecti e, empirical oh ervatwn of the matenal culture - those thmgs made or modified by 
people- that repre ent an 'unintent1 nal record' of pal)t human behavwur" (Ibid) In First 
ations cultures, oral hi tory Is the gwdmg mtellectual trad1t10n \ h1ch assists interpretation of 
the past. "Oral trad1tton i an mtent10nal record, 1t IS a record of the knowledge and mformat1on 
that 1s considered important Name., ongs, language, whtch are central to oral history, cannot 
be found in an archaeological s1te" (Ibid). When these two different records are combined a 
very powerful interpretation of the pat 1s created Archaeologists, m collaboratiOn with First 
Nations, are in a position to understand the past as a dynamic phenomenon, which was not only 
dictated by functional constraints, like seasonality and food sources- but was also influenced by 
larger social principles. This project will demonstrate how archaeologists and First Nations can 
in fact learn from each other and create more balanced v1ews of the past. 
The 'unintentional' record examined by archaeologists often provides detailed 
information about the past and may include infonnation that is not contained in oral traditions 
and has been lost over time. For example, archaeologists are able to determine the variety of 
foods eaten in the past, detennine the source of lithic material , provide approximate population 
estimates and are able to date archaeological sites using a variety of methods. Depending on the 
preservation of the archaeological site, archaeologists are able to 'reconstruct' the activities that 
occurred there. The greater the preservation of the archaeological record, the more l1kely 
archaeologists are able to answer specific questions about the site The recording and 
documentation of oral traditions is another advantage of partnerships. Ron l!,rnace, a member of 
the Skeetchestn band, in an interview with Noel Dyck, speaks about this issue ~ 
I l 
[T]oday we are like a cup that ' brok n. Anthr polog1 t who are 
re pon ible t the communitie and to Nati e leader hip can a 1 t u in 
putting that cup together b g ing ar und and interviewing eld rs and 
being able t do it y t maticall and scientifically, putting that cup 
together for u - the unger generation- who don ' t alwa have the 
opportunity or the kill to learn from our elder becau e we ' ve been 
ali nated ... The [the elder ] d n t want that kn v l dge to b Jo t.. I view 
the eld r a ha ing ale 1 f expertt , and all the are d ing i u ing 
the anthropologi t a a coil ctmg e I to put tht picture together in a 
wa the c uldn t therw1 e d (Ignace et al. 1993·170-71 ). 
Documenting oral hi tory , such a myth torie and ltfe ht torie preserve this information for 
future generation . It al o pla a crucial role m legal 1tuat1 n . Toda m the provmce of 
British Columbia oral hi tone of lder act a legal testimonies to their use of the land in the 
pa t. Traditi nal knowledge regardmg hunting and fi hmg l catwn , berry patche , trails, camp 
and many other element of Fir t Nation lifeway , are instrumental m land claim suit and 
treaty negotiation . 
This project included the training of Lake Babine members m identification of cultural 
resources, such a cache pits and culturally modified trees. Some members, e pecially elders, 
are already aware that these features in the forest are the marks of their ancestors. Yet what 
many First Nations peoples have lacked in the past i the knowledge to use thi information in 
their political and legal battles. Archaeological knowledge has predominantly been held by an 
exclusive few and rarely did this include First Nations. This has been a bone of contention for 
many Nations and, as a result, has encouraged archaeologists to develop partnerships and 
provide training to local Nations. Recent works in archaeology demonstrate that partnerships 
provide First Nations with knowledge that can be used to support their own traditional 
interpretations of prehistory. Having this knowledge is a very powerful tool and at the very lea t, 
I believe this project has provided some members of the Nation with the e tools . 
The Inherent Problems with Partnerships 
The recent attention focused on First Nations in Canada, with re pect to treatie and 
self-government, has provided First Nations with an opportunity to speak about other critical 
issues in their 1 ives, such as the manner in which research has been conducted m relation to 
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Native cultures and the lack of Natl e in ol ment tn all tage of there earch proces , from 
initial re earch que tion to the final pr duct. ''[N]ative people were rarely employed in 
archaeological exca atwn , and in the pa t archaeologi t ught perm1 i n to excavate on 
Indian re erve from Indian agent rather than fr m nati e peoples" (Tngger 1990:779). Today 
tnany cholar denounce the "h1t and run" method of domg anthropologtcal re earch m Canada 
(Hedican 1995~ D ck and Waldram 1993, N1ch la and Andrew 1997) Thts refers to the 
proces es and method logte c mmonl u ed to c nduct re earch Jn the pa t: the researcher 
would arrive in a commumty wtth a particular re earch que tt n m mmd, knowledge and 
information would be collected and there earcher would leave, often without further contact 
with the commumty nor an commumty m l ement m there earch. 
The power dtfferentlal which ften ext t m partner htps cannot be ignored. The focus 
of many of these project 1 to provide knowledge which wt11 ultimately le en these differences. 
First Nations ' participation in intellectual partnership prov1des an opportunity for them to gain 
access to mode of power which were previou ly not acce sible. For example, an earlier stage of 
this project provided Lake Babine members with expertise m the use of GIS software. This 1s a 
powerful tool currently being used in many types of research, such as forestry, a sector which 
has huge impacts on the First Nations in Bntish Columbia. As a result of this first stage of thi 
research directed by Sinclair, members of the Lake Babine Nation now have the language and 
skills associated with this tool and the ability to produce maps which contain information 
relevant to the Nation. 
In northern communities where jobs are limited, the opportunity to provide employment 
through research relationships is difficult to refuse. Basic needs such a useful training, 
employment and the ability to support one ' s family are key issues for many First Nations 
peoples, just as they are for non-Natives. Yet the circumstances which surround these basic 
needs are often very different. For many First Nations people leaving the commumty where 
extended family and clan respon ibilities require day-to-day involvement i not an option. 
Another issue, as discussed in the final chapter, is the connection of identity to re idence on th 
traditional lands. Through these research partnerships, a small group of community membeL 
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are able to gain training and knowledge which will in r a e thetr pportunitie for local 
emplo ment and enc urage elf- uffict nc in their re pecti Natl n . 
Perhap the greate t critict m a ctated With collab ratt e re earch pr ~ect 1 the 1 ue 
of author htp: "th 'pri tleged a cad m1c oice' per 1 t " ( tch la and Andrews 1997a. 8). 
Henrietta Moore argue that tt 1 the "unttary authont of the anthrop logi t a author which 
must be di placed... Anthr p 1 gy a a dt ctphne can no 1 nger be held to peak with automatic 
authority for 'others prevwu 1 d fined a unable t peak for themselve , bemg ' pnm1t1ve ', 
pre-literate', 'without htstory '"(M re 1994 1 07). e ral factor c ntribute to this situation. 
The reliance on the written word m we t m s ctety often neglect F1rst Nations ' dependence on 
oral tradition AI o, [! r man Ftrst Natwn people, D rmal , we tern education 1 a reminder of 
re idential chool experience and the truggle that have ensued between the state and First 
Nation culture . The academtc 1 in a po 1tion to have her votce heard through scholarly 
journal , books and other type of print media. Via her very po ition as a re earcher in a 
powerful institution, the umversity which 1 the tte of knowledge production, the researcher 
comes to the partnership already endowed with privilege. 
Realizing their position to speak and be heard, orne academics have initiated 
co-authored texts. These works have resulted in the production of cutting edge research, which 
includes intertwining Native and non-Native interpretations. These two, previously thought 
opposing, worldviews mesh together in these works to demonstrate nicely how partnerships 
between Native and non-Natives can be productive for both parties for theoretical and practical 
pursuits. Yet despite these atte1npts there are still mechanisms in place which have made the 
production of co-authored texts difficult. The greatest stumbling block has been acces to 
publishing. Some researchers who have attempted to combine these two perspectives in a 
balanced fashion have had their work criticized because it is 'not sufficiently academic '. 
Another criticism is that it is unclear whose voice is actually speaking in these texts. 
This research project represents one interpretation of one small aspect of Lake Babine 
life as it was revealed by one sector of the Nation, predominantly Lake Babine women. I do not 
intend to speak for these women, but l do hope to open up a space for Lake Babine women in 
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archaeological dt cu 1 n . Working m a field which 1 centred n defimng and analyzing the 
past of other , I ha been -D reed to e am me the field wh1ch I repre ent and my po itwn within 
it. A an educated, m1ddle cia , whtte w man l am m a pn 1leged po 1t10n which I cannot 
ign r . "T ign re it 1 an unacknowledged p lltical ge ture that ha a 1 ng ht tory and 
collaborates with a ma culme radtcall m that rend r the place of th m e ttgator transparent" 
( pi ak 1986:62). 
The fi ll wing dt cu ton place thi re earch pr ~ect m tt larger polltlcal-hJ t neal 
c ntext. Th1 exerc1 e w1l1 C< how th ht toncal , p ht1 al-economtc, o ial , and cultural force 
re pon ible for both the Indtan and the anthr pol gt t bemg there at a particular t1me, m 
particular wa , with peclflc pow r relat1 n , and wtth parttcular bel 1ef: ab ut, and mterests 
with re pect to, each other" (BIOI 1 and Znnmerman 1997·16) 
Politics of the Past 
From the recent post-modem theoretical trend in archaeology ha emerged the notion 
that archaeology '' I a relationship between past and present mediated by mdividuals groups 
and institutions" and thus "it has , inescapably, some contemporary relevance" (Tilley 
1989a:106). Yet, until recently, mediators of the past have largely been non-Native. This has 
created an archaeology that has had little relevance to those who are not white , middle class, 
heterosexual , educated archaeologists. Including Fir t Nations ' interpretations in ''our" 
understandings of the past creates an archaeology which is more relevant and acceptable to First 
Nations (Ferguson 1996:74 ). Their inclu ion in archaeological re earch and theory making 
processes via research partnerships attempts to diminish the colonial nature of the field. 
Control of the past is a powerful political device. Archaeological research ha been 
shaped to a large degree by the economic, political and cultural roles particular nation states play 
in a modem world system (Wallerstein 1974:543 ). Trigger has outlined three traditional 
contexts in which archaeological research has been u ed: nationalist, colonialist and tmperiah t 
(Trigger 1984:617). He demonstrates that particular nation tates ha e u ed archaeological 
theories and interpretations of archaeological finding to support predommant tereotyp . 
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In th ninet nth century, much archa logtcalmterpr tatt n had clo e 
affinitie with p pular ur am rican myth which all ged that the Indian 
wer a age who lack d the will and e n the bi 1 g1cal capacity to 
pr gre . Indeed, archaeological re arch did much to pr ide the e 
myth with eeming ub tance (Ibid 623 ). 
Variou natiOn tate ha e u ed archa 1 gy a a to 1 to trengthen their wn predommant 
ideology. "Am ncan [and anadian] archae logy, rather than opp mg the value of the 
capitali t tem appear more and m r t be embeddmg 1t elf m them" (Tille 1989a: 106 ). 
It i tmportant to und r tand th field of archae I gy a a trateg1cally- 1tuated field of 
knowledge, which 1 ubject to the broader, d mmant law m pre ent c1ety. "The mo t 
powerful apparatu of control m m dermty has been the tate , and 1t i precisely the modem 
tate that ha emp wered archa ology a a d1 ctplme" (W lie 1994a 558). I ue which must be 
critically con idered m relatiOn t archaeological re earch are fundmg source and the audience 
to which there earch i directed. " [F]act are theory laden, theone are value laden, and values 
held relate not only to the larger culture m which a person operate , but also to the particular 
circum tance of that person- their race, ethmcity, gender,.. in hort, then total standpomC' 
(Nelson 1997:28). 
Including First Nations in the processes of archaeology provides an opportunity for them 
to be involved in this strategic, electJVe proce s of creating the pa t. 
The ability to control one' s ancestors, one ' s artifact , one ' s land are also 
expressions of cultural identity and control , as is the right to one ' own 
history. Who controls the past i also linked to issues of cultural identity 
(Nicholas and Andrews 1997a:8). 
By their inclusion in the archaeological process, First Nations are in a position to re-claim their 
past and to use it for their own political purpose . This pomt is evident in this very research 
project and will be further discussed below and in the final chapter. 
The Politics of Women's Rituals 
The theine of reclaiming the past is prevalent in many First Nation women' works and 
often includes reclaiming traditional roles of women (Gunn Allen 1992 : 207 ~ 0 ' on nor et.a1. 
1989:39; Malloch 1989:1 06; Gould 1995:799). These works highlight the octal po it ion of First 
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Nation women in the pa t and the aned r l th play d uch a moth r, wife, hunter, fisher 
and gather r. Alth ugh each ati n ane w1th regard t it mythol gte , traditi nal 
ub i tence econ mi and other element that c ntnbut t a culture, the central role f women 
a nurturer , healer and ' keeper of culture ' 1 a c mm n thread w en throughout. 
"Biologicall , the valued being mother and rai mg healthy familte , spiritually, they were 
considered ext n wn of th p1rit Mother and k to the contmuatl n f their people ( unn 
Allen 1986) ~ and ocially, the erved a tran mttter of cultural knowledge and caretakers of 
their chtldren and relat1 e (Niethammer 1977)" (LaFramb01 e et.al. 1990"457). 
' Retraditionahzation ' has been d fined b me author a "'the extension of traditional 
care-taking and cultural tran m1 wn role to mclude act1 it1e ita] to the contmuity of Indian 
communitie within a predominant! non-lndtan society" (Ibid 469). For some women 
re-education to recogni e Indian women' Important traditional roles has been a necessary step 
to retraditionalization (Kro enbrink-Gelissen 1991 ·139). Nicholas and Andrews note the 
dominance of Native women in education programs oriented towards Indigenous peoples. They 
state, " In the Secwepemc Education Institute - imon Fraser University program in Kamloop , 
British Columbia, women constituted over 87o/o of the 1995/1 996 enrolments ( CE - FU 1997); 
likewise, the vast majority of students in that program' s archaeology program (including field 
school) are women" (Nicholas and Andrews 1997b:278-279). This statistic demonstrate that 
many First Nation women are actively taking part in the maintenance of their Nation ' s past. 
In a colonial state such as Canada, numerous public strategies were developed that 
sought destruction of traditional Aboriginal lifestyles. The "dominant hegemony of the colonial 
state," in attempts to assimilate First Nations peoples, involved numerou strategies, uch a the 
Indian Act, which aided the loss of tradition (Fiske 1993:20). Assimilation of First Nations 
communities into the broader Canadian society has been the ultimate goal of state intervention . 
Retraditionalization, training and education in traditional lifeways attempts to counter the e 
strategies. 
A central theme in discussions of retraditionalizing is the role of motherhood. U ing the 
mother image, women are able to transfer the power endowed to thi role and to employ it m 
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oth r realm , pecifically th political realm. The image f the mother erve a a unifying 
m taphor in man Fir t Nation c mmunitie . well it pro ide Fn t Nati n women with an 
entry into the male-dominat d polittcal game, a ''w men e polittcalleader hip emergmg 
naturall from a mother' and grandm th r' d me t1c authority' (Ibid 26 ). 2 
B reclaiming traditional role and act1 Itt , uch a th e r lated to the rites of 
womanhood, Native women are con c1 u l ele tmg part of their hi t ry which wtl1 "become 
the gathering point of political lidanty" (Bhabha 1991 ·307) "Indtan women have had their 
1i es di rupted b tate intervention t a greater d gree than an ther w men m anada and 
more xten ively than their male abongmal peer '' (Ft ke 1995 ·3 ). Placing themselves at the 
centre ftheir communitte , a keeper of the culture, Ftr t Nation w men are attempting to 
regain the status and right they one held in th Ir communitie pnor to the impact of 
coloniali m. 
The polit1cal debate in which Ftr t Nat10ns women have focu ed on the image of the 
traditional mother must be understood m the hi tori cal and contextual climate of a patriarchal 
colonist state. In Lake Babine society, one that was based on hunting and gathering, women ' s 
activities were valuable contributions to the community and provided women with power to 
distribute and control their production. Their activities in food production, storage, production 
of clothing, mats, baskets, fishing nets and numerous other activities were valuable complements 
to the activities of men. These complementary activities were required for the maintenance of 
society (Bourgeault 1983 : 117). Women were once autonomous, individuals, who held power 
which was associated with their roles and activities in society. The impact of a colonialist, 
imperial state guaranteed the loss of these roles and the power that was attributed to them 
(Emberley 1993 :11 1 ). 
First Nation women' s political battles throughout the last several decade have not only 
been against the state, but also against male-dominated organisations in their own communities. 
"We must accept that in some circumstances it is no longer the descendants of the European 
settlers that oppress us, but it is Aboriginal men in our own commumties who no' fulfil tht 
role" (Monture-Okanee 1993 : 115). Many male-dominated organi ations adopted "di cour es 
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from the dominant ociety that reflected the xtent to which they had intemah ed the 
patricentric pri ilege offered th rn b a colomal iety" (Fi k 1993:21 . Man current 
political truggle of First Nation women tern from the1r attempt t alter the e male-dominated 
in titutwn and to regain a oice in theu c mmunitle . me tr t Nation w men view thetr 
role out ide f the home a a nght and re p nstbtlity The e r le ar an exten i n of their 
po ition in the dome tic phere. 
B e oking tradit1 n f motherhood and extending the e thr ugh 
metaphor of kin htp and ' keeper of the culture', ymbohcally and 
politicall women ra e barrier f public/pn ate dtchotomy emanating 
from the p littcal dt our e f th tate and male-dominated leadership 
(Ib1d 28) 
U ing image of tradit10nal mother and grandmother "women appeal to men ' memone of 
their own mothers and image of their own foremother "(Ibid 27). This appeal provtde many 
women an opportunity to gain p ition of power that are predommantly male. U ing the image 
of the traditional mother, who had power in the p1ntual, poltttcal and social realms of life, Lake 
Babine women are calling for a return to the traditional way to gain the power they once held 1n 
and outside of the domestic sphere. 
The practices associated with women's rites in First Nations commumties support the 
image of the traditional mother, an integral role of women in many societies. "Women' s 
reproductive roles were central to women ' s claims to ocial prominence" (Fiske 1992:202). 
Where these roles figure prominently, the desire to maintain and perhap revive rituals which 
celebrate them would be expected. The interest and involvement of the Lake Babine Nation in 
this specific research project and their desire to obtain evidence of womens rite of pa sage 
through archaeology illustrates the attention being placed on these rites. Reclaiming women ' s 
rituals allows Babine women to articulate their own past, in their own words and to use these 
rituals for their own means. Through the celebration of a young woman' entrance to 
womanhood, these rites reinforce the reproductive capabilities of women. 
The practice of women' s rites guarantees positions for older women in the community. 
"A bond between women was established through thi in truction" (Crutk hank 1975.11 ). Older 
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women are able to maintain auth nty o er ounger women dunng the e nte and their value a 
teacher i retnforced (Ibtd). Th de tre to mamtain th nte ~ r ung women tran late into 
the d ire~ r w men to b 'brought up nght' , th will btam th pr perm truction on how 
t be go d women, to b tr ng, mn at1 e and hard work r , qual itie which are admired m 
Lake Babine w men (Fortm per comm urn Lake, Jul 17, 1998) The truggle of many 
oung women in the Lak Babm atwn are ften attnbuted to th ir lack of proper training at 
the on et of their men e . 
Fir t Nat1 n women are trateg1 all I ctmg part of their past m which women held 
e teemed po ttiOn uch a moth rand th 1r ntual a c1ated with womanh d, t u e a 
bondmg ymbol for the1r commumtt . 
The language of culture and c mmunity IS pot ed on the fis ure of the 
pre nt becommg the rhetoncal figures of a natiOnal pa t. .For the 
political unity of the nation con i t in a continual di placement of tts 
irredeemabl plural modem pace, b unded by dtfferent, even ho ttle 
nation , into a igmfymg pace that 1 archaic and mythical , paradoxically 
representing the nation ' modern territoriality, m the patriotic, atav1 tic 
temporality of Traditionaltsm (Bhabha 1990:294 , 300) 
First Nations women are placing them elve at the centre of a natiOnalist movement which IS 
based on their roles in a traditionali t society. Redefining women ' s roles using traditiOnal 
images they are able to define for themselves what women represent in their cultures, ''stre smg 
other features of culture than men to gain opportunities to develop them elves" 
(Krosenbrink-Gelissen 1991 : 130). 
The significance of traditional images in identity formation have been noted by a number 
of scholars. Dundes (1989 :7) states that, "The es ential feature of any identity sy tem 1 an 
individual ' s belief in his [or her] personal affiliation with certain symbols, or more accurately, 
with what certain symbols stand for. " The image of the mother as a central , umfying ymbol 
re-places women in the political realm . '' ln their community level truggle and m thetr national 
political battles, aboriginal women seek to transcend their subordination through redefinition of 
aboriginal politics by asserting traditional symbol of motherhood under which a community of 
men and women can unite as a nation" (Fi ke 1993:31 ). The intere t m thts parti ular re earch , 
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which propo es to locate a ite a ociated with women' rites of pa age, mu t be understood in 
thi ocio-political context 
urn mary 
This di cu ion , while tntroducing the proJeCt, places thi re earch wtthm Its broader 
ocio-political context. The current trend of partnerships wa. explored and the benefits and 
problem as ociated with thi" method were al"o outlined While located on the edge of several 
field of tudies, thi . research contributes to each of these fields m exctting and com ple ways 
For archaeology this\ ork contnbute. to the current trend of research partner htp with Ftrst 
Nations and add to th bod of research whtch explores wa s of employing gender theories on 
the ground in an attempt to locate sibrn of gender Theoretical and methodological approaches 
endorsed by scholars in gender studtes have directed much of this research 
ln an attempt to reduce expectation , I mu t warn the reader that this research proJect 
contains a limited amount of archaeological work , specifically excavations. Whtle my intent 
was to conduct detailed excavations, this was never accomplished. The reasoning for this will 
be presented throughout the following chapters. 
Chapter 2 explores the theoretical underpinnings of the proJect with a focus on 
examining feminist and gender archaeology and feminist anthropology. Chapter 3 outlines the 
methodology employed to obtain data on women's rites in the past and present. Included here is 
a discussion of the particular ethnographies examined for this project, as well as a discussion of 
the interview process. What the rites of passage to womanhood entail , both in the past and 
today, is revealed in Chapter 4. An archaeological model that aids the identificatiOn of seclusion 
sites is presented in the following chapter. Chapter 6 contains the results of the field survey. 
Finally, the last chapter provides an interpretative summary of the project. 
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Endnote 
1 For con i tency I ha e ch en t u e ' Fir t atl n ' and/ r ' 1rst Nat1 n p ople through ut 
thi work. I am aware f altemati e t nn ir t Natwn ha e u edt de cribe them elve , such 
a Indigenou , Aboriginal and Fir t People and I ap logize 1f th1 choic offl nd orne reader . 
2 Although out ide the cop of th1 pap r, It i imp rtant t acknowledg that there are many 
Fir t Nattons women who are again t th retraditwnaltzatwn movement, a one Fir t Nations 
woman tates, " traditi nal cultur are c n rvati e and this one i patnarchal" (Valeri 
1983:41). 
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hapter Two 
Theoretical Underpinning 
In it imple t form, tht re earch a k th following questl n, "Ar w men ' eclusion 
site vi ible In the archae 1 gtcal rec rd?' e p1te th lack f attention t w m n' rite of 
pa age in archae logy, th re 1 an abundance f anthr p logtcal and ethnographic work that 
di cus e thi a p ct of women' 1t e F r ample, two earl re earcher included de cription 
of the rite a practi ed tn the Lake Babme Natt n· ather Monee dunng the late 1800 ' and 
Diamond Jenne dunng th earl part of tht century Attempting t place my research within 
it broader theoretical regime , thi chapter will pre ent an exammat1 n f current theones in 
anthropology and archae logy. 1 will dem n trate that Important a pects of w men ' s lives have 
been ignored in the field of anthropology and archaeology due to theoretical gaps. 
Sparked by Joan Gero and Margaret onk y' edtted volume Engendenng Archaeology, 
the last stage of my undergraduate career studying anthropology and archaeology was consumed 
with thoughts about gender and archaeology. During this time, in the early 1990 ' s, much of the 
feminist literature in archaeology was struggling with how to actually combine feminist theories 
with on-the-ground archaeological methodology. While there is sttll a need for more grounded 
examples of gender and archaeology, numerous scholars have demonstrated how gender can be 
' seen ' in the archaeological record, such as Gero and Conkey, 1991 ~ Claassen, 1992 ~ and 
Claassen and Joyce, 1997. The biannual Gender and Archaeology conference held in 
Milwaukee in 1998 focused specifically on joining gender theories with archaeological 
methodology (Wicker and Arnold 1999). 
Initial feminist research in archaeology was largely revisionary. Previou theorie and 
works were critiqued for failing to problematize gender roles in the past, for thetr lack of 
attention to women' s roles and for their projection of current Eurocentric gender role onto 
interpretations of the past. While there is still a need for these revisiOnary projects, the current 
shift has focused on creating gender theories that work with appropriate methodologte . 
On realizing this focu , I found myself pa mg parttcular attention to the portrayal of 
gender role in archaeological and anthropolog1cal texts I became drawn to the brief paragraphs 
about women's eclusion during the rites of pa sage. The e para!_:,rraph are cattered throughout 
a number of olumes of the Handbook of North Amencan lnd1ans (, uttles 1990 ~ Helm 1981 ). 
ections devoted to tndt idual First atwn include bnef de cnptions of elaborate rites 
a ociated Wlth the on et of womanhood, uch a ecluswn awa from the broader community 
and pro cnpt10n of parttcular foods and acttv1ties 
Two realizatwns developed from m tmtlal readmg of these pa sage First, the maJonty 
of the de criptions were based on earl ethno£:,rraphtc works, wntten when feminist concerns in 
anthropology were non-exi tent The bnef paragraphs in ethn graphtes that contam descriptions 
of these elaborates nte , wh1ch mcluded lengthy seclusiOns and spectfic taboos, seemed 
inappropriate. The e were rites that affected the entue commumty, altered the day-to-day 
activities of the gtrl and her family and yet the early ethno£:,rraphers wrote as 1 f the onset of 
womanhood was not an important event 
Feminist anthropology has been devoted to critical analysts of many early ethnographic 
works and it appeared that the topic of women' s rites were ripe for a discursive inqmry from an 
anthropological and archaeological perspective. Feminist scholars have demonstrated that the 
discussion of women ' s lives in these early texts are often based on biased accounts, deriving 
either from researcher or male informant bias (see Chapter Three, " Methodology" and also 
Albers and Medicine 1983 ; Whelan 1995). Disregarding these, there are very few alternative 
readings that discuss women ' s rites from their actual experiences. Julie Cruikshank, who has 
worked with First Nations in the Yukon, has documented several women's experiences of the 
rites of passage. To my knowledge, there are only two archaeological works that discuss 
women ' s rites of passage. 
Patricia Galloway ( 1997) explores how seclusion sites would appear in the 
archaeological record of the southeastern United States. Galloway argues that, '"If the mo t 
basic move towards engendering archaeology is finding women in the archaeological record, the 
search for evidence of menstrual huts is about as direct a way to do it as there could be" 
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(1997:47). Archaeologist ha a urn d that "the tructur re erved for that purp e were too 
qualid and t mp rary to lea e e 1d nee worth lo kmg for , and th term "hut" 1 an mdex of that 
a umptwn" (Ibid 48). U mg uthea t rn data btamed fr m ethnographie , he argue that 
clu ion tructure tna be 1 tble in the archa I gt a] record (lb1d 4 -49). 
all wa ugge t that th re 1 a c nnect1 n between matnlocal marrtage, matnlmeahty 
and the practtce of men trual eclu 1 n (Ibtd 51) " he p mt 1 that the c rrelatwn between 
men trual eclu wn and matnlmeal km h1p eem to beg d enough that 1t h uld be po ible 
t te t for matnhneal km ht p archaeol g1call tf we can J u t figure ut what a ''menstrual hut" 
ought to look like in the ground" (lbtd) e rge Mac onald ( 1984 ), who e re earch w1ll be 
di cu ed hortl , I cated three puberty ptt feature at Kttwanga F rt near Terrace, British 
Columbia. He cla1m that the e were ''for the girl of the three phratnes ( agle, Frog-Raven, 
and Wolf, but not Fueweed)" ( 1984:71) However, there 1 no ev1dence to suggests the u e of 
' clan huts ' among the Lake Babtne Nation . 
The fear and danger a oc1ated w1th men truatmg women would have resulted m the 
creation of "sub tantial tructure for containing the danger" (Galloway 1997:55). The 
semi- ubterranean pit, occasionally u ed among the Bulkey Carrier, supports Galloway ' s clmm . 
The seclusion site "had to be at a distance from where men carried on their ordinary activities, 
and ought to have been downstream from the primary village or hamlet water ource" (Ibid). 
The ability of women to unconsciously synchronize their cycles with women With whom they 
spend a lot of time could have substantial impacts on the practise of these rites . " [T]he 
possibility of menstrual synchrony suggests that perhaps each lineage had its own women' 
house, a structure as substantial as any other" (Ibid 56). While she did not attetnpt to test her 
hypothesis ', Galloway' s research does rai e many questions about women ' s seclusion ite 
which have yet to be answered by archaeologists. 
George MacDonald' s excavations during the late 1970 ' s at Kitwanga Fort, British 
Columbia (MacDonald 1984, 1989) identified several feature that have been interpreted a 
puberty pits. This site is located le s than 100 kilometre outhwe t of the north end of Babine 
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Lake. At lea t two h1 toric, and po ibl prehi t ric, trail c nnect Kitwanga F rt to Babine 
Lake (Mac onald 1980.28). 
After con ultatwn with a local female elder, Mac nald learn d that the e feature were 
the remnant of the 'girl' hool" (Ma nald 19 0 99) Mac onald de te e eral 
paragraph to di cu mg th featur , which are a cru 1al t m rc earch. The tdent1ficat10n of 
th feature demon trate that th e clu 1 n 1te are 1 1ble m the archaeol g1 al record. 
MacDonald identified everal depre IOn which he th ught were unu uall large for cache p1t 
Three depre i n were located awa from the mam 1te n a terrace abo e the nver. " It was 
initiall a umed that the e d pre 10n were all fo d t rag p1t , although they were 
con iderably larger than u ual " MacDonald 1 0 95, 19 9:4 7) lie tates that m addition to 
their larger iz , the e pit had '"pr mment nm wh1ch were not charactenstics of food pits" 
(MacDonald 1989 71 ). The puberty pit w uld ha e been covered wlth conical huts and in order 
to upport the tructure, oil wa probabl laid on t p of the ba e, resultmg m prominent rims 
around the ptt. One of the pit feature contamed a central hearth feature that contamed abundant 
charcoal lense (Figure 2. 1, 2 . 2 ). MacDonald state that the e lenses are uggestive of reuse. 
A second volume that wa to present and di cuss the artifacts from the Kitwanga Fort site 
was never produced. The artifact assemblage from the puberty pits is therefore unknown. 
Future research on women' s rites of passage in the interior of British Columbia should con ider 
the Kitwanga artifact assemblage. 
The second realization that developed from my readings of brief paragraphs about 
women' s seclusion during the rites of passage in various ethnographic works was that through an 
examination of these rites, there is the potential to understand how gender ' worked' in everyday 
life. As will be presented throughout the following chapters, these rites represent the fonning of 
genders. A young girl becomes a woman through experiencing these ntes, a role which involve 
new responsibilities and new restrictions. If a site known to have been associated with the rite 
could be located and if elders maintained knowledge of the activitie performed there, then there 
is the possibility of being able to identify a new type of ite in the archaeological record of the 
interior plateau which is directly associated with the construction of gender in the pa t. Through 
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dt cu ion with member of the local Fir t ati n, it would be p ible to obtain a more 
c01nplete under tanding of the e rites than that whtch wa ffered by earl ethnographer . There 
is an urgent need for archaeological re arch that bridge femini t theones and archa logical 
method logy and the t pic of women rit f pa age 1 an td al placet begin con truction of 
thi bridg . 
Beginning With archa ology, I will lead the read r through m theoretical journey to 
locate women ' ritual site m the archae logical record Wh have the e s1tes not been 
discu ed or examined in the fi ld f archae 1 gy until now? Many Ftr t Nation m Bntish 
Columbia practice om type f clu Ion a ctated wtth w manhood And yet to date, of the 
most recent literature a atlable, nl MacDonald has tdenttfied feature related to these 
practices (MacDonald 1989). Thi 1 de p1te the fact that hundred of archaeological sites are 
identified in this province each year 
There are numerou factor that have contnbuted to the limited re earch that is available 
on women' s eclu ion Site . Perhaps the most commonly mentioned is the assumption that 
seclusion sites are not visible in the archaeological record. Yet I will demonstrate that this ts not 
the case and that in fact these site may have distinct features associated with them, such as the 
pit in which the girl was to sit within the eclusion structure. That these rites are instrumental to 
the development of young women and that they carry all that is valued of women' s varied roles 
may also contribute to a researcher' s ability to conduct research on the practice of these rites in 
the present and past. This information may be highly guarded and associated site may also be 
protected from outsiders. While these factors cannot be simply ignored and as it will be een, 
did play into the development of this research project, I will argue that it is only now in this 
post-processualist theoretical moment in archaeology that there is a space for a discussion of 
women' s rites. 
The current attention on feminist and gender archaeology, as well as a vast array of 
' other' archaeologies such as indigenous, critical and Marxist archaeology, have pro ided 
opportunities for researchers to explore parts of the past that until now were not consid red. 1 
will demonstrate that prior to this current moment in archaeology, theoretical barrier that were 
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re i tant to femini t view ext ted in the field f archa ology (W lie 1991, 1992~ ngel tad 
1991; ilchri t 1992). The e barri r were r m~ reed b the low de elopment of femini m in 
archaeology, which ro e out of a gra root d el pm nt a pp ed to a 
the retical/method logtcal rigm emmt t c nc m d vel ped fr m w men' actual 
experiences in the field of archa ol gy rath r than b theon t who are th ught t hold greater 
influence ver meth d log1cal and the retlcal trend 
The econd part fthi chapter\ tll e plore how femm1 t anthr pology ha c ntributed 
to an analy i of women' nte . A large p rt1 n f th1 re arch wa dev ted to interviewing 
female elder from the Lake Sabine NatiOn about thetr experiences W1th the rite and 
documenting Lake Babme women ' parttc1pat1 n m the trad1t1 nal actJvttie that women have 
been involved with for generations, uch a harve tmg aim n and berry picking. Through these 
activitie and with the atd of femim t anthropologtcal theorie , these nte are understood in the 
context of not only Lake Sabine women ' s live , but in the overall context of the Lake Babme 
Nation. This is contrary to previous work that ha examined the rite as isolated, disconnected, 
singular events. Are women really thought of a polluting during this stage of their life, as 
Morice and Jenness imply in their works? As it will be demonstrated, use of the term pollution 
seems to derive from the lack of a better term, one which conveys both the positive and negative 
affects of the power associated with this stage of women' s I ives. Documenting their experiences 
of the rites, in their own words, Lake Babine women were able to highlight those aspects of the 
rites that are integral to women's position in their society. From this, a window of under tandmg 
was created that may provide insight to an understanding of how these rites contributed to the 
construction of gender in the past. 
Feminism in Archaeology: An Overview 
This research establishes that there are archaeological indicators which could be used to 
aid in identifying a site associated with tnenstrual seclusion. It is very likely that eclusion ites 
have already been found in the archaeological record, but have not yet been identified as uch. 
To understand why there has been so little mention of these site in archaeology, It 1 Imperative 
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to examine the po ition of femini m in this fi ld. nly then willtt become clear that the lack of 
attention to thi topic ha a great deal more to d wtth theoret1cal barrier in archae logy than 
with methodological problems a ociated with th location f eclu ion tte . 
Work by femini t archae logi t hav been 1 1ble in archaeol gy onl ince the early 
1980 . With the ground breakmg pap r by Margaret onke and Janet pector ent1tled 
"Archaeology and the tud of ender," a new ar a f research opened up for archaeologists 
which challenged our a sumptt n about the pa t ( onk y and Spector 1984 ). ince this time 
numerou re earcher ha e argued that c n ctou 1 or not, archae logt t '"are propagating 
culturally particular id a about gender m thet r interpretat10n and recon tructions of the pa f' 
(Ibid 2). 
Initially femimsm in archaeology entailed fostenng equality for women in the field and 
critiquing standard theories of the pa tin an attempt to expose prevailing androcentrism and 
eurocentri m. Femini m wa introduced late to archaeology compared to other fields in the 
social sciences and humanities. For instance, femmist cnt1que were emerging in social/cultural 
anthropology, physical anthropology and palaeontology much earlier and yet archaeologists 
remained silent on the topic (Gilchrist 1991 :495 ; Wylle 1994b: 15 ; Spector and Whelan 1989 ~ 
Whelan 1995; Wylie 1992). More recently though, in addition to altering existing theories, 
attention has been focused on changing the theoretical framework of archaeology to include 
topics of gender. A substantial amount of research in the past ten years has been devoted to 
locating women in the past, challenging theories that exclude women as social actors in 
prehistory and attempting to provide richer, fuller interpretations of the past by including 
women. My particular research attempts to further our knowledge of gender relations in the past 
by exploring women' s rites . 
Feminist archaeologists and scholars interested in the topic of gender have 
demonstrated that the study of gender is not only about women. 
[R]esearch on gender in archaeology consider people in the pa t, 
especially the relationships of women and men to the social , economic, 
political , and ideological structures of particular societies ... The goal is .. to 
elicit all the rich variety of experiences, behaviours, and ymbolic 
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t m , f ocial , conomtc, and p lit.I al arrangement of man kind 
( el n 1997: 17 . 
It encourage u t iew g nder, 'woman' and ' man' and ther gender , a c ncept that are 
interconnected t cia and race and n t alwa , a! read -knowabl c ncept 
Femini m mu t b under t d a a dtver realm fth ught whtch include a variety of 
' femim m . ' Weedon ( 1 87) out! me three traditional femim t p II tical [! rm : liberal , 
eparati t and ociah t In addttion to the ear man other t pe of femini m wh1ch can be 
argued from man pi tern logtcal po 1t10n ctalt t femimsm 1 " m t compellmg for 
archaeology." 
[I]t practitioner eek to tran form archae logical practice through 
challengmg pre entt t a umpt10n and agenda , rethmk1ng not 
only model but a! o model bwldmg (1 the tructure of logic in the 
dt ctplme), and th profe 1 nal relatiOn hip of the d1 ctplme w1th the 
commumty who epa t 1t tud1e (Little 1994·540) 
Feminist archaeology a a general approach , ha been defined a a "cntical per pective from the 
point of iew of women in contemporary oc1ety, wh1ch goe beyond 'gender archaeology'- the 
tudy ofthe relation between men in women m the pa f' (Hodder 1994·168). ltjoms the 
political, personal and analytical to recognize re earcher's ubJectivlty throughout the process of 
doing research (Engelstad 1991:503 ). "[T]he Importance of reflexivity in theory and practice" i 
also incorporated into feminist archaeological proJects and IS considered to be "es entia! to good 
science" (Ibid). 
Recently the field of archaeology has been flooded with literature revolving around 
gender. Through its focus on social relations in the past and its awareness of archaeology 's 
constructed nature, the post-processual trend has provided an environment for feminist 
discussions. Its predecessor, processuali m, which was thought to be neutral , neglected to 
consider class, race and gender within its interpretations. Post-proce uali m created a 
theoretical environment that allowed for a reahn of diverse archaeologies and created an 
environment in which feminism could foster. In order to understand why it is only now that 
women 's rites of passage are being examined in archaeology, it is important to examine the 
position of feminism m archaeology and the hi tory of the theoretical trend that allowed for It to 
flourish . 
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Theoretical hift in rchaeology 
ne theoretical pha whi h b gan m the 1960' haped a great d al of archaeological 
re earch (Binfl rd 1 62, 1 65 · Martin 1971: Renfr w 1979) Thi pha , referred to a 
proce ual archae l gy r ' ew rcha l gy , wa marked b the h1ft fr m an 
rwhelming c ncem with th chr n logy of diagno tic artifact and their 
patial di tribut1 n t a h a empha I n c I gtcal , environmental, and 
ub i tence-orient d pale c n mic a enue to kn wledge f the pa t, 
together with an equall hea empha I on quantificatiOn 
(Wat on and ot1adi 1990.613 ). 
Perhap the mo t mfl uent1al f the e element wa the endor ement f scient! fie methods It 
wa hoped that ctence would promote the con tructi n of archaeol gicallaws Nurnerou 
scientific techmqu which had a prof! und effect on how data were generated and analyzed 
were b ing introduced to archaeology (Bell 1994 25 ). omputers began to be u ed in a variety 
of way to aid in the collectiOn and analy 1 of the e data. One of the mo t profound changes 
that preceded thi new pha e of archaeology wa a reliance on c1entific dating techniques. 1 For 
example, radiocarbon dating introduc d in the 1950 (Libby 1952) provided researcher with 
the ability to make deductive, quantitati e statement about the past. In additi n, "The adoption 
of ... positivism conferred a new scientific re pectability on archaeology" (Earle and Preucel 
1987:501 ).2 
Processual or New archaeology was also associated with a new reliance on systems 
theory; "cultural systems were ... interpreted as adaptive re pon es to alteration in the natural 
environment" (Trigger 1989:296). For many, there was a belief that if culture was interpreted 
like an environmental system with inputs and outputs and negative and positive feedback, then 
elements of past cultures would be revealed. Archaeologists believed they could finally get at 
the ' real past', since it could now be approached with scientific proces es and methodologies. 
Unlike earlier eras in archaeology where unique artifacts were the priority and theone of culture 
secondary, the goal of the 'New' archaeology was to develop theorie that facilitated an 
understanding of the material culture. Many researchers endorsed the development of theone 
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u ing the hypotheticodeducti e method in which theorie w uld be te ted against the 
archaeological data (Wylie 1996:317). 
Whtle many archaeol gi t still con ider them el e proce uali t , the 
proce uali t/New archa ology wa dominant dunng th 1970 ' and mto the earl 1980 ' . It 
brought a cientific approach to archaeology and pro ided a number f new methodologies 
which led to the collection of new type f archae 1 g1cal evtd nee. 3 T da many 
archaeologi t incorporate the e meth d and techmques mto thetr research d ign . The 
collection and analy i fa ariety f newt pe f e tdence de eloped into numer us 
pecialitie within m archa ology, uch as pollen anal st .4 However, during the 1980' s 
cholar began que tionmg the under I tng a umpt10n f the 'New archaeologi t. ' 
Post-P rocessual Archaeology and the Critique of New Archaeology 
By the 1980 the pread of post-m derm t and po t- tructurahst thinking had begun to 
influence archaeological theory. Archaeology is till largely involved wtth the critique of New 
archaeology and several di cussions between processuahst and post-processualists are ongomg 
(Binford 1983, 1986, 1989 and Wylie 1991 , 1992). This latter theoretical movement can be 
described as emphasizing "the different pasts we produce in the present and the plurality of 
views that should be opened to debate" (Hodder 1991 : 159). Hodder, one of the paramount 
theorists of post-processualism, outlines four characteristics of this approach, which "involve the 
breaking down of dichotomies, set up within archaeology, between individual and norm, 
structure and process, ideal and material.. .and subject and object" (Ibid 156). The focus ha 
been on the relationships which occur between these terms. 
Unlike processual archaeologists who accept the belief that there is one true past whtch 
can be obtained through objective science, post-processualists understand the past to be 
constructed in relation to contemporary social and historical conditions and interpreted m the 
present social order (Tilley 1989: 112). It was this underlying ideology that wa crucial for the 
rise of feminist initiatives in archaeology. The invisibility of women in the archaeological 
record could now be associated with current social systems and not the actual phystcal material 
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record. The goal of the p t-pr ce ual intellectual fram work wa to pro ide alternative 
account of the pa t, on whtch ackn wledged that th re i no uch thmg a a 'tnte past' that 
can be discovered by wa of ctentific method 
The greate t critique of th New archaeology tern from It failure to acknowledge the 
limitation of cience and that ci nee tt elf i culturall con tructed. cholar have 
dem nstrated that fact are "theory laden'' (W lte 1992·19) Fact and evtdence are influenced 
by researcher octal and political mtere t A hank and Tille ( 1992) argue, archaeology is 
"dictated by present intere t " and fact are determmed b contextually pecific intere t 
(1992:19). 
New archaeologist who embrace objecttvtsm dtstmgw h between the context of 
discovery and the context of verification. The argue that tt IS m the former where external 
factors may enter into the research proces , uch as bta es and polttics, while rigorou testing 
used during the confirmation stage will produce imparttal ' facts or ' evidence' ( hank and 
Tilley 1992: 19). Although many New archaeologi ts acknowledge that politics may enter the 
research process, there is a belief that good science can prevent this . This neglects the fact that 
researchers have a vested interest in certain types of data, such as statistics. The researcher 
mvests the numbers with value, but the numbers alone tell us nothing. Alternatively, the 
post-processualist tum in archaeology views material cultural remains- ' the facts ' - as text, 
which are to be interpreted, read, or translated depending on an individual's context or 
standpoint, thereby creating a plurality of readings (Engelstad 1991 :507). In essence, 
post-processualist theorists offer a multiplicity of views of the past. It is within this plurality that 
feminism expanded in archaeology. 
Feminism and Post-Processualism 
Post-processualist challenges and criticism of the New archaeology have "been crucial m 
opening a space for the development of an interest in gender" (Wylie 1992: 17). Feminist 
initiatives developed out of post-processualism' s attention to gender since em phase on the 
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political and multiple p r pecti e are thread w en throughout both critical approache . It 
would b expected then that femim t archaeology fl un h d with po t-pr c uali m ' s ucce 
Howe er it i important to note that during it on et, femm1 m did truggle m 
archaeology. on ider the I a t decade. In 1992 Han n and Kelle publl h d the re ult fa 
urve ba ed on the 1989 haem I conferen e, a meetmg de oted to expl nng g nder and 
archaeolog . The detennin d that there wa an ab ence f femini t c1tati n in the abstracts for 
submitted paper , and that 80 perc nt f the c ntnbut r avoided an reference to femini m or 
femini t i ue , re earch and literature (Hanen and Kelle 1992 198) In addition, referring to 
her own urv of these participant , W lie note that, "A tnkmg number of respondent were 
ambivalent about identtfymg a femim ts mcludmg a ubstantial number fwomen" (Wylie 
1994b:27) . While there are certainly many rea on for the e re ults, 1t 1s strikmg that there was a 
reluctance to u e the word ' femini m '. 
An exploratwn offemini m' s roots in archaeology help to further an understanding of 
feminisms ' early truggle . Wylie (1992b) tates that theoretical developments, such as 
post-processualism, had little influence on feminism in archaeology. 
When respondents were asked why they think research on women and 
gender is taking off now in archaeology, the majority cited ocial-political 
factors (60%), less than half ( 40%) cited theoretical or methodological 
factors, and a third cited both ... only 11 o/o cited post processualism 
as a factor that was important in opening up a space for gender research . 
(Ibid 28). 
Wylie' s survey demonstrates that the theoretical shift to post-processualism was not the sole 
catalyst for the development of feminism in archaeology. She contends that femini t 
archaeology developed out of a grass roots approach rather than from predominant 
methodological or theoretical trends. A variety of works that were "explicitly feminist in 
orientation" had appeared prior to the well known paper by Conkey and Spector in 1984, such a 
Barstow in 1978, Kehoe in 1983, Rapp in 1977, Spector in 1983 and Claassen' s 1992 
bibliography of gender research which includes work dating back to the 1960 ' s. 
(Wylie 1992b:15fn). The respondents in Wylie ' s survey '"emphasized hifts in the demographic 
representation of women and in women ' s roles in the discipline as crucial factor '' in creating a 
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pace for femini t archae 1 gy (Ib1d 29). Thi gra r ot appr ach to femim m in archaeology 
m an that w men are upp rti e f fl mini t c ncem a th e p nen e them to be Important 
A ked recentl wh ther he ha n t1ced an change m the mclu ion of femini m to 
archaeology W 11 tate that 
it till eem more the rul than the excepti n that gender re earch paper 
will be pre nted at archa ol gy meeting that are all but complete! mnocent of 
explicit! femim t literature e n n t pte that are dtrectl rele ant- I don' t 
ha e the en that all that man ar hae log1 t m ol ed m ' gender r earch' 
id ntifY a fl m1m t r ee much connect1 n between the1r re earch mtere t and 
fl mm1 t ch lar htp r act1v1 m (W he p r comm , emml , March 1999) 
Although there i a concern for women p 1t1on and gender m archaeology, It appears that 
man femmi t in the field are not like] to p litJcize then work There are certamly a number 
of rea ons for thi , but th1 he 1tance to pol!t1cize 1gnals that th1s act would have repercus ions. 
The Science Problem in Archaeology 
orne feminist cholar have argued that the time lag offemm1 m in archaeology is 
partially attributable to the concern of objectivi t researchers, who clatm that " if poll tical 
interests are allowed to set the agenda of archaeology, do they not.. . compromi e the 
commitments to objectivity and value neutrality" (Binford in Wylie 1992:1 8). Yet what 
objectivists fail to recognize is that "feminist archaeology is not any more political than any 
other way of looking at the world'' (Little 1994:540). Many feminists works , in and outside of 
archaeology, stress the partiality of their works, tnaking the reader clearly aware of the 
limitations of their texts. " [T]he most fruitful results are obtained by those who are mo t clearly 
aware of what they are doing and why, because they will explicitly choose significant rather than 
trivial questions to answer" (Watson 1986:451 ). However, feminist works in archaeology mu t 
"pass an epistemological tribunal before they can be considered legititnate disci pi inary pur uit " 
(Fotiadis 1994:546). Unfortunately non-feminist works are not subjected to uch har h 
evaluations. 
A great deal of the literature which rejected feminist initiatives in archaeology made 
reference to claims of ' cience ' and ' objectivism.' " [T]n the we t to be cientlfic 1 con 1 tentlv 
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equated with 'good' . n n who h ed n t the wa of ci nee unmediatel run mto the 
dang r fb ing r acti nary regre 1 , and ' relati 1 t ''(Till 1990: 139). c1 nee 1 u ed a an 
alibi in the di c ur e urroundmg the m lu 1on of fi mm1 min archaeology. Re earcher who 
critique it u e in archa ol gy ar tmmediat 1 lab lled a anti- tenc and therefi re ' bad.' Yet 
agam there i a polarizatiOn f ha 1ng t cho e to be tther pro- r ant1- ctence. " [Wle hould 
not ha e to tum our back n ctence a a wh l or c nd mn It a an nterpri e. he tructure 
of cientific know! dg and the op rat ton f bta ar much more mplex than either of the e 
re pon e ugge f' (L ngtn and D ell 1991 208) 
It 1 h re wh r the work of Harawa 1 u eful fi r a femim t cntlque of archaeology. In 
a recent work he tllu trate through th xample fb1 techno! gy, how race, cla and gender 
are interconnected to polttic and r earch A part of her dt cu Ion he ratse the myth of 
objectivism m sctence. he argue that under the p pular alibt of ctence, cultural production is 
continuing (Harawa 1997:22). he call for a "en tical c1ence politic '' at all levels (lbtd 95 ). 
"Critical mean evaluative, public, multtfactor, multiagenda, oriented to equality and 
heterogeneous well being. No talgia for ' pure research ' m mythical Ivory towers is worse than 
ahistorical and ideologicar (Ibid). Haraway is arguing for science to inc! ude accounts "of all its 
webs of human and non-human actors" and to include in these account an awareness of the 
consequences of these sciences (Ibtd). For archaeology, this translates into a need for more than 
one interpretation of the past and it calls for the producers of these pasts to be critically aware of 
the interconnectedness of their political position, such as class, race and gender, to their 
research. 
The archaeologists who hold onto the dream of an objectivist archaeology 1gnore that 
their own work contains political influences and directions. "We tern sciences clearly have 
been and continue to be complicit with racist, coloma! , and imperial project "(Harding 1993 :3). 
"We must learn to take responsibility for the sciences we have now and have had in the pa t, to 
acknowledge their limitations and flaws a we value their indubitable trengths and 
achievements" (Ibid 2). As Haraway argues, there 1 no denying the need for cience, femim t 
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ne d to iew ctence a a t ol and embrace thi knowledg and m doing this, we mu tal o be 
aware f 1t limit (Harawa 1997:11 ) 
The Problem with Relativi m in Po t-Proce uali m 
Although man po t-proce . ual1 t cnttques fthe evv archaeol g are alid and 
upported b femm1 t archaeology, ~u has the cntique of . ctence, there are some mherent 
difficultte. \ 1th se era! post-processual argument~ The belt f m altemat1 e readmgs of the 
pa t, although productive, can also b danger us (Engelstad 1991 50 ) The pluraltty of 
archaeologtcal text ha been . tre. s d by po. t-processualtst researchers, such as Hodder, .. hanks 
and Tille Y t Little , qu tmg , pt ak , argue.;; that pluralism " 1.;; the method employed by the 
central authontie. to neutralize opposttion b . eemmg to accept 1t. The questwn of pluraltsm on 
the part of the margmal can onl mean capttulatwn t the center" (Ltttle 1994·542) At a time 
when women and non-western peoples are begmnmg to ha e a vo1ce, thetr votce IS being 
undermined by an ideology which tates that all oices will be heard (Wylie 1996:322) 
What th1s relativist tance ignores is the «mean. of production of explanatiOns ... this is 
of course a very important part of the ideolot,ry of cultural explanatiOns that cannot be clearly 
distinguished, in fact , from the explanation themselves" (Sptvak 1979:32 ). Th1s intellectual 
tum which provides all explanations of the past a place at the table ignore two key points. Fir t, 
it is only the visions of the past of those who have access to power whtch will be acknowledged, 
and two, it does not question the politics which produced these varied interpretations. 
Those who have had to continually fight from "non-power positions will find no olace 
in this advocacy of continual power politics" (Spivak 1979·32). The current trend of 
partnerships between archaeologists and First Nations is one instance which provides an outlet 
for other pasts. But it is also important to consider that these pasts are also created in a 
socio-historical , political context. These pasts are dependant on the power politic. \vhich play 
out in First Nation's societies as well as between First Nations and archaeologists . 
The "'rethinking" of archaeolot,ry by some post-processualists has often omitted gend r 
from its arguments. This has resulted in "'ethnocentric and androcentric pre upposit10n. about 
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g nder relation "(W lie 1996:312). me cholar continue t maintain androcentnc biase 
which t m from their a oidance of an u tamed ref1 i e critiqu f their own propo al and 
practice(Wyh 1991 :17; ngel tad 1991 ·503). For example ina "not riou d1 cu sion"by 
hank he liken archae logical e ca at1 n t a triptea e; each " d1 co ery 1 a littl relea e of 
gratification" ( hank 1992). A W he maintam thi "pretty clearl reafirm[s] d01ninant 
a sumpti n that the ubject p itt n f the archa 1 g1 t 1 normat1 ely male" (Wyli 
1994b: 18). 
"The 'lense of androcentn mare thu mo tl till pre nt, regardle of the 
archaeological parad1gm '' (Nel on 1997:54) ender can no longer be cons1dered an optiOnal 
i ue in archaeology, it mu t be con idered a "another tructuring principle fundamental to 
interpreting past oc1etie ' ' (Gi1chn t 1991.499). It mu t become a pomt of self critique for not 
only feminists, but all archaeologi ts . If the pa tIS produced in the present and its creation i 
subject to current ocio-politic , a bas1c tenet of po t-proce suali m, then an inclusion of gender, 
in addition to cla sand race, is also needed a a point of critique. 
Facts or Constructs 
Many post-processual works that endorse relativism still seem to cling to the idea that 
although facts are constructs, they derive from a real world which does constrain what we say 
about the world (Hodder 1991 : 16). It is what we dig up that limits and challenges our theories. 
Although theories are socially constructed in archaeology, there is still some ' fact' or ' evidence ' 
which they are based on. Wylie has suggested a need for ' mitigated objectivism ' in archaeology, 
which attempts to recognize that knowledge is constructed, yet at the smne time it is constrained 
by external realities (Wylie 1992:21 ). Many of the influential feminist works "demonstrate 
nicely how evidence, epistemology and socio-econ01nic factors work together to produce limited 
visions of the past" (Martelle 1996). 
S01ne have suggested that we view archaeologists ' accounts as allegorie . 
"Archaeological narratives, while expressly about people, things and happenings in the past are 
also about ourselves in the present" (Fotiadis 1994:550). The archaeological allegory is specific 
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to a p cific tn ment and place· it "make archae logical knowledge relati e and accord 
po itivity to knowl dge which t ituati nal , [and] c nt1ngent on here and n w" (Ibid 551 ). Like 
an allegory, the torie of archaeol gi t ha e a pmnt to make 
Archae 1ogi t truggle t cr at truth wht h ar ba ed n archa 1 gjcal kn wledg , 
' the archaeological evidence' 
tdence doe not onl c n train, it al o enahfe,· It i not merel the 
celebrated "network f re 1 tanc "but a n tw rk f ites of 
pow r. idence sh uld beth ught of a a " producti e network". 
Becau e tdence 1 it If an effect f power, a concrete mark that power 
lea e m It deployment, 1t empower truth, b th the truths that take hold 
of (limit) ur archae log1caltmagmati n and th e with which we try to 
ease that hold (tran gr the ltmit ) (Ibid 552) 
Using Foucault' notion of power, Fot1ad1 1 argumg that even though archae logical evidence 
tnay lead to the creation of one ' tory of the pa t, th1 will always g1ve rise to other, resi ting 
storie . 
In conjunction with post-proces uali t methodologies and interpretations that have 
enabled archaeologj ts to engage in sy terns of meanmg m the pa t, feminist archaeologists are 
in a position to expand upon our current under tanding of gender relat10ns in the past. They are 
able to stress the importance of being aware of the limits of science, a well as the bias ' which 
can often be hidden by it, such as gender, class and race. By placing themselves between 
relativists and objectivists, as well as between pro- and anti-science researchers, feminist 
archaeologists are in a position to see the faults with these respective research ideologies. 
Through constant critique and development of new theories of the past, feminist researchers are 
providing alternative understandings of the past. 
Feminist Anthropology 
In addition to the alterations which have been taking place in mainstream archaeological 
theory, through fetninist scholars and researchers interested in gender, many researcher ha e 
established methodologies which demonstrate that gender is au eful category for analy 1 . 
Some of the most successful methods for producing a gendered archaeology deri e from the u e 
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of ethn graphic analogy, th direct h1 toric approach and ethn archaeology (Nel on 1997:56; 
Whelan 1995:52). Th wtll bee pl red further m th "Meth dol gy" hapter. 
However at thi p int it 1 Important t note that the approache draw upon femini t 
anthr pology [I r m d 1 f gender m the pa t 
ne f the gr ate t cntique f archa ology ha been It prOJ ctt n f we tern, 
heter exual , patnarchal , gend r relatton int the pa t emmt t anthr p logy pr vide the 
opp rtunity to explore different octal relatt n among gender groups There 1 a wealth f 
r cent ch larl re earch wh1ch e pl re th con tructt n f gender m ther cultur and the 
relation ofindi tdual who occup arymg p 1t1 n m the e dtfferent gender systems. I 
belie e 1t i through explonng the e dtffenng y tern that archaeolog1 ts mtere ted m gender 
can begin tote t fl r the tern m the pa t Femm1 t archaeolog1 ts have demon trated that 
the modem, we tern tern of gender relatiOn 1 not an appropriate model for many culture in 
the past. Through femini t anthropology new option are available for expl ring how gender 
worked.5 
A wide range of research toptcs are covered by numerous types of fem1mst 
anthropologies. One particular piece of re earch that serves a a base to explore women ' s ntes 
of passage in the Lake Babine Nation, may be considered a precursor to later feminist analysi 
and gender symbols. Mary Douglas ' s work deals with the concepts of pollution , power and 
space and their association with ritual. It is these concepts that are highlighted throughout this 
research . 
As a structuralist anthropologists, Douglas explores symbolism through ritual (Ortner 
1994:382). She argues that people understand their world through a system of labels ~ "each of 
us constructs a stable world in which objects have recognizable shape , are located in depth, and 
have permanence" (Douglas 1966:36). This system is used to under tand our e perience and 
the world around us (Ibid 37). Understanding society in this way, as a network of ymbol 
which are '' loaded with specific meaning," is a popular ideology for orne femini t 
anthropologists (Hastrup 1993:34 ). They argue that it is imperative to understand how a 
particular symbol or category fits into the larger y tern (Ibid 35). For example, anday tate 
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that" ymbolic template h lp w men and n1en ori nt them el e to the world around them 
( anda 19 1 :3). The e categori creat boundane which are c nc ptual , but rna through an 
exten ion of the conceptual, al be ph teal. 
on idering octety a b ing made up f categ rie reqUJr m cauti nary note . 
ritic fthi approach argue that it ften neglect the c1al act r (M re 1994:74). How 
'woman' i defined m th Lak Babme atwn d e not mean that all w men ub cribe to thi 
definitwn nor doe an woman mall ttuatwn and at all t1m . Th poiittc whtch urround the 
maint nance and pr ducti n f tern of categone \ htch are tde 1 gtcal, mu tal o be 
con ider din an exammatt n f particular ateg ne ( rtner 1994·377) . Th1 i essent1al to 
femini t anthropology. A tud of the nte of pa age m the Lake Babme Nation mu t mclude 
other categorie which are b und up mto th e nte What doe the categ ry ' woman ' 
ymbohze m the atwn? Who define woman '? The e que t10ns and the categorie ' woman ' 
and ' pollution' wtll bee plored throughout th1 re earch. 
In every ociety there are moment when ' thmg ' do not fit the categones that are u ed to 
orient the world. Cultures "cannot ignore the anomal ie " and must develop ways of handling 
these matters out of place (Dougla 1966:39). U mg dirt as an example, Douglas illu trate how 
anomalous matter is managed. he argues that "our pollutwn behaviour is the reaction which 
conde1nns any object or idea likely to confuse or contradict our cherished class ifications" 
(Douglas 1966:36). Bodily fluids such as mucus, blood and excrement are elements of impurity. 
By viewing the body as a symbol for society, fluids which come out of the body are thu 
marginal , out of place and impure (Ibid 118-121 ). Through ritual , cultures are able to reintebrrate 
anomalies into their known system of categories. 
Douglas discusses several ways in which 'matters out of place ', uch as dirt, are 
manipulated and reintegrated. The ambiguous thing is: 1) physically controlled, 2) a oided, 3) 
labelled as dangerous and, finally , 4) used in ritual (Ibid 39). It has been argued that indivtdual 
undergoing the rites of passage are considered anomalou due to their in-between state, the are 
no longer a child, but not yet an adult. Through the rite an individual i reintegrated mto 
society. For the Lake Babine Nation , this is illu trated in the potlach ceremon held after the 
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fir t year of womanhood (Fi ke and Patrick 1996·17 ). Al during the rites the individual i 
aid to be on the margin of ociety, the un tructur dar a where danger, en rgy and power lie 
(Dougla 1966:96, 114 ). A it will bed mon trated in the d1 cu si n of women' rite , the rules 
andre triction that urr und thi pha e fa woman ' life are directed to contr !ling thi power 
The rite of pas age tran fl nn a oung gtrl mto a woman Dunng eclu IOn she is taught 
all h will need t know f r her new r lea a ung w man Man of the e teaching include 
learning how to control her power he mu t not look at '"the mountam , the sky, the un 
becau e she i reall acred and tr ng" at th1 time Denni 1998 F rtin 1998). he must not 
look at men, nor tep o er th ir leg , thetr gun , n r any of thetr tool ( . Denni 1998, Fortin 
1998). 
Discus ion of women' rite are con 1 tent wtth Dougla ' account of pollutiOn rituals m 
several way . Howe er men truatmg women were not neces aril avoided, as Douglas claim . 
They perfonned certain role that no other mdivtdual c uld perform hecause of their po ition . 
In the Lake Babine Nation, for example, the oung men truant could be called upon to tattoo 
young men in society. Myth and stories illustrate that the power of a young woman was often a 
benefit to the community as a whole ~ in orne ways it protected rather than hanned the 
community. One story describes an evil chief who became blood thirsty, killing many people. 
After many attempts to prevent him from killing, it was decided that the look from three young 
menstruating girls would be needed to end his wrath (Jenness 1934 ). 
Are women during the rites of passage really considered to be polluting, as Douglas 
would have us believe? Douglas is correct to argue that there is danger during this state. A 
young woman possesses a power which she is just beginning to control. However this power has 
often been misinterpreted as pollution. 
Drawing on the work of van Gennep, Douglas argues that. 
Danger lies in transitional states, i1nply because transition is neither one 
state nor the next, it is undefinable. The person who must pass from one 
to another is himself in danger ands emanates danger to other . The 
danger is controlled by ritual which separates him from his old statu , 
segregates him for a time and then publicly declare hi entry to his 
status (Douglas 1966:96). 
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Ritual provides a etting where ocial xperience i mediated, where ituation are tandardized 
and where ituation are aluated (Ibtd 69 . "Ritual pr ide a frame" of r fl renee, " it enli en 
the memory and links the pre ent with the rete ant pa t", " It can perrntt knowledge of what 
w uld otherwi e n t b known at all.. .becau there are me thing that we cannot experience 
without ritual" (Ibid 64). AcqUinng kn wledg whtch can onl be gamed through ritual I an 
important element of the rite m the Lak Babme at ion ne woman described the 
con equence of ignonng the re trictt n of lookmg at the moun tam and the ky. After looking 
at these forbidden features, he began beadmg and uddenl the needle lipped and pierced her 
eyelid. he interpret th1 mc1dent a are ult of her failure to obey the prescription (Fortin 
1998). Another woman gave the example of a l cal woman who had looked at a man during this 
time and caused him to become paralyzed ( . Denm 1998). The ntes provide a specific context 
in which le ons are interpreted and learned. These examples demonstrate that during the ntes 
women are learning rules a sociated with their gendered positiOn m oc1ety These rites ensure 
the young woman wi11 develop into a good tradltional woman 
A prevalent theme throughout these rites is the concept of space. There is a need to 
separate the ' impure.' ln her discussion of the dangerous state of menstruation Douglas states 
that some societies may assert separate male and female social sphere (Douglas 1 975 :62). This 
is to protect the male from female carelessness during her state of impurity. Douglas fails to 
realize that not only was the menstruant bound by rules during this time, but the entire 
community had obligations. l will provide an alternative interpretation of the u e of space 
during the rites in the Lake Babine Nation; explored in the final chapter will be the creation of a 
physical female space on the land during rites of passage that in tum create a mental place for 
women to lay claim to the land. 
My research has also been influenced by Thomas Buckley' s work in northern California 
( 1988). In his analysis of Yurok rites of womanhood, Buckley states that "contemporary native 
testimony" and early ethnographic materials "may stand in an intricate relationship'' ( 1988:209). 
He argues that new fieldwork should be "seen in relation to earlier account "(Ibid 188). Recent 
research may reveal data that was previously neglected in earlier works, while earlier data may 
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offer "unplumbed in[! rrnation" that could be u eful in under tanding culture change and aspect 
of pecific culture that per i tent through time (Ibid 188). U mg recent and earl ethnographic 
informati n w are able to clarify our und r tanding fth pat and our int rpretations of the 
present. While man a p ct ofLak Babin women' nte ha e alt red through time, there are 
at o man a p ct of these rite that ha e remamed unchanged 1t 1 thr ugh an analy i of the e 
change and con tants that a mor complete under tandmg of Lake Babme g nder relatiOn m 
the pa twill be re ealed. Buckle ' article contam tmportant d1 cu 1 n as oc1ated wtth 
women ' rite of pa age, uch as m n trual nchr n , the affect of 1ightmg on women ' 
ovulation and a comparati e anal 1 of eclu 1 n tructure among Northwest Coast and Plateau 
culture . Howe er it 1 ht demon trat10n f how to mb10e c ntemp rary and early 
ethnographic material that i m t compelling~ r my re arch 
Summary 
I began thi chapter with a discusslOn of the lack of attention by archaeologi ts to the 
topic of women ' s rites of pas age in the past and how I became mterested th1s topic. I provide a 
brief overview of Galloway' s and MacDonald' research ; the only other works in archaeology 
that discuss women 's rites of passage and the archaeological record associated with these rites. 
In an attempt to under tand why it is only now that women's rites of passage are being discussed 
in archaeology, I engage the reader in a review of recent theoretical trend that have challenged 
and questioned mainstream archaeology. I have paid special attention to processualism and 
post-processualism and provide a critique of the e two predominant trends. This latter 
theoretical trend created a space for gender and feminist analysis ' in archaeology. While 
post-processualism fostered its developed, initially feminism in archaeology did struggled. 
These struggles and the roots of feminism in archaeology are also explored. 
From theoretical influences in archaeology, I tum to anthropology. I argue that with the 
aid of feminist anthropology, our understanding of gender in the past will be furthered. I 
identify structuralist anthropology as influential to my research and provide a bnef discus 10n of 
this realm of anthropology. Douglas ' work i presented and explored. Herre earch on danger 
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and pollution i u ful for interpretmg th d nam1c of women' nt of pa age I al o cite 
Buckle r earch a being influ ntial t m r earch meth d and the ry. 
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Endnote 
l"[R]adi carbon datmg fman fthe igmficant artifact thr ugh ut ur pe and the 
Mediterranean ba in entuall o er turned the a cepted planat1on of cultural de elopm nt in 
tho e region " (Bell 19 4:24 ). It wa n 1 ng r b 1I ed that the devel pment f culture 
diffu ed out from gypt and Me op tam1a, but rather that cultural change wa now iewed a a 
proce which de loped through ut all ar a f the world 
2' Po iti i m a are earch phtl ph empha tze th order] c llectwn of data within a 
theorettcal fram w rk t a qmre knowledge pre d a a general tatemenf' ( arle and 
Preucel 1 87· 503) 
3 New type of e idence \ hich could n w be tudted m the archaeological rec rd mcluded 
pollen, phytolith , chemical c mpo ttion of oJl andre 1du adhenng to artifact uch a pottery 
ve el . 
4 What i intriguing is that in man of the e pectalttte women tend to pred minate, especially 
in pollen analy i . The e po 1tton are often much more acce 1ble to a mother, since they tend 
not to in olve fieldwork. A well , thi trend can al o be attributed t the wtdely held belief in 
archaeology that women are be t uited to meticulou , monotonou re earch activities. It 1 
interesting how man of the tereotype of the pa tare found w1thi n the pre ent, such as the 
as ociation of women with plant . Yet imultaneously when major developments in prehistory 
are concerned, uch as the dome tication of plants, women are removed from the situation and 
men are posited to have been dome ticators. See Watson and Kennedy (1991) for a full 
discus ion of this. 
5 There is a range of feminist anthropology whtch includes variou subdi cipline such as gender 
sy1nbols and sexual tereotypes (Ortner 1974 ~ Rapp 1979 ~ Ro aldo 1 980 ~ trathem 1980 ~ 
Yanagisako 1979) and Marxist feminist anthropology, (Leacock 1 978 ~ Etienne and Leacock 
1980 ~ Rosaldo and Ortner 1974) to name a few. See Henriema Moore, (1988), and the edited 
volume by Behar and Gordon (1995) for a fuller discussion of the broad topic Femini t 
Anthropology. 
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hapter Three 
Methodology 
An intrin ic component of thi project wa the mel u ion of Lak Babme member in all 
tage of re arch Their part1cipatwn in a ariety facti 1tie pr 1ded pportunities to locate 
the rite in the context of ake Babme world 1ew and ltfewa . It wa thr ugh bemg on the 
traditi nal land with them, where the1r traditi nal knowledge, language and culture are based, 
that women' role and acti it1e were m t apparent F 11 wing 1 a discu ion of there earch 
tage wh1ch preceded te tmg for eclu 10n s1te on the trad1tionalland Th1 will include a 
di cu ion of: 1) the development of partner h1p with the Lake Sabine Nation, 2) relevant 
ethnographic and hi torical urc , 3) the mterview pr ces and, finally, 4) preliminary 
fieldwork. Detail of the archaeological method u ed for th1s research will be di cussed in 
Chapter Five. I ha e delayed thi information because it i only after the reader has learned 
about the rites (Chapter Four) that they will be able to understand the archaeological model for 
locating women ' s seclu ion sites. 
The Development of Partnerships 
Prior to my involvement, two years of research had occurred between the Lake Babine 
Nation and the University. Fiske had been active in the Lake Babine Nation for a number of 
years, especially during the initial stages of the treaty process . She was instrumental in training 
members for their positions in the Treaty Office. During 1995-1996 she and the now Elected 
Chief, Betty Patrick, conducted a research project that documented the traditional laws of the 
Lake Babine Nation (Fiske and Patrick 2000). Their work outline the traditional values and 
belief systems of the Nation. Fiske ' s knowledge as an anthropologist specializing in aboriginal 
law is well known throughout the Nation and has earned her the respect of the community. 
Upon my decision to complete my master of art degree, I was determined to explore 
women ' s rites of passage from an archaeological perspective. My concern was to locate a 
university and professor who also had an intere t in this research. It was through thi earch that 
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I developed a relation hip with Fi ke. I ent h r m re earch intere t and a tentatt e re arch 
plan, which wa e entuall expanded up n [! r thi re earch here pond d with great intere t 
and tated that he had di cu ed m re earch d tgn With everal member f the Lake Babme 
Nati n and the too expre ed intere t. It wa thr ugh th larger re arch project, dt cu d in 
Chapter ne, that I wa award dare arch [i ll w htp. I did not ha e t appl for the 
fellow hip a it wa dtrectl awarded t me. Th1 p 1t1 n would allow m t carry out the 
re earch that I had inittall prop ed to expl r women ' nte ofpa age m the pat u mg 
women ' own expenence and a range of h1 t ric and ethnographic t t 
A work area m the Treaty ffice wa de tgnated [i r th1 pectfic proJect Transcriptions 
and video-recording of int rvtew w1th elder , a pe mltzed ltbrary c ntaming historical 
documents, a map library, a well a the combined knowledge of Treaty researchers on Lake 
Babine traditions and pa t llfewa contnbuted to thi bemg an ideal work environment. During 
the first six month of the project, I worked out of thi office one day per week. The e informal 
visit gave me the opportumty to di cu s with Lake Sabine members questions that would arise 
from my readings of the ethnographic and hi torical documents. The Treaty researcher helped 
me to understand the traditional laws of their Nation and the day-to-day struggles that exist for 
people that are trying to maintain both a traditional and modem life. 
On several occasions I was invited to sit in on treaty researcher' s interviews with elder . 
After the interviews 1 was encouraged to ask question . These interviews gave me the 
opportunity to develop the skills and knowledge I would need to conduct my own interviews 
with elders. One afternoon Norbert Dennis, an elder-in-training and a treaty researcher, and I 
discussed the meaning of the symbols depicted at several pictograph sites located on the 
traditional lands. We exchanged our interpretations of these symbols based on our independent 
research, his with the elders and mine from published scholars. In order to help me understand 
the family connections between individuals I was also introduced to people' s family 
genealogies. Detailed family trees that extend back at least six generation illustrate member 
deep connection to the past and their knowledge of hereditary land use and the acttvitie that 
occurred there. On other occasions during my weekly visits the entire office would enter the 
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Nation' community hall, which i connected to the treaty ffice, and partake in community 
luncheon to eel brate numer u ent , u h a a i 1t fr m th bi hop or an elder meetwg. 
My vi its to the Nati nat the on et of the project were central to pr ~ect. W were able to 
de elop friend hip and a tru t that w uld ucce ful w rking relation hip . 
Throughout the project treaty re earcher pro ided m[i rmat1 n that derived fr m the1r 
expenence on th land 1 n additi n t th u wn e penence , the shared infi nnation with me 
that the had learn d fr m the many lder the had interviewed The treaty re earchers 
willingne to hare their kn wledge c ntnbuted t m under tand1ng of Lake Babine gender 
relation . 
Through their exten i e relatton \Vlth the c mmumty, Treaty researchers Norbert Dennis 
and Marilyn Alec were able to ugge t candidate forth re earch ass1 tant po ition . Marilyn 
Alec, then acting director of the Treaty office, wa mstrumental throughout thi decision making 
process .1 With her help, basic quahfication were et out for the position. A female as tstant 
was best suited for the po ition becau e female elder would be more comfortable discussing 
their experiences of womanhood with other Lake Bahine women. The successful candidate 
would also have reading and writing skills in both English and Carrier, be knowledgeable of the 
forest and be comfortable spending an extended period of time in the bush. 
Throughout the selection process I was invited to several Elders' Council meetings to 
discuss the project. Members of the Elders' and Band Councils felt it was necessary that the 
proper individual be chosen for the position. This research depended on the knowledge of 
elders, and so a mutual respect between the research assistant and the elders was important. 
Lucy Fortin, a woman who had just moved back to the Nation , was suggested. fn Marilyn ' s 
words, "she was a good traditional woman." Lucy' s experiences on the land as a young woman 
and her traditional upbringing are valued by the elders. Shortly after our meeting, her position 
was formally announced to the hereditary elders and treaty staff. 
It is important to mention here that although I did not formally apply for my position, I 
too was being evaluated throughout the project. Upon the completion of the project I learned 
that my initial visits to the Nation to meet the Band and Elders' councils erved a an informal 
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creenmg proc for member to determine if I wa the pr p r indi 1dual t be working w1th 
th elder . I wa required t [! rward m r urn and a bri f tatement about m elft th chtef, 
Betty Patrick. Thi wa th n circulat d thr ugh ut b th council . 
an e t n i n f ur w rking r lat1 n h1p Luc mtroduced me to her parent , Willie 
and Madeline WJ!liam , wh ar both re pected lder m the at1 n Thetr gwdance thr ughout 
th project wa in aluable The allow d u to ba e our fieldw rk out ofthe1r fi hing cabin, 
which i located on ilkitkwa Lake ur relat1 n h1p extended b nd the da -t -day dutie of 
there earch pr ject and through ut the balan e ofth1 w rk the 1mpact four relati n h1p on 
the overall project will b come apparent 
Ethnographic and Hi to rical Re ea rch 
I began the proJect by r admg and anal mg the written record relating to women ' rites. 
Through reviewing pertinent ethnograph1e , with a part1cular focu on the impact these rites 
could have on the archaeological record, everal !me of archaeological evidence were revealed 
which would be used to aid in the identification of a eclu ion ite. Mo t ofthi material was 
reviewed prior to Lucy being employed. However when she tarted with the project several day 
were devoted to introducing Lucy t the ethnographic and historical works that contained 
information on women' s rites of passage. 
In addition to Carrier material , everal other Athapaskan ethnographies for the interior of 
Northern British Columbia were examined. This included Chilcotin (Tsilqot'in), Sekani , Ka ka, 
Tanaina and Ingalik ethnographies. These Nations hare a common linguistic ba e (Perry 
1983:715). Although each is distinct, there is significant sharing of cultural features throughout 
these populations (Ibid, 717; Oswalt 1977:121). Numerous researchers devoted to Athapaskan 
studies have demonstrated that "when two or more population segment diverge from a ingle 
parent group, it is likely that the cultures of these new populations will retain orne feature , 
perhaps modified versions of older forms" (Perry 1983:717). The proxim1ty of the e groups to 
one another varies, yet there is a striking similarity among them in regard to these nte . Thi 1 
probably attributable to their shared cultural ance try . 
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In addttion to North m thapa kan ethnographte , non-Athapa kan material were al o 
examined p cificall hu hwap ( cw pemc) and Th mp n 1aka'pamux) ethnographie 
Jame Teit ( 1900), an ethnographer who work din the outh m mteri rat the tum of the 
c ntury wrot detailed de, criptlOn fThomp, on w m n' ritual I--11 marnag to a homp n 
woman pro ided htm w1th acce t informatt n whtch otherwt e w uld ha e been dtfficult for a 
man in h1 po 1t10n t btam. 
There 1 tdence that ugge t that tnteractt n between s uthern mtenor groups, such a 
the Thomp on and , hu hwap and north m thapa kan gr up wa, common Tradmg, warfare 
and intermarrtage pro tded opp rtunitte for xchange of cultural tratts, as well as the 
movement f people etther b chot e orb ' force of ctrcumstance In tan es which would have 
facilitated thee change of cultural trait among Athapa kan group , a well a between 
Athapaskan and non- thapa kan , can be found throughout the ethn graphtc material for the 
interior ofBriti h olumbia. For example, Diamond J nne , an ethnographer who worked 
among the Carrier, tate that in protoht t nc t1me women and children would often be 
captured by the succe sful warring party (Jennes 1932:353 ). Father A. G. Morice notes a peace 
treaty that was negotiated among the hu hwap and Chilcotm, which included e tablishing 
protocols for intennarriage (Morice 1892:23) . He also states many Chilcotin poke hu hwap 
(Ibid 23 ). 
Shushwap territory in the north wa in close proxtmity to the outhem limit of Carrier 
territory (Dawson 1891 :5; Jenness 1932:364 ). The frequency of interaction between the e 
groups would have been high . Trade networks were common and wide pread. The Carrier 
maintained trading relationships with numerous coastal group . Their furs and kins would be 
traded for coastal goods such as dentalium, shells, copper and cedar boxes (Jenness 1932: Ives 
1990:255). The Carrier were in a position to then exchange these goods with groups further 
south , such as the Shushwap and Thompson, providing an economic ba is for interaction 
between and among groups. 
The Carrier were also in close social contact with coastal Nation . Intermarrtage 
between interior Athapaskan groups, the Carrier and hilcotin and coastal people , such a the 
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Bella C ola, were comm n (I e 1990:255; Ken ned and Bouchard 1990:324-25) The e 
marriage en ured contact on the coa t and facilltat d trade netw rk . The appropnately named 
grease trail, u ed m the pa t b interi r arrier group to tran port ba k t of eulachon grea e 
from the coa t, wa a highway f xchange ~ r mat nal good . It pro 1ded fi r the exchange of 
language, ocial rganization and the mo ement of p ople between Nat1 n . The Bella oola 
and other coa ~ tal group practi ~ ed rites f womanh d irnilar to the arrier 
For adolescent girls, the menarche wa marked b a four day seclusion. 
These gtrl ' act1 itie and dtet were restricted for one year after thi . uch 
girl , when menstruating, were confined in an encl ed area where they 
lay wtth their knee bent together tightl again t thetr chests and 
consumed little fi od r water. At the nd of the year, if th girl ' father 
was a per on of high tatu , hew uld put up a fea t t announce her 
"return to the people ' (Boas, 1892A 18, McllwraJth, 1948:370-372; 
Drucker, 1950:209-21) (Kennedy and Bouchard 1990.331 ). 
As it will be demon trated in the following chapter, these nte are similar to those of Lake 
Babine women. 
The rites of womanhood were I ikely influenced by contact with other groups. As women 
of various culture intermingled, it i pos ible that they shared their knowledge of ritual 
practices. It would be expected that women sought to retain significant ritual practices even 
when separated from their home communities. These rites are instrumental to the successful 
development of a young woman ' s identity in her Nation and many aspects of1ife are 
intertwined with them, such as motherhood, mythology, hunting and gathering. 
Ethnographic Analogy and the Direct Historical Approach 
Ethnoarchaeology, as a methodology, involves an '"anthropologist conducting 
ethnographic research for an archaeological purpose" (Thompson 1995:231 ). Its purpose i '"to 
obtain ethnographic information about the behaviour associated with material object for 
comparison with archaeological data" (Ibid 234). This information is used to draw link to 
understanding the archaeological record and from thi ethnographic analogtes can be made. 
Often used by researchers interested in gender in the past, it provides a starting point for 
investigating past gender relations. 
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A pecific kind of analogy i ba ed on direct c ntinuity from an archaeological to an 
ethnographic ituation ( uld 1974:39) R fl rr d t as the d1r ct hi t rica! approach, thi 
method pr ceed 
b working backward in time ... Traditions f continwty betwe n living people 
and an archaeolog1cal 1te pr 1ded the linking pnnciple between thnographic 
and archaeological urce . uch tradition made it afe t emplo ethn graphic 
urce m mterpr tlng anc1ent 1te ( tahl 1993 24 ) 
Data on women' rite of pa age obtained fr m Athapa kan ethnographie written dunng the 
late 1890' through to the 1960' c nfirm that th nte had been occurring in the pa t 
Interview with Lake Babin women a! venfy th1 practice through the early part of this 
century to the pre ent. The e data pannmg er one hundred year are mternal1y con istent 
with respect to proscription on food , re triction n mo em nt and acttvttie , and a penod of 
seclusion. 
One of the foremo t critique lodged a gam t the u e of this methodology is that past or 
present cultures may be pre ented as "rehcs of a tagnant or pri tine past" (Nelson 1997:56). 
However, as it will be presented, my research does not attempt to locate evidence of seclusion 
practices in the distant pa t. The goal was to locate even the mo t recent archaeological 
evidence related to these practice thereby enabling an initial understanding of site formation 
processes and the variety of evidence related to these previously unidentified sites. 
This methodology is not without its problems, namely the projection of current patterns 
or practices into the past. Yet if it is used "judiciously'' ethnographic analogy can provide 
insight into the roles of women and men in the past, which otherwise would not be acces ible 
(Albers and Medicine 1985). As it relates to this research, it provides new possibilities for 
understanding gender relations in relation to the natural and social environment . 
Source-sided criticism, which includes an assessment of the authenticity of the document 
and the credibility of the material within the document, improves and strengthens the use of 
analogies (Stahl 1993:247).2 This has been a required step for many re earchers interested In 
women in the past. 
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In ke ping with the perva i e urop an id a that women con, titute the 
pas i e, inferior and hidd n id of humanity, Plains Indian women are 
rarely isible a indi idual or as a category of people in the early journal 
of trader mi ionarie , expl rer and g emment agent ... In th 
thnographic writing of anthrop I gi ts, Plain Indian women ar al o 
generall ignored. W1th few xception .. the c ntnbutwn of Plain 
Indian women rarel r cei m re than pa ing reference in the 
ethnograph1e devoted to the mor ' vital and ' valorou ' accompli hments 
f men (Alber and Medicine 198 ·3-4 ). 
This comment applies not onl to Plams thn graph1es, but to numerou ethnographic accounts 
of Fir t Nation women, man of which reqUJre . enou, re-examination 
thnographie, often contam dt. cu. ston. of menstruatwn, but rarely is it discussed m a 
po itive manner or m relation to the rite of pa age wh1ch are marked by the n t of the 
men. e . " Indeed when one consult the mdex of an ethnography, 1 f reference to menstruation is 
included at all , it i almo t invariably mcluded in the rubnc of ' menstrual pollution"' (Buckley 
and Gottlieb 1988:32). The pr valence of the e ntes m a number of cultures, aero a large 
geographic area and the imilarity in practices, uch a a period of seclusion, food taboos and 
restrictions of movement, have resulted m a great deal of mterpretative analysis which attempts 
to explain these rites through women' s polluting tate . " [T]he near univer ality and exoticism 
alike of these menstrual taboo [are] so resonant with the feelmgs of men and women in literate 
cultures that the ethnographic findings themselves have entered into the popular culture as 
truisms" (Ibid 6). How is it that these elaborate rites always led back to a perceived belief in 
woman ' s bodies as polluting? Western stereotypes of women and menstruation have filtered 
through much of the anthropological writing, often resulting in descriptions and interpretations 
which claim the rites maintain a male-dominated hierarchy. 3 
The assumption that the rites are a fonn of oppression which served to suppre s women 
in society ignores an important analytical distinction. Fraser notes two types of taboos, tho e 
that restrict the menstruant herself and taboos which restrict the behaviour of people around her 
(Fraser 1960:260). Several Athapaskan ethnographies discuss distinct proscriptions that were to 
be folJowed by the menstruant and the broader community (Jenness 1943 ~ 0 good 1958: 
Honigmann 1954). The majority of research on menstruation has collapsed these two di tinct 
types of taboos into a "single concept of menstrual taboo" (Buckley and Gottlieb 1988·1 0), 
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di regarding that the rite and ritual were commumt e nt . Failure t abtde b the e rule 
could endanger th wh le c mmunity. Buck I and ttlt b demon trate that domination 
cannot ol e the d namic qu ti n of eclu i n r Athapa kan ultur eclu ion wa the 
i alation of a [i rm of p w r whtch wa t b re p ted , tt wa not a [i nn f repre ion 
The ethn graph1c rec rd wa u d a a knowledge ba e to whtch other ource of 
infonnat10n could be added Int rvtew, and mformal dt , cu , 1 ns w re u ed to confirm and 
erify tht rec rd. 
Alternate or supplementary ource of knowledge of the pa t . may 
enhance appr c1at1 n of the ctal, 1de logtcal, and h1 ton cal c ntext 
under which the archaeological rec rd wa formed and may permit 
acce to information impo ible to btam through archaeolob,ry r ther 
ourc (0 nt n 1997 1 05) 
Examining a number of ource of mformat1on pro 1de an opportunity to begin explonng the 
question that urround an archa ologtcal mquiry mto the ntes. 
The impact of modern day life, uch a forced choolmg and the mfluence of uropean 
value on First Nation , ha certamly affected the pract1 e of the e rite In the past women were 
secluded away from the daily l1ving quarter Today eclu ion often takes place in the home It 
could be argued that this move to the home i due to a shift in the ntes becoming private event , 
as opposed to public events as they were celebrated in the past. '" Menstrual huts ' have widely 
been among the first indigenou feature to be relinquished by native peoples upon contact with 
outsiders from the west" (Buckley and Gottlieb 1988: 12). While certain aspects of the rites have 
remained consistent, it is important to re1nember that these are flUid, dynamic events which 
reflect the interests of the women who maintain them. 
The Interview Process 
The Lake Babine Nation maintains a list of elders who are knowledgeable of traditional 
lifeways. In support of our work, the li t was given to u with ix women ' name highlighted . 
Due to the age and health of several of these women, there wa a dire need for mtervtew to be 
conducted with them. Their traditional knowledge and life expenence had not yet been 
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documented and thi pr ~ ct pr 1ded that pp rtunity. It wa h ped that through mterview 
with older women experienc f eclu 1 n t a eparat tructure a ppo d to clu ion in the 
h me, w uld be re al d Tht w uld pr tde an opp rtunity to enfy and clanfy element of 
the ethn graphic rec rd era] attempt wer mad to 1 nterv1 w these w men, however due to 
a numb r rea on , uch a p or health f me f the elders, onl tw of th e female elder 
were i nt rvi ew d 
Prior t c nductmg the mterview Luc Fortm and m elf pent a great deal of time 
vi iting member , e plainmg the proJ ct and an, wenng qu , t10ns We were then able to locate 
other women who wer 1ntere t d m condu tmg an mterv1ew er twenty women participated 
in the project in a variety of wa The most popular form of part1cipat1on wa providing 
in truction on women ' traditi nal act1 itt , , uch a berry p1ck1 ng or act1vities related to the 
harve ting of salmon 
Re earcher who work with Fir t Nation ften comment on the1r reluctance to be tape 
recorded. There are many i ue caught up in this act. One 1 the 1 sue of power, First Nation ' 
people have too often had their words manipulated by out iders.4 Thi reluctance also relates to 
one' s position m the Nation . A recognized elder would be reluctant to speak about a specific 
issue 1f it was known that there were other older individuals who held more knowledge on the 
topic. Many women were reluctant to speak with u due to the very nature of the research 
project- women's rites of passage and menstruation, a topic which is embarras ing for many 
women regardless of their ethnicity, class or background. For some women, especially older 
women, experiences related to their men truation may be very painful ince they may relate to 
their residential school experiences. In addition, this reluctance may stem from the po ibi1ity 
that for s01ne elders particular types of knowledge are not meant for public consumption and are 
not meant for use outside of the community. 
Prior to each formal interview we explained that each interview would be tape recorded 
and reviewed for the project. On completion of the project the tapes and tran cripts would be 
stored at the Nation, only to be used at each woman' s di cretion. 5 In total , six women were 
interviewed, three women preferred to conduct the interview in Carrier, while three chose 
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ngli h. The interview locati n wa cho en by each w man one interview wa conducted at the 
Tr aty ffice, tw were c nducted at the ni r ittzen entre m Bum Lake and three were 
conducted at women' home . It wa decided that the mittal qu ti n D r the mterview would 
be, "D ou remember what it wa ltke when ou became a w man ." Luc had tated that by 
a king thi question each woman would under tand that we wanted t know about thetr 
experience with the rite . Worn n re p nded ery w 1l to it and pr ce ded to di cus their rite . 
In total, over even hour of tape wa rec rded. Luc tran cribed the arrier mterview , while I 
tran cribed the ngli h mtervi ws. 
Of the six interview , tw were conducted wtth w men in their etghtte The e two 
interviews contained limited informatl n about the nte and were hort in length . There are a 
number of pos ib1e reason for thi . The mo t ob 10u , which ne woman acknowledged, wa a 
los of memory Another reason could r late to thelf upbri ngmg. ne of these elders stated she 
was embarrassed to discus this i ue Thi mformation may al o have been deliberately 
guarded, especially becau e of my pre ence- as a whtte woman doing research in a First Nations 
community. While transcribing their interviews, Lucy tated that both these women were more 
interested in ' gossiping'. It may be that after numerou visits we would have developed their 
trust and been able to gain detailed information about their experiences with womanhood. 
Unfortunately, this was not possible due to financial and time restrictions on the project. 
The use of unstructured interviews were beneficial to this proJect for everal reasons. 
Because all women experience the rites differently, thi type of interview process allowed each 
woman to discuss her experiences freely and openly. There was an opportunity for each woman 
to highlight certain aspects of the rites which were important to her. Opportunities for 
clarification and discussion of the subject matter occurred at the end of each interview. This 
allowed us to return to parts of the interview that were unclear or needed elaboration. Weal o 
noted similarities or contradictions of the women ' s experiences with the ethnographic record. 
This unstructured format "offers researchers access to people ' s ideas, thoughts and memorie m 
their own words rather than in the words of the researcher" (Reinhartz 1992: 19). Tht i 
especially important for this project because to date there have been very few source, which 
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document worn n' expenenc fthe rit 111 th Lr own words . "Thi a et i particular] 
imp rtant [! r th in thi wa 1 ammg from w men i an anttdote t 
centurie f ignoring women' id a alt gether r ha mg men peak for w men" (Ibtd). Mo t 
important] , Fir t ati n worn n ha had, and c ntinu to ha e, few r opportumtt to peak 
for them el e 
An informal follow up mterview wa al o c nducted Thi allowed Lucy and I to revtew 
the initial int rv1ew and ton t ar a which requir d further e planatiOn or d1 cu i n. A 
tran cript of th initial interview wa gi en t ach w man at thts time ontr I of the 
interpretation of the material wa put int th hand f each w man (fb1d 37) The e intervtew 
repre ent the fir t documentation of Lake Sabine women ' rite m thetr own words 
Thi proce ga e women from the Lake Babine at1 nan opp rtumty to be acttvely involved in 
the production of academtc knowledge. 
In urn, the preliminary research for the proJect mcluded developing partnerships with 
the Nation , conducting background re earch and the mtervtew process. The detail s of the 
archaeological methods u ed for thi re earch will be pre ented in Chapter Five. Before this can 
be done, the reader must have an under tanding of what the rites of pa age entail. How were 
they celebrated in the pa t and are they celebrated today? U ing information from the research 
proces es described above, the following chapter provide a detailed discu ion of the rites. 
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ndnote 
1 Marilyn ga e an informati mterview which 1 cit d thr ugh ut the the i . 
2 For a detailed discu i n ee Wood 1990, Tngger 1982 and tahl 19 3. 
3 .. Few American n w senou l con ider men truat1 n t be po1Iutmg but man , b th male and 
female, belie e it to b dirty, offen 1 e and na ty Th e d mmant attttud , a much a the 
taboo that preceded them, ha e a n f the1r effe t th mamtenance fa male-centred 
world'' (Gin burg 1996:372). ee m burg 1996, for a d1 cu JOn f amtary products and their 
influence on delmeating and affirming "the dominant 1deol gy of womanhood " 
4 none occasion, while Luc and I were tra ellJng wtth an elder, he began di cu ing 
women ' u e of the land m the pa t, making referenc t their rite A oon a a tape recorder 
wa turned on he immediately topp d talkmg 
5 Prior to each interview\ e explained thi aga1n t each w man . A form wa available for them 
to sign to n ure the afety of the tap . H we r, nly ne woman tgned the waiver. These 
women were reluctant to ign an form dunng the mt rview proces . The act of 1gning one ' 
name in many First Nation i a very powerful act and reluctance to do o often stem from 
deception by out ide authorities. 
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Chapter Four 
The Rite of Pas ag to dulthood 
ne type f ntual e ent whtch ha been th to pte of much anthr polog1cal di cus ion is 
the 'rite ofpa age.' Arnold an nnep, a r nown d wnter on th1 . t pte, fir. t wrote about " /es 
ntes de passage" tn 1908. Foil wmg htm were ~e era! ther ~cholars , such a Victor Turner. 
Tum r stat s that the. nte. are found in all . oc1 t1e~ but tend to " reach thetr rnaxnnal 
expre ion m small cale, relatJ table and c ell al soctette., where change 1 bound up w1th 
biological and meteorologi al rhythm . and o curr n s rath r than techmcalmnovations'' 
(Tum r 1 67:93). Tran ttt n. between the tage. of one '. ltfe are marked b these ntual , uch 
a from child to adult, from mgle life to marned ltfe and from pregnancy to motherhood . 
"Ritual combme element of drama, pra er, and language withm them: they are the 
focu of sacred knowledge and practice passed to each generat10n through ora] traditiOn , 
pictographs, and contact with other culture '' (Becket. al 1992·35). Markmg tmportant times of 
the year, such as planting and harve ting ea on , pnng and fall equmox, significant changes in 
life, such as puberty and marriage, ritual "are a way of revitalizmg. and putting in order the 
elements in a tribe ' s cos1nology" (Ibid) . They are dynamic events which contain core beliefs of 
a specific group of people. It is for this reason that many anthropologists have focused their 
attention on these events. 
In the Lake Babine Nation young men and women experience rite of passage to 
adulthood, which transform children into men or women. Although my research i focused 
solely on women' s rites, it is important to recognize that there are comparable rite for men. 
Their rites are initiated by a change in the voice (Fiske and Patrick 1996:171 ~ Fumi 1993a:98). 
These include similar elements to women ' s ritual , uch as food taboos, ritual paraphernalia, as 
well as a period of separation from the broader commumty (Jenness 1943 :522 : 0 good 
1958:189, 1966 : 163 ~ Teit 1900:321). For everal Lake Babine men these rites were more of a 
gradual progre sion to manhood, marked by various hunting experienc _ (Frank AI c and am 
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Tom per . comm. French P ak, Augu t 26, 199 ). Thetr mitial kill rna be celebrated w1th a 
potlach celebratton 
A one ear eclu ton wa the length1e t pen d recorded [! r men This was a mmimum 
pen d of eclu ion for orne women and m orne ca. e. 1t \ as e tended for up to three ears 
Men ' ubsequent eclu ton wa rare and \ uld take the form of a VI<)JOn quest conducted at a 
man' own di . cretion W men were more hkely. to be equestered penod1call throughout their 
lifetime It wa common for them to be secluded for o:;e eral day<) dunng 5ubsequent menstrual 
c cle and for e era! day. after gl\ mg btrth Another dtstmgUJshmg charactenst1c 1s that one 
ear after the rites, a\ oman i. welcomed mto the commuml) through a potlach ceremony, an 
event which is stJII celebrated today tn the Lake Babme at10n When asked why only women 
recei e this ceremon , Luc tated, "They should gt e u that, we bear the children, we keep the 
NatiOn gomg." he aLo stated that she did not recall th1s ' change ' for any of the male members 
ofher family The frequenc fseclu 1on m a woman ' s life and the length ofthe imtial 
seclu ion for a woman are factors\ htch ha e spurred an archaeological exploration of sites 
related to women ' rites. Even so, a research project wh1ch explores men ' experiences with the 
rites would certainly complement this work. However, due to t1me and funding constraints it 
was not possible to further explore Lake Babine men ' s practices and experiences related to the 
rites 
The rest ofthis chapter will entail a discussion of women ' s rites . everal Lake Babine 
women' s experiences with the rites, documented through interviews, will be cited throughout 
this chapter. Their accounts refer to practices which are still taking place in the Nation . 
Reference will also be made to published oral histories of Athapa kan women. In addition to 
these, ethnographic and historical works will provide information about the practise of these 
rites m the past. Along with Carrier (Dakelh) ethnographic material and oral hi tories, reference 
will be made to several other Athapaskan and non-Athapaskan Nations. These include the 
Chilcotin (Tsilqot'in), Sekani , Kaska, Tanaina, lngalik, Thomp on (Nlaka' pamux) and 
Shushwap (Secwepemc) (Map 1.2). Henceforth these brroups will be referred to by their names 
best known to the academic community. 
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Elements of the Rite of Pa age 
ommon practice a ociated with women' rite included a peri d of eclu ton for 
e eral da to ral ar , tnct pr riptl n n ~ d and re tn tion f m vem nt. he 
actual eclusion ha b n referred t a "campmg wa back' (Monee 1971 35) Thi refers to 
the location f the men truant' . tent, whtch w uld ften be 1 cated out 1d f th area u ed for 
the da -to-da working of the c mmuni T da , man w men from th Lake Babine Nati n 
refer t their men. truation a. "mo nmg" or ' mo n . tckn s. '(M Alec 1998 ~ Fortin 1998). 
Intere tingl , e eral re earcher ha e argued that prior t wtde pread arttfictal ltghtmg, 
women' men trual cycle w re nchronou w1th th lunar c cle ( rahn 1993 ·14, Buckley and 
Gottlieb 1988:46 ~ Buck! 1988·203) 
The initial length of eclu ion for mo t fthe women who were interviewed tn thi 
project was ten day ( . Denm 1998 ~ M Alec 1998 ~ Fortin 1998) One woman was secluded 
for forty day and night (M. Wilham 1998). They were con 1dered mo t powerful at this time 
since they gained a new power through their entrance into womanhood. They were g1ven 
instruction on the effect of this power on themselve , their commumty, the animals and the 
weather. In essence, they learned that this power could affect their entire world. Under the 
guidance and instruction of paternal female kin each woman gained control of this power. 
The rites of passage have often been interpreted as a unified experience, such that each 
woman ' s experience is similar. Yet not all women would or will have experienced the rites in 
the same way. Cruik hank, in reference to Yukon women, argues that "the e women refer with 
admiration to others whose seclusion wa lengthy, possibly because seque tering was so firmly 
associated with acquiring ritual and practical knowledge unavailable to men" (Cruik hank 
1990:1 1 ). Factors which would have allowed a young woman to remain sequestered for a 
lengthy period are tied to rank, class, economy and kinship. 
In her discussion of shellfish and gender among the Tlingit on the Northwe t Coast, Mo 
refers to the association between rank and the duration of women ' food taboo during thetr 
menstrual rites. "At the time of one's fir t menses, thi restriction could last two to three year 
(de Laguna 1972:405) to guarantee purity and thereby en ure wealth as the young woman gre\ 
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older" (Mo 1993:642). Kirk al o make reference to the relation hip between rank and 
puberty rite . "Through marriage, the oung people of htgh-ranking famllie [! rrned valuable 
alliance b which chief could enhance the1r wealth and status" (Ktrk 1986:68). A lengthy 
eclu. wn would ha e b en ad antageou for a woman. The longer her seclusion the better 
woman she would be con idered to be and therefore better UJted for a h1gh rankmg mate The 
end of the nte m some culture \ a an tndicattOn of the men truants readmes. to assume the 
role of wtfe (Ibid). In me cultures, a\ oman wa con 1dered to be ready to as ume the role of 
wife at the end of the rite fpa sage (Ktrk 1986 68) ln Lake Babme oc1ety, after the 
welcoming potlach ceremon , arrangements were often made to find a su1table partner for the 
woman (S . Denni 1998). 
It was only " wealth , \ omen who could afford to be ab ent from uttl1tanan work for 
such a lengthy period oft1me. Thi 1mphe that it was al o only wealthy women who were able 
to attain a higher state of femalene s and thus mdicates a relatwnsh1 p between class and gender. 
Further this may be identifiable in the archaeologtcal record The s1te of a wealthy woman ' s 
seclusion may contain items that may not be present or may be limited at the site of a poorer 
woman' s seclusion. For example, obsidian, whtch is not locally available to Lake Babine 
peoples, as opposed to locally available material such as basalt, might have been favoured for 
tool making by higher class women during seclusion. However, it i only through increasing the 
identification of seclusion sites that we \vill be able to explore the d1 fferences between and 
among women. 
MacDonald suggests that the seclusion location was dependant upon the risk of warfare. 
In most villages seclusion structures would have been located away from the village 
(MacDonald 1984:71 ). Yet at Kitwanga Fort, near Hazelton British Columbia, these structures 
were built close to the fort due to the constant threat of warfare (Ibid) . In addition to internal 
factors, external factors must also be considered during an archaeological analysis of these rites. 
Attention must be given to the varied experiences of women, many of which fall in between the 
extremes presented by ethnographers as the only options for understanding the rites. 
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Today and in the pa t, during clu ion the men truant i tended to by older women from 
the community. For Lake Babine women, the are often w men from her" ponsoring clan," 
that i , her paternal aunt and grandm ther ( iske and Patrick 1996: 166~ , Denni 1998; M 
Alec 1998). The e women perform a numb r of dutt . , all of whtch contribute t their role a an 
in tructor. The bring h r new uten il and dt . hes which are to be u ed the whole year, provide 
her with food and drink during her eclu. ton and ~ om times chew her food for h r They also 
upply her with cloth, bead and to 1 , uch as needle and km e , bathe her and teach her all 
he will need to know Accordmg to J nnes. in the past these women ensured the men truant 
'was keeping her hand bu "(Jennes. 1937 61 , 1943 524). 
Gunn Allen ( 1992), who ha wntten ex ten 1 ely on the pos1t10n of tr t Nation women 
throughout North America, tat that often in Ftrst NatJOn c mmumtte young, newly 
menstruatmg women are viewed 'as so powerful [dunng this time] that other medicines may be 
cancelled by the very pre ence of that power, ( 1992 254) During pregnancy and menstruation 
women are thought to hold a singular power which ts mo t vital at thi time (Morice 1889: 164 ~ 
Jenne s 1943 :530; Honigmann 1954:117; 0 good 1958:173, 1966:160; Gunn Allen 1992:253). 
Older women develop their own unique power which is not affected by the menstruants. Some 
of the attending women, through their wisdom and experience as older menopausal women , are 
more cognisant of what this power entails, the kinds of de truction it can cause and the ways it 
can be directed for good. 
Today during the first year of womanhood, Lake Babine woman are to remain inside 
during each subsequent cycle. Many of the restrictions and taboos which were part of the initial 
seclusion are also applied during these few days each month (S. Dennis 1998; M. Alec 1998). 
Throughout the next year they are required to refrain from certain activities and are expected to 
abide by certain rules which include restrictions on berry picking, setting the net, preparing 
salmon and all other activities associated with salmon. They are also restricted from wimming 
in the lake and touching or eating fresh meat and they are required to use the utensils and tools 
given to them by their paternal female kin (S. Dennis 1998; M . Alec 1998; Fortin 1998; M 
WiiJiams 1998). 
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ut ide f eclu wn there are practice whtch could be[! llowed t allow these women 
to help with certain ta k . ral wom n reca11 u. mg a h, such a .. tov a. h r cigarett a h, as 
a hi ld It would be put ar und thetr wn t , ankle and/or e es. If tht wa not done, the 
men truant w uld . it and ne erg t up agam (M W1lllams 1 998) Man! n Alec refer to thts 
practi e, 
When ou are n our c cle, e en when that ne ear IS up, ou ' ve gone 
through the pa age f nte and e erythmg, u till ha e the ability to 
make m n ick and ou can d 1t umnt nt10nall o t prevent that you 
take a he and put it on the m Ide f our \ n t and on your heart and 
th1 co er that, becau th can ee ou are moomng They can ee it m 
our e e and the can get 1 k fr m that (M. Alec 1998) 
Madeline Wilham c mmented that h \ a alkn ed to pick berne onl tf he u ed a pectal 
wire picker her father mad for her h could n t touch the berne wtth her hands Before 
doing thi she had to put a h around here e and wrt t , throw a h where the berrie were 
grow1ng, while ay1ng the word " I wi h more w1ll grow ne t year" (M William 1998). When I 
asked about the u e of ash, I wa told that 1t 1 hke the ground and symbolize the cycle of death 
and rebirth (Fortin pers. comm. Burn Lake, February 16, 1999). While discussing the 
restrictions on fishing, u ie Denni explained that in addition to using ash, "'if we do have to 
[fish] we have to drag a fish tail" in the lake. This is tied to a string and dragged along ide the 
boat. Several Lake Babine women made reference to this practice. It is only menstruating 
women who do this and it ensures that the salmon will come back the followmg year. 
Based on the data obtained from the interviews, there appear to be several ' tage ' to 
becoming a woman in the Lake Babine Nation. The first ten days could be referred to a the 
strictest stage. This is followed by a one year period which includes similar monthly restrictions 
and rules, but no seclusion. These differences, which vary depending on the probrre sion of the 
rites, are not distinguished in the ethnographic record ~ there is no mention ofthe initial ten day 
period, only reference to seclusion of a year or more . Many que tions surround this part of the 
rites in the oral and written record. Wa the menstruant actually ecluded for the lengthy penod 
noted in the ethnographic record, or did she too expenence a ten da eclu ion, which wa th n 
followed by a one to three year period of ubsequent restriction hke the women from Lake 
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abine? I the ten da eclu i n a rec nt d elopment in th nte ? If the e que twn can be 
an. we red at all , it i on I thr ugh additi nal thn h1 t ric and ethnographic re. earch 
Food Taboo 
Di cu 1 n of women ' nte tn ethnographt and life hi t ne. mclude descripltons of 
an u. pro. cription. on fo d lne 1tabl 1t wa. the. e re. tri tt n. that were m ntwned when 
Luc and I would begm to di cu th1 r earch pr 0ect wtth women from the Nati n. In th past 
the rite included restnction. on fr . h meat and fi . h . good 1966 162, Monee 1889:163) 
Particular animal and their bod part , uch as the heads of am mal , were tabooed for arrier 
and ekam women (Jenne 19 7 · 55 ~ M nee 1889 I 3) For Ingalik women lyn , marten, 
moo e, otter and mmk were pro en bed ( g od 195 .187) The only ource of animal protein 
during eclu ton would ha e deri ed from dned meat or fi . h . Moss ( 1993 ), m her examtnatJOn 
ofTlingit tatu and gender relation , tate adherence to spectfic food tabo allowed higher 
cla ses to ··maintain their punty and guarantee their material , social , and moral superiority'' 
( 1993:642). It may be that these taboos, as practiced tn the Lake Babine Nation, gave wealthier 
women opportunities to demonstrate their superiority by abstaining from particular food for 
longer durations. 
Recent accounts of the rites make reference to fresh meat being oft, and the notion that 
eating it would create a soft woman; "'no fresh meat, so you ' 11 be tough" (Sydney in Cruikshank 
1990:98). Lake Babine women also discus ed the strict food taboos against any kind of fresh 
meat, explaining that the only kind they could have was dried meat or salmon (S . Dennis 1998). 
A hunter could tell if a menstruating woman ignored this rule and ate fresh meat because je11 
would form around the bullet hole of his kill (Fortin per . comm. Bums Lake, February 18, 
1999) 
Another frequently tabooed item which appears in the ethnographic record, oral hi tories 
and interviews is fresh berries (Honigmann 1954: 125 ~ 0 good 1966: 162 ~ Cruik hank 1975·3: 
Alec 1998 ~ S Dennis 1998). A Yukon woman explains that the rea omng behind thi taboo 1 
that the juice is llke blood and it would then make your menstruation strong (Sydne tn 
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ruik hank 1990:98). An ther w man tate that ifberrie are eaten at thi time, "your head 
will shake when u get ld" ( mith in ruik hank 1990·214) . 
Past and rec nt de cript10n of the rite refer to re tnctions n the intake of water 
( sgo d 1958 : 185 ~ Homgmann 1954·123, rUJk hank 1975 5, lee 1998) " Water had to be 
boiled before we could drink, I couldn ' t dnnk traight from the lake or creek" (Alec 1998). 
e eral ethnographie tate only a fl w stp of water p r da were allowed. 
There ha e been a anety of explanatiOn. put forth which attempt to account for food 
taboo . Many of the e argue that the taboo are a means of suppres mg women m society 
(Buckley and Gottlieb 1988·9). F r e ample, Montagu alleges that menstrual blood contains 
specific toxin which can poi I fl od and plant (Montagu 1 957:67) Another scholar contends 
that the taboo again t fresh berrie pre erve a aluable resource ( JOttesfeld 1994:451 ). This 
claim implies a devaluation of menstruattng women over other , 1mplymg a food eating 
hierarchy where men trual women are of low rank. The e explanati ns demonstrate that many 
re earchers have ignored the tatement of First Nation people who claim menstruating women 
hold a specific type of power. The belief in this power is very real and cannot be ignored. These 
taboos are based on the belief in that power. The entire community could be affected by 
ignorance of these rules. It is and was the responsibility of both the menstruant and the broader 
community to abide by certain rules during this time For example, if the menstruant does not 
drag the fish tail, there will be no salmon the following year. The community has a vested 
interest in her actions. 
If these restrictions are not followed there are consequences. In addition to 
uncontrollable shaking of the head, Ned, cited in Cruikshank ( 1990:314 ), refers to one ' s teeth 
falling out if these rules were broken. Several women commented on the benefits that could be 
expected if a woman abided by the rules. She would not go grey fast, she would be creative, a 
good dancer and be able to bear children easily; all of these relate to the qualities which are 
respected in Lake Babine women (S . Denni 1998 ~ M . Alec 1998). The rites en ure that a 
woman is given the necessary knowledge and skills to survive. The more rules that she abide 
by during her first year as a woman, the greater her power will be later in life (Fortin per 
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comm. Bums Lake, Jul 15, 1998). T day, man elder blame the pr blem facing l·irst Nation 
n the failure of oung p ople to abid b trad1tional practi es, uch a undergoing the rites f 
pa age. 
T he eclusion tructu re a nd the Importa nce of pace 
All account ofw m n ntes r [! r to ~ eque. tering the woman to e1ther h r own eparate 
tructure or to a place in the h me whtch erve a. a temporary eclusion room. The 
ethnographic record pro ides e eral u. eful de. ript10ns of the e . tructures It d1stanc from 
the larger village varied fr m bemg n m re than a mile to being wtthm a quarter of a mile from 
the larger camp (Honigmann 1954: 1....4 ~ Jenne s 1943 ·524 , Monee 1889: 162). It is often said to 
have been away from path , trail , the "gaze ofpa er -by", and the datly functions of the 
community (Honigmann 1954: 124 ~ good 1966·162, Jenness 1943 . 524 ~ Monee 1889: 162). 
The permanency of the tructure i only mentioned by Teit ( 1900:317), who states it was left 
until it collap ed on it own. 
The ethnographic record of menstrual helters derives from a variety of First Nations and 
provides de cription of structure that vary only lightly between Nations. The most common 
reference is to a "small brush hut" (Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 ). everal accounts describe the 
shelter as being 1nade of spruce boughs, while others refer to it a being made up of trees tied 
together at the top. Occasionally, a fairly substantial seclusion structure would be used among 
the Bulkley Carrier. This was a semi-subterranean dwelling covered with planks (Jenne s 
1943:524). Two colour coded cords with a rattle attached connected it to the parents ' house. 
The menstruant would pull a red cord for food and white for water (Fiske and Patrick 1996: 165 ~ 
Jenness 1943:524). The circumstances which enabled the use of such an elaborate tructure are 
unknown, but could relate to rank or statu , since the labour reqmred to build it exceeds that of 
other structures mentioned. In this structure there would often be a hole in which the woman 
would be required to sit. 
Of the women interviewed, four were secluded inside the family dwelling and two were 
secluded outside the home, one to a tent and the other to an unused log building If the 
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men truant did not ha e her own r om in the family h me, curtain or heets would be used to 
create a eparate ro m in the com r ofth hou e thnographi material from the 1940' and 
50' and recent oral hi t ne al make referenc t eclu ion in th home ( ruikshank, 1975 
1979, 1992) . 
One Lake Babin eld r refl rred to a place n the tradrtwnallands wh re you can ee 
remnant tn the ground f ptt where women u. ed to·· rt at th1s llme'' (Wi11ie Williams per 
com1n. mither Augu t 17 1998) 1 Tht upport the ethnographic record and sugge t that m 
the pat women were ecluded to orne type f. emt-. ubterranean p1t or structure. It also implie 
that seclu ion tn ide the home IS am d m con enttOn. 2 
The remote location of , eclus10n tructure, demon trate the need to separate the power 
of a young men truatmg woman from the re t f the vtllage. A number of Athapaskan myths 
and tories referred to by Cruik hank a the " to len W men stories" are set at puberty huts 
(Cruik hank 1983:23). Woven throughout the e stories is reference to the dangerou gaze of the 
menstruating woman. This theme i prevalent in Lake Babme women 's experiences of the rite . 
Carrier women historically were required to wear a hood of animal kin during their first year of 
womanhood. This had fringes hanging from the front and as the fir t year of womanhood 
progressed the fringes would be cut shorter thereby enabling her to see more clearly. 
More recent descriptions of the rites by Lake Babine women do not refer to the use of a 
fringed hood, but there is reference to the importance of not looking at the mountains , sky, 
moon, sun, men and animals. Women stress that they need to keep their head down because 
they are "very sacred and strong" at this time. One woman said she would go blind if she looked 
into the mountains (M. Alec 1998). Another woman stated that he was not to look at men or 
shamans because "they know what's wrong with us ... it affects them ... it can paralyse a man" ( 
Dennis 1998). 
There is an importance placed on space during the rites. Many Lake Babine women 
highlight the importance of a menstruating woman 's personal pace and the danger assoctated 
with it. 
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You couldn't touch fi h n t , u could not touch hunting kni e , bullet , 
or gun becau e he [great grandm th r] aid that in our fir t ear we were 
o pow rf ul we could taint tho t l and w could cur e them cau e they 
could mell the bl od, our bl d nth e implem nt and it'll bring bad 
luck (M. Alec 1998) 
heal o tated that although a m n truating w man c uld ur an tmplement, he could also 
remo e that cur e 
l-ucy: 
Manlyn: 
It ' ort fa catch .... 2 with the gun nght You ' re n t allowed to touch It 
unl the let ou, unle u ha e t lean 1t out 
When ou'reon urfirtc cle, 1fthere' atamtedgunthaf been 
cur ed .. ou can wa h 1t w1th a powerful chann to bnng you luck If 
called khun ah . You wa h the gun with that and you have to blow out the 
barrel and then ou hoot 1t and then ou get nd of the cur e. 
u ie Denni and Madelme Wilham al o made reference to th1 pract1ce, .. y u hoot a gun, to 
clear that up." 
Marilyn Alec explained that a lot of the rule her t,rreat grandmother taught her during 
tho e ten days were related to what he hould not do around men In addition to not being able 
to step over objects, a young men truating woman hould not tep over men ' legs "' If you tep 
over their leg you make them sick, their leg get really weak and [they] won ' t be good hunters 
any more" (M. Alec 1998). One is not allowed to eat with men, nor sit at a table with them, 
especially older men since this could also make men sick "One of the signs usually nght away 
is they ' ll start to bleed, their nose will bleed, their mouth will bleed. You have the ability to kill 
them if your powerful enough." One elder stated that a a young man he could not be near 
1nenstruating women because they are very powerful and made his no e bleed (Norbert Denni 
pers. comm. Burns Lake, March 6, 1998). These comments illustrate the power associated w1th 
newly menstruating women and make clear that the practice of seclusion, rather than being 
viewed as a fonn of suppression, is seen as a way to isolate and respect a particular fonn of 
power. 
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Activitie While ecluded 
Wom n' recounting fth rit tr th unp rtance fthi time in a ung w man ' 
I if e. It wa a tim when 
he recei ed detailed in tructi n which v ould equtp her[! r life. It wa 
one time when a g d deal f attent1 n wa focu ed n a w 1nan a an 
indi idual It v a an pp rtumty for lder w m n to give in truction 
about ab lut lav - nght and wr ng ( rutk hank 1975 11 ). 
omm nt uch a "teach thing " r " teach them to li e . wa of life- how to urv1ve" 
d mon trat th1 att ntion t 1 ammg whtch i htghlighted throughout women ' de cnption of 
the rite (Ibid 5 9). ne Lake Babme w man explam d that, " In th e ten day you thmk about 
your elf in td -if a timet thmk and tog t to kno\\1 our elf' (Fortm per comm Burn 
Lake, March 15 , 1998). 
Acti itie during eclu ion mclude ewmg and related activitie , uch as beading, making 
moccasin , or eparating coloured bead (Fortm 1998, M Alec, 1998, . Denm 1998 ~ M 
Williams 1998 ~ Cruik hank 1975 :5). Today during eel u ion, the men truant may be given cloth 
from her aunt . Thi will be used to make a new outfit (S . Denni 1998) In the past the g1rl was 
required to prepare her owrt hide which would then be u ed for her new clothing ( sgood 
1958: 184-188). "They supplied her with birchbark to fashion into basket and tray , hides to tan 
and sew into moccasin and rabbit skin to weave into blankets" (Jenne 1943:524 ). Dunng the 
first year a girl may be given her owrt steel or bone tools for processing hides, such as awls, 
knives and scrapers (S. Dennis 1998). One Lake Babine woman was given two knive , a scraper 
and an axe at this time (M. Williams 1998). Other tools that may be given are beadmg needles, 
sewing needles and beads. Throughout the written record there is a particular concern that 
during her seclusion she remain " industriou ly occupied" and "keep her hands busy." To en ure 
this some Carrier and Kaska women were required to count fir needle (Boyd in Fumis 
1993b:99; Honigmann 1954:123). 
In the past touching one ' elf wa re tricted to the use of a pecial bone crate her Thi 
was accompanied by a bone tube for drinking. Both tools were u uall made of wan or goo e 
long bone and were uspended around the woman ' neck (0 good 1958:185, 1966 162, 
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Honigmann 1954:123 · Jenne 1943 : 524 ~ Morice 1889:163; ruik hank 1975 :5). everal 
w01nen commented on gr wing old qmckl tf they did not u e the. e requtred obj ct . 
Re triction on t uching one elf are till applied tn the Lake Babine Nati n 
Detailed account ofThomp n w m n eclus10n acti ttJes m th earl 1900 ' s are 
pro ided by Jame Teit. If a girl performed the e actt it1e she would lead a healthy, fruitful 
life. He mention that he would dig trenches s that 
he might be capable of doing a large amount of digging and other hard 
work. The trenche were twenty t thirty ard 1n length and generally 
hallow. Other were h rt and deep. They were nears me trail and 
parallel to 1t, alway on the 1 wer side of the trail (Te1t 1900:313 ). 
he wa required to make 
miniature of e ery arttcle which women were in the habit of makmg, so 
that in after ear he mtght be capable of making those article properly-
baskets of root and birch bark, mats of different kinds, rope, thread, etc. 
(Ibid 315). 
Th01npson women recorded their seclu ion activities on a boulder (Ibid 227). Although it is 
only Teit who refers this practice, one Lake Babine member noted that there are numerous 
boulders on the traditional lands which contain pictographs (M . Alec 1998 ). 
References to plant use during seclusion are sparse. Thompson women used "blood 
medicine" and Ingalik women treated "excessive menstruation with the juice of cottonwood and 
willow trees and alder bark (Teit 1900:368; Osgood 1958:230). During seclusion women may 
collect and use specific plants that have medicinal and spiritual properties (M. Alec 1998). One 
Lake Babine woman referred to devil ' s club, " I don' t know why she [her grandmother] used that, 
it was probably to prevent colds because [of] the sweat bath. It was fall time too, so the winds 
were pretty cold" (Ibid). The plant would be mixed with water and left burning on the stove, 
allowing the scent to permeate the cabin. It is also used for tea. 
Lake Babine women also revealed the use of the root of a plant called '"'khunyah", a plant 
that only grows in the mountains. It is used to clean a tainted gun. Its harve t requires special 
knowledge, since there are male and female plants which are very difficult to differentiate. 
Shiny objects such as coins must be used to replace the plants dunng it harve t. ''They [the 
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plants] like hiny thing and [at] night it i aid the u e them for light" (M. Alec 1998). 
Tobacco canal o be u ed in tead f c in . " nd pra a littl , r ally well to it and thank it, then 
it work good, but ou ha to be reall clean in our mind and bod " (M. Alec 1998). 
In Athapa kan ociet1e women w re the a ti e partictpants m gathenng plant (Reed 
1991 :293). W men' ntual ha e b en Interconnected with the u e of plant (Palmer 1975 :40). 
They would ha e been expected t b knowl dgeabl about plant and tree whtch had curative 
properties ( ruik hank 1979·32) According to Su 1e Dennts, learning to recognize particular 
plant i part of the training that occurs She learned how to make nets u mg the bark from trees 
and how to harve t cambium dunng her trammg ( Denn1 1998) ambmm is a nutrient rich , 
living layer located betwe n the mner bark and w d f the tree It wa a frequently used food 
ource in the past. It could be harve ted, dri d and tored for future use. The harvest of 
camb1um and bark for net , ba ket and rope re ult m scarring of trees. Today, many of these 
scars can still be seen on tree . They can be dated to thee act year of harvest and are cultural 
re ources that are u eful for archaeologi ts . This wt11 be discus ed in the following chapter. 
Marilyn Alec referred to taking sweat baths during the Ia t few days of her seclusion 
period, "it's like a clean in g." 
It was just like a little tiny tent, kind of like the structure you 'd make to 
smoke moosehide ... outside there was a big fire going where you would get 
the rocks really hot, like red hot and you would carry these rocks in with a 
kind of makeshift stretcher made out of wood to drag the rocks in and just 
slowly pour water on it and it would get all steamy (Alec 1998). 
Lake Babine w01nen are discouraged from "talking too much" after the onset 
womanhood (Fortin pers. comm. Bums Lake May 14, 1998). It is interesting to note that for 
many Tlingit women, labial labret wearing commenced at the onset of womanhood (Mo s 
1999:31 ). These ornaments "prevented a woman from talking too much' ' (Ibid 32) Labret 
wearing was also practiced among Lake Babine women in the pa 1 and may have been intended 
to serve the same purpose as it did for Tlingit women. 
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'Where have all the menstrual huts gone?' 
Women' rite ofpa age mark the b ginning of the numer u role a w man may 
occup in life, uch a wife, m ther, gath rer, fi h rand hunter The rite provide the occasiOn 
for knowl dgeable worn n t pa n mfi rmatl n he e rite ar interconnected with 
cosmology, mythology, world iew and beli f tern . Mo t Importantly, they are integral to 
the d elopm nt and creation of g nder m a pecific cultural c nt xt. 
A 'gendered' archae logy mu t con ider the po Ib!l1ty that the e ritual ites may be 
pre ent in the archaeol gical rec rd . he seclu 1 n of women at th on et of their men es and at 
various time throughout their reproduct1 e lt e. mu t have affected daily activitte in the 
commumty. eclu ion pract1ces were hkel far more widespread prior to uropean contact. 
"While cattered report [ext t]. .. there ha e been n detailed tud1es of women secluded in 
men trual hut , and a great many question go larg ly unexammed in rece1ved ethnograph1es and 
cross-cultural studie "(Buckley and Gottlieb 1988 ·12) Questions about women's rite in the 
pa t remain unanswered. Were eclu ion sites re-occupied? Were they m close prox1mity to 
each other? These questions relate to the impact of these practice on the archaeological record. 
Where sec] us ion occurred in a pecific geographic area and where there is evidence of these 
practices from the ethnographic record and in women's life experiences, an attempt should be 
made to determine the visibility of these sites in the archaeological record. 
Temporary sites constitute a large proportion of the Athapaskan settlement system. The 
seasonal round, common to interior Athapaskan groups, created a variety of different types of 
sites, all of which vary in archaeological visibility. The semi-nomadic lifestyle of interior 
Athapaskan peoples, including the Lake Babine Nation, depended on a variety of resources 
which were dtspersed throughout their traditional lands, but relied most heavily on salmon. 
"The reliance upon Pacific salmon set the tone for econom1c orientations west of the continental 
divide" (lves 1990:229). The most visible sites in archaeological record are those that result 
from summer fishing activities (Cranny 1983:38; Albright 1984: 12). Salmon harve ting and 
storage dominated subsistence issues for the Carr1er (lves 1990:229). This 1. stall the ca. e today . 
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ufficient lab ur wa need d t en ure the ucce ful harve t and production of almon . 
ommunal effort wer and contmu t be comm n. 
The r mainder fth ear wa pent in maller famil gr up , supplementmg alm n 
through huntmg and nanng f large and mall game ( 1990 ..... 29), acti it1e. which created 
maller, pecialized it s. A large pr p rt1 n of the Athapa. kan ea onal round would have 
produced mall pecializ d camps ut 1de of the fall . almon harv stmg sea. on, the maj rity of 
they ar wa p nt in the e . maller gr up. Thi would m an that a large proportion of the 
thapa kan . ea. onal round would ha e produ ed . ma11 specia!Jzed camps R1tual us areas that 
had been occupied for on t three ear are not necessan I le visible m the record than these 
ea onal camp. This is e pec1all true 1f1t could be determined that seclusion s1tes were 
frequ nted by multipl , female kin . 
urn mary 
In order for identificatiOn of eclusion sites to begrn , archaeolog1 ts need to develop an 
awareness of the cultural rest dues a ociated Wlth the. e ites. The following chapter propo es a 
set of archaeological identifiers likely to be associated with these Sites. fn the interior of British 
Columbia hundreds of sites are located each year through cultural resource management surveys. 
Ritual sites, such as seclu ion sites, are certainly among these identified site , yet have not been 
labelled as such Where a strong likelihood exi ts that the e sites are preserved in the 
archaeological record, as in the interior of British Columbia, an effort hould be made to locate 
them because of the unique perspective they provide on the con truction of gender in the past. 
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Endnote 
1 Un[! rtunatel , thi wa re eal d tom at the nd f the pr ~ect, pr ventmg me from expl nng 
thi i ue 
2 The hift in clu ion l cation from th dg of the da -to-da li ing area tn the pa t t the 
famil hou ehold toda i ery intere ting and w uld b w rth e pl ring further. It may be 
p ibl to demon trate a correlation b tw en th locat1 n f eclu JOn and increa ing ext rna! 
pre ure and influence from n n- ati e group ( ee ougla 1 9 6, 1975) 
3 Thi 1 the title ofPatnc1a a! Iowa · art1cle m laa en and Jo ce 1997. 
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Chapter 5 
The rchaeologica l Model 
U ing the written record and interv1ew and pa ing particular attention to acttvities and 
pract1ce which rna ha e left trace m the archae logical rec rd , am del outlining the variety 
of archaeol gical e idence I ike! to be a oc1ated w1th eel u ion s1 te wa developed. This 
m deli pre ented belo'v The li t f dtfficultte for locatmg women ' s ritual sites i daunting. 
But if the po ibilit fbeing able to d termm a ne\ . ite t pe i baed only on a umption 
from data m ethnographic and hi tori cal , ource , archaeol gt ts would rarely be able to add new 
type of site to our under tanding of the pa t To my kn wledge there has never been any 
re earch c nducted t te t the archaeol g1cal vts1bility of , eclu ion s1tes Therefore, we do not 
know if the e ite are visible in the record. 
Listed below are line f e idence which could be u ed to identify women ' s ntual site m 
the interior ofBriti h Columbia. Where numerous line converge, a ca e may be made for the 
identification of a ritual site. Out ide of 1t peciftc geographic and cultural focus , th1 model 
may be used to raise questions about how women' seclu ion practices in other part of North 
America may appear in the archaeological record 
Site location 
The location of seclusion sites relative to the primary residential site i an important 
consideration. Table 5.1 summarizes the ethnographic data bearing on eclusion tructure 
location . These sites would often be located outside of the realm of the day-to-day functioning 
of this larger community site. Any site or features located outside of this area and in a 
circumference of approximately two kilometres- the approximate maximum distance which 
seclu ion sites were located from the larger community- could be investigated. 
The site could not have been located too far from the larger community , ince women 
tended to the girl , bringing her food and water each day. Also, for som Gttxsan and Bulkley 
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Table 5.1. UJnmary of ethnographic data related to eclu ion tructures and their locations. 
Group 
Carrier: 
General 
Gitskan 
Bulkey 
River 
Carrier 
Ingalik 
Detail of 
tructure 
Location of 
tructure 
Reference 
mall branch hut ut of ight of village, away Jenne 
from trail and gaze f 1943 :523-25 
pa er -b 
helter or bo th f clo e en ugh that dail 
foliage, often co ered with b maternal ktn were 
spruce bark p ible 
during fir t year of marr1age, 
on return from eclu 1 n , 
lept in di tant comer of 
family dwelling 
hut half underground, 
connected to the parents' 
hou e by one or two cord 
occasionally similar lodges 
to the Gitskan 
Morice 
1889: 162-63 
1892:166,182 
n d. ·236-39 
J nness 
1943 .524 
Jenness 
1943:524 
separate room within 
family dwelling 
comer of family dwelling Osgood 
1958:184 
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Table 5.1. continued 
Group 
Tanaina 
Chilcotin 
ekani 
Detail of 
tructure 
Location of 
tructure 
eparate tructure, a\ a from trail 
ma be attached t fam ll 
dwel hng cl e t mam dwelling 
duri ng tra el , mall 
hem i pherical house 
tetnporary tructure 
mall bru h hut 
1 olated area 
References 
good 1966.162 
Lane 1981 .408 
Jennes 
1937 55 
Thompson conical structure made 
entirely of fir branches 
clo e to larger commumtyTeit 
four small fir trees placed 
in square, tops tied 
together, open spaces 
filled with twigs 
roughly made conical 
brush hut of cedar bark, 
with pit located in centre, 
in which young woman 
was to sit 
hut left to collapse 
1900:198, 3] 3-17 
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Table 5.1. continued 
Group Details of 
tructure 
huswap oung fir tree , plit, 
Kaska 
Dease 
River 
Kaska 
Pelly 
River 
Kaska 
e eral feet in height, and 
top tied in knot 
open camp sometime 
encircled b wall ofbru h 
6 foot high spruce bark 
conical shelter (winter 
structure) 
camp surrounded by 
circular enclosure made of 
planted willows, enclosing 
an area 3 feet in diameter 
skin tent 
Location of 
tructure 
? 
1/4 mile from the main dwelling 
some distance from , the fam1 ly 
dwelling 
l/4 mile from main camp 
Reference 
Dawson 
1891 · 13 
Palmer 
1975:40 
Honigmann 
1954.123 
Honigmann 
1954:124 
Honigmann 
1954:124 
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arrier w men the tructur wa attached t the par nt ' hou by two cord (Jenne s 1943 · 524 ~ 
MacDonald 1984:71 ), impl ing 1t wa in cl e pro imity to th main community. 
The mo t producti area to earch fi r eclu i n ite would be in the neighbourhood of 
a major ummer or winter camp "Although ettlement pattern ary they are repeated at 
different time , durations, and place a the elect1 e force in reg10nal en tronment occur" 
(Gamble 1991 :5). It 1 hkel that women aL o frequented the same . 1t , for seclusiOn, especially 
if the area wa in cl e pr im 1ty to aluable re urce. u ed dun ng tht t11ne, such a ' khunyah ', 
th plant noted b Lake Babt ne women 
me Carl on, who conduct d exten 1 e archae logical re earch 1n the northern interior, 
pec1fically in the Vanderhoof ar a, tated that a large proportiOn of cultural re ource 
management urvey conducted in the interior often include identification of cultural 
depre ion which cannot be explamed ( arl on per comm. Prince George, November 19, 
1998). The e inexplicable feature are regularly identified. There i a real need in Brittsh 
Columbian archaeology to be able to interpret the e feature While the maJority of them are 
generally considered to be cache pits, eclusion tructure hould be included among the li t of 
potential function of the e feature . 
According to Carlson, what is curiou about many of the e features is that they are often 
located away from any food source, in close proximity to a village site and often do not contain 
evidence of a fire pit. The e characteristics are found at a particular site located on Saik ' us 
traditional lands, a Carrier Nation . This site is located away from known food ources, such as 
rivers or lakes which provide the staple supply of fi h or water. It is al o urrounded by 
numerous culturally modified trees . This is a line of evidence which in certain circumstance 
could be associated with women 's seclusion sites. The site contains numerous small , circular 
depressions and is in close proximity to a large village site. The e depression are slightly larger 
than what are thought to be cache pits. A noted earlier, MacDonald ( 1984) tate that the e 
" puberty pits" are larger than cache pits and have promment rims which are not characteri tic 
of food pits ( 1984:71 ). 
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Anoth r ite l cated on the aik'uz traditional land , noted b arl on, contain an 
oblonged- haped fir pit. Thi could be the remnant of a berry proce ing pit. A it will be 
di cu ed below, training and in truction in the proce mg of berries were common during 
eclu ion. 
Culturally Modified T ree 
Although not comprehen i e, Table 52 li t me of the maJor activities Carrier women 
were involved with in the pa t, man of wh1ch are still perfonned by Lake Babinc women t day 
Ba ket making ha been documented a one of the actl it1c performed during seclusion 
Women were predommantly re p nsible for acqUJnng there ources for the production of 
ba ket and container . The e acti 1tie re ulted m a variety of bark tnpping cars (Figures 5 1, 
5.2). Numerou type of carnng on vanou type of trees such as pme, birch, cedar and spruce 
have been documented for the interior ( tryd 1997.65). Features related to the e cars, such a 
tool marks, cut mark and shallow impre ions produced by bone and antler peeling tools, "often 
provide convincing evidence that a modification is cultural rather than natural in origin" (Ibid 
55). 
There are three main cla se of culturally modified trees: bark stripped trees, aboriginally 
logged trees and other modified trees (Ibid).1 Table 5.3 lists common type of culturally 
modified trees found in each class in British Columbia. 2 It is this first category, bark stnpped 
trees, which is of most interest to this project. Outer bark was tripped and collected for 
containers, flooring, fuel , dyes, clean ers and medicines, inner bark for fibrous material , 
medicines and cleansers, cambium for food or cleansers, and finally , sap for food and medicine 
(Ibid 56). Many of the trees identified in the interior relate to these activitie which are 
consi tent with women ' s roles in the past. Further, it is po ible that during seclusion cambiU1n 
provided an important source of nutrition which was normally obtained from tabooed item , 
such as fresh berries. 
Four types of scars result from bark tripping: 1) rectangular cars, 2) girdled scar , 3) 
tapered scars and 4) other scars Rectangular scars found on lodge pole pine often repre. ent 
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Table 5.2. ampl of arn r w men ' a t1 iti , ba ed n ethn graphic and hi torical ources. 
Activity 
Gathering: 
Berrie 
Plant 
Nuts 
Cambium 
and sap 
Basketry: 
Barks 
Re ource 
ervtce b rry 
d g bill berry 
blue berry 
hu kl b rry 
cranberry 
\ ampbell) 
ap b tl) 
bear berl) 
ra pberry 
trawb fl) 
black currant 
red Iii bulb · 
pruce root 
potato tuber 
p c1e offi m 
\\ild onion 
dog teeth v10l t 
cow par mp 
wtllow herb 
Oregon leaf 
wild mint 
Labrador tea 
acorns 
hazelnuts 
pepperwood 
sugar pine seeds 
soap berry 
wild rose 
scrub pine 
cedar 
basswood 
birch 
willow 
spruce 
Tool 
bark ba k t 
bark b01ler 
barl .. tray 
large t ne 
T-shaped 
diggmg 
tick 
pest I e/mortar 
baskets 
sharp bone 
implement 
caribou horn 
bark peeler 
Related Feature Reference 
or Artifact 
hallow pit 
fire cracked 
rock · 
eed 
pal ob tamcal 
paleoethno-
botamcal 
rem am 
Mon 
1889 134, 
] 892.126 
n.d .. l96, 197 
Monee 
1892: 126, 128 
n d . I 55, 
196,200 
shallow cooking Morice 
pit n.d. :201-2 
shells 
fire-cracked 
rock 
CMT's 
CMT's 
Morice 
1889:134 
1892:76, 132 
n.d .. 200 
Jenne ·s 
19'">2:38 
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Table 5.2. continu d 
ctivity Re ource 
Making thread willow root 
and twine 
Fi hing: 
Making n ts 
Pre rvation 
of almon 
xtraction f 
almon oil 
Hunting: 
Making nare 
Prepanng skins 
pru e root 
\ illow bark 
nettl bark 
w oden rack 
fi h head 
mw 
kinnikinnik 
quartzite 
Tool 
pounding tool, 
large t n , 
r pc tie 
bark , craper 
net gauge 
netting needle 
tone pe tie for 
gnnd~ng m at 
tone kmve 
bark boiler 
large ton s 
almon skm for 
to rage 
wooden frames 
fat scraper 
augite-porphyrite hair scraper 
quartz skin craper 
chalcedony bone scraper 
obsidian bone awl 
skinning knives 
stone scraper 
Making rabbit furs wooden frame 
blankets thread 
needle 
Other: 
Dying quills for decayed wood bark boiler 
clothing lichen 1 arge stones 
decoration 
Related 
Feature 
mortar/pe tle 
MT's 
MT's 
Reference 
Jenne 
19 2 8 
Mon e 
189 .... 160 
remnants f rack Morice 
fish b nc 1892.48 
hearth-smokmg n.d .- 124, 196 
fire cracked rock Monee 
shallow p1t 1892.92 
smoking pit 
Morice 
n.d .. 128 
Morice 
lithic debri 1892:49-50, 137 
stone/bone tools n.d .. 163 
quarry 
faunal remain 
faunal remains Morice 
1889:134 
shallow pit Morice 
fire cracked rock 1892:173 
faunal remains 
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Table 5.3. Cla sificati n of culturall modified tree (Adapted from tryd 1997:9). 
CULTURALLY MODIFIED TREE 
Bark tripped Tree boriginally Logged Tree Other Modified Tree 
tree with tapered bark- trip te ted tree pitch collection tree 
car 
tree with other bark- trip undercut tree sap collection tree 
scar 
tree with rectangular bark- trip planked tree del1mbed tree 
car 
girdled tree notched tree blazed tree 
sectioned tree kindlmg collection tree 
anoe tree arbort,Tfaph tree 
felled tree arborglyph tree 
others 
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cambium harve ting, while tho e found on red cedar, paper btrch, a pen, pruce and other 
pecie r pre ent other u e . irdled car are large! are ult fbark c llecti n ( tryd 
1997:66), while tap r d car are infrequent in the interi r, being common) found on coa tal 
red cedar . 
A ariety of culturall modtfied tr e , cia ed under the third and final category, ·other 
modified tre ' areal o f int re t t th1 pr .1ect Th1 categ ry 1ncludes blazed tree for 
markmg trail , tree that rved a upport B r h lters, drymg frame and a variety of other 
tructure , trees u ed fl r kmdling ollect10n and m age tree (lbtd 71-74) 1t may be po ible 
to locate me age tree that are a ociated wtth women ' nte The e are bark c;;tripped trees 
with yllabic cnpt 1 cated on the car Recent! located examples contain both .-ngh h and 
yllabic written m pencil or mk. 3 Tree u ed for up port of drymg frame may also be related 
to women' nte Although rare, another t pe of culturally mod1 fied tree clas ed in this third 
category is entwined tree , where everal tree have been intenti nally entwined (Ibid 73). It ha 
been suggested that the e trees are a sociated with puberty trammg (Ibid). The Ka ka, 
Shushwap and Thompson u ed a imilar structure for eel u ion . The e tree are rare, but several 
have been identified around the hushwap area ( tryd 1998). 
Carlson documented over 6,000 culturally modified trees around the Bums Lake area 
(Carlson pers. comm. Prince George, November 19, 1998). Many of these were thought to have 
been used to harvest cambium, the thin, nutrient rich layer located beneath the bark layer of the 
tree. Three quarters of them occur at five site which are located within twenty kilometre of 
major settlements. These are interpreted as major cambium proce sing zone , as di tinct from 
isolated, scattered culturally modified trees, and may have a high potential for contammg 
seclusion sites, especially if ethnographic data can verify historic u e of a pecific area When 
harvested at its peak time, between May and June, cambium is weet and ta ty . The hanested 
product is a thin, wet noodle-like piece of cambium which can ea il be craped off with a flat, 
curved spatulate object. References to speci fie cambium har e ting tool are found throughout 
the ethnographic record for the interior. 
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The rec gnition of culturall modified tree dramaticall increa e the i ibility of 
wotnen' acti itie . Th opp rtumty to locate archae logi al v1dence pertaming to women ' 
ritual acti itie rna be greate tin location wtth high den ttie of culturall modified tree , a 
well as in area where p cifi type of culturall m dlfi d tre are locat d, uch a 
intentional! ntwined tree 
It 1 important to recognize that n the1r own, culturall modified tree cannot be 
a oc1ated with the nte of pa~ age H we er, when the e tr e are [! und in a ociation with 
c rtain type of e td nee, u h a cultural depre 10n with " prominent rim ", then a eclu ion 
ite hould b added to the realm of po stble mteroperatl ns for the ite In addition to the 
archaeological e idence, thi claim would be trengthened b oral tradition that include 
reference to u e of the ite for eclu 1on pract1ce . 
Pictographs 
Experience of training rituals were often rec rded on nearby cliffs or boulders by 
menstruant (Comer 1968:4, Teit 1900:31 7). "Despite the absence of c1early Identifiable 
females , a significant portion of the figures probably show women, ince girl reportedly painted 
many of the pictographs during their puberty ritual" (Keyser 1992 :5 1 ). Key er, writing on 
pictograph sites of the Columbia Plateau, note that not only the image but the act of painting 
the images " was thought to transmit supernatural power from the object to the arti t" ( 1992:59). 
Comer ( 1968:6), who conducted extensive research on pictographs in the interior during the late 
1960's, notes that ideal locations for pictographs were often at excellent campsites which were 
protected from the elements and along trails. Other type of sites which are often located in ery 
secluded areas are thought to have been ' ceremonial ' (Ibid). 
Several of Comer's interpretations of the image , interpretation whtch are based on 
James Teit interpretations of pictographs in the Thompson and Lillooet region, could be 
as ociated with women 's rituals, uch as "tally marks" (Ibid 126). More recent work conducted 
on pictographs in the southern interior by James Key er de cribe tally marks a " mnemomc 
devices for recalling the steps necessary to complete a religious ritual or ceremon "(Ke er 
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1992:43). Arc ha e be n interpr ted a '"unfini hed ba ketry", which were '"painted by young 
women required to wea e ba ket in their puberty ritual "(1992 . 57 ~ omer 1968: 126). Other 
de ign categ rie a ociated with worn n' ritual acti itie are "count of fir needle ,""buckskin 
dre ," "c dar branche ," "ba k t ,""matting" and" tnpped fir branche " ( orner 
1968: 126-29). 
everal images are e peciall intere tmg when women ' ntuals are con idered (Table 
5.4). For example omer de cnbe one tmage a a woman reclming in a cave or lodge with 
unfini hed ba ketry (Ibid 53). Other 1mage ar mtcrpreted as a woman in a fringed dres and 
an ther a a woman with fir branche 1n ach hand, with the needles plucked from one side (Ibid 
71-2). Where a high den ity of ptctograph e 1 ·t whtch c uld be interpreted a activities 
a sociated with women ' ritual , such a th e mentioned above, secluswn sites may be in close 
proximity. 
The proce sing of natural material and mineral for paint may also be associated with 
seclusion sites. Pure form of mineral such a hematite, limonite, white clay and gypsum are 
sources of natural pigments (Ibid 21 ). Berries, fungi , lichen, alder bark and many plant roots 
were also used for paint (fbid). The production of a high quahty paint required many of these 
materials to be boiled down or baked in a fire, therefore, evidence of processing the e paints 
may be archaeologically visible (Ibid 21-2). 
Features 
Several features may be present in the seclusion structure, such as a hearth, as well as 
evidence of the pit the girl was to sit in. Layers of depo ition in the hearth may signify repeated 
use of the structure. A central hearth feature with "abundant charcoal lenses," suggestive of 
re-use, was located inside one of the puberty pit feature located at Kitwanga Fort (MacDonald 
1989:47). 
Seclusion was a time of intense instruction on women ' s activitie ( ee Table 5.1 ). 
Features related to these activities may be located in close proximity to the eclu ion tructure. 
Several ethnographies and interviews discuss the preparation of a new outfit during eclu ion. 
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Thi would have created a number of id nti fiabl featur , uch a a rooking pit u ed to prepare 
th kin . Thi w uld appear a a hall \ pit hned with burned egetable matter, uch a pine 
cone and kinnikinnik I a e (Morice 1892 :49~ G tte feld 1991·36). 
Knowledge of edib1 plant , nut and r ot and the harvestmg and pr paratlon of these 
food ource would ha e been tran mitted during eclu ion. ln additi n t edible plant , 
medicmal and pi ritual plant w uld al ha e been harve ted, uch as the acred plant khunyah. 
C rtain plant rna ha e been a aluable urce f food, such a fern r ots These were c oked 
in a large pit lined w1th rock . A fire w uld be set m the pit 10 order to heat the rock Once hot, 
the root would be put in and th n the ptt would be ltned wtth btrch bark or alder bark (Morice 
1910:200, Gotte feld 1992 16) It w uld then be covered w1th earth and left for several hours . 
Proce sing of e eral food , uch a acorn , a well a cooking, required hallow pit , which 
ecured barked ve el , t be dug into the ground (Morice 1 910 :201 ). Also associated with these 
activitie would be the remains of large, rounded, heat-altered rock which would have been 
placed in ide the ve selto bring it to a boil. 
Ian Franck (1997), a graduate student at Simon Fra er Univer ity, located what he 
describes as huckleberry proces ing pits in northern Wa hington (Frank 1997). These appear a 
shallow trenches, with remnant of a burned log again t the back of the trench and a pile of dirt 
on the opposite side. One Lake Babine woman' recounting of her experiences during the rite 
includes instruction on how to make sun-dried saskatoon berries (M. Alec 1998). "I wa n 't 
allowed to pick but she showed me what to do o I was the one in charge of keeping the fire and 
[getting] the water buckets for her. " Drying saskatoons included the u e of fire and may have 
produced a similar feature to those described by Frank. The identification of ubtle features , like 
berry processing pits, demonstrates that small , singular use sites are identifiable in the 
archaeological record. As noted earlier, larger than usual cache pit with prominent rim ~, 
located away from known food sources may also represent the remains of the seclu ion 
structure. It is important to state that while many of the e features may be pre ent at other types 
of sites, it is the association of these feature with other type of evidence, such a cultura11 
modified trees, that will distingui h a seclu ton site. 
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Table 5.4. Pi t gr h th ught t a iat d with w m n ritu I . 
unfini h d ba k tr tr r n h 
tren h with pil f a rth - cap with fring 
fir bran h with n dl lu k d fr m n id ( m r 19 :2 ). 
ounl f fi r n edl (tall y mark ) ( rn r 196 :54) . 
Young girl reclining in a lodge or cave with unfini hed 
ba ketry (Corner 1968:53) . 
Human figure with s tripped conifer branche in each 
hand ( oro r 1968: 111 ). 
Thi would hav creat d a number of identifiable feature , uch a a m king pit u ed to prepare 
the kin . This would appear a a ha11 w pit lined with burned vegetable matter, uch a pine 
cone and kinnikinnik lea e (Morice 1892.49; Gotte feld 1991 ·36 
Knowledge f edibl plant , nut and r t and the harve ting and preparation of these 
food ource would ha e been tran mitt d during eclu ion. In addition to edible plants, 
medicinal and piritual plant would al have been harvested, uch as the acred plant khunyah . 
Certain plants may ha e b en a aluable ource of fl od, uch a fern roots . These were cooked 
in a large pit lined with rock A fir would be set m the pit m order to heat the rock . Once hot, 
the roots would be put m and then the pit would be lined wrth brrch bark or alder bark (Morice 
191 0 :200 ~ Gotte feld 1992·16) It would then be covered with earth and left for several hours . 
Proce ing of everal foods , uch a acorn , a well a cooking, required shallow pit , which 
secured barked ve el , to be dug into the ground (Morice 1910 201) Also a sociated w1th the e 
activitie would be the remains of large, rounded, heat-altered rock which would have been 
placed in ide the vessel to bring it to a boil. 
Ian Franck (1997), a graduate student at Simon Fra er Univer ity, located what he 
describes as huckleberry proces ing pits in northern Wa hington (Frank 1997). The e appear as 
shallow trenches, with remnants of a burned log again t the back of the trench and a pile of dirt 
on the opposite side. One Lake Babine woman' recounting of her experiences during the rite 
includes instructions on how to make sun-dried saskatoon berries (M. Alec 1998). "I wa n' t 
allowed to pick but he showed me what to do so I was the one in charge of keeping the fire and 
[getting] the water buckets for her. " Drying saskatoons included the use of fire and may have 
produced a similar feature to those described by Frank. The identification of subtle feature , llke 
berry processing pits, demon trates that small , singular use ite are identifiable in the 
archaeological record. As noted earller, larger than usual cache pits with prominent rim , 
located away from known food sources may also represent the remains ofthe eclu ion 
structure. It is important to tate that while many of the e feature may be present at other types 
of sites, it is the association of these feature with other type of evidence, such as culturall 
modified trees, that will di tmgui h a seclu ion site. 
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Tool 
Table 5.5 ummanze the ethnographic data pertaining t the acti itte performed during 
eclusion and the related t ol . it which contain t I kn wn to have be n used exclu ively 
b women are of particular intere t for tdentifying women' seclu ion ite . The e were area 
wh re worn n learned al1 the would ne d t kn w for thetr future role 10 life. ewtng, 
pr paring kin , production of net , r pe , rabbtt blankets- the e activttie occupied a girl' 
time. Where there ar 1gn of the e acttvttte and n idence of animal bone from food waste, 
a lack of exclu ively male t ol and acti iue repre en ted in the archaeologtcal record, 
identification of a clu ion it 1 po tble Thts i espe tally true tfthe s1te is located away 
from the larger community ite 
The preparatiOn of kin requtre the u e of everal tool , such as kmves, scrapers, awls 
and needle . Carrier and Inga1ik women prepared hide dunng their seclu ion period. The raw 
material relating to women' activitie , such a skins, were brought to the gtrl by her female 
relatives (Cruik hank, 1975 : 5 ~ . Denni 1998, M. Alec 1998 ~ Fortin 1998). Activities related to 
this larger activity complex are dying quill for decoration of clothing, making thread from bark 
or sinew, as well as preparing the tools for u e. Pits and frames for smoking hides would al o be 
required. 
Evidence ofbasalt, vitreous basalt, chalcedony and obsidian llthic debri resulting from 
the preparation of tools for dressing hides may be pre ent at a seclusion site. These four 
varieties of raw material are the most common types found in the interior. Albright ( 1984:58) 
who worked among the Talthan, states that when a woman fir t started to work with hide she 
was given her first tools by her aunt or mother. This was also true for some Lake Babine women 
(S. Dennis 1998; M. Wi11iams 1998). Women were likely trained on how to manufacture and 
repair these tools. Talthan women use a bipolar technique to prepare stone for dres ing hide . 
Direct percussion is then used to remove flakes from the edges by using a hammer tone 
(Albright 1984:58). "[W]ithin every woman ' workbag or collection of tool there are one or 
two smaller stone dressing tools which are best descnbed as corte spall or flak tool "(Ibid) 
These cortex spall tools are often indicative of hide working tools (lbtd). Itt the a soctation of 
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Table 5.5. Utnmary of eclu ion acti iti s, related 
implication . 
bjects, and their archaeological 
Group Activities While Related Object ociated Reference 
Carrier 
Ingalik 
Kaska 
ecluded 
r gular in truct1 n g o e r wan 
from female kin n drinking tube 
duti s f women, ie 
making birch bark bon comb and/or 
ba ket , tanning scratcher 
hide , makmg rabbit 
kin blanket 1ne\ bracelets 
rna be called upon 
to u e her powers, 
ie. tattooing of 
pube cent males 
tools a so 1ated 
with women's 
activ1t1e 
* e table 1 * 
tattooing 
implement 
Archaeological 
Feature 
* ee table 1 * 
for feature 
related the e 
activities 
Jennes 
1943:523-24 
Morice 
1889:163 
1892:166, 182 
n.d .239 
makes new clothing swan bone tube feature and Osgood 
prepare hides 
arifacts related to 1958:184-88 
personal belongings, preparing hides 
such as needle case 
body decorated with palette/mortar for presence of 
red ochre and preparing pigments exotic minerals 
charcoal 
industriously 
occupied" 
counting spruce 
needles from brush 
floor 
no cooking 
bone scratcher no hearth feature Honigmann 
1954:123 
swan qutll drinking features and 
tube artifacts related 
to women's 
awl activities 
possible remain 
of medicinal 
plant specie for 
all groups 
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Table 5.5. continued 
Group 
Tanaina 
Chilcotin 
Sekani 
Activities While 
ecluded 
no preparation of 
food 
weat bath befl re 
re-entry 
tediou tasks 
mak ba ket 
? 
Objects Related 
to eclusion 
bone drinki ng tube 
of I n , wan or 
eag1 b ne, 
ometim incised 
traight comb 
cratcher 
dnnking tube 
scratch r 
special bark cup 
rchaeological References 
Implications 
no hearth 
CMT as re ult 
of gathenng 
re ource for 
baskets 
sgood 
1966:162 
Lane 
1991:405 
Jenness 
1937:55 
Thompson gather firewood deer bone scratcher trench features Teit 
dig trenches near drinking tube of 
trails, 20-30 yards crane, swan, or 
long, generally goose 
shallow, others short 
and deep bone comb 
pick needles off 
branches 
make birch bark 
mats, rope, and 
thread 
record offerings on 
boulders 
deer hoof bracelets 
miniature items, ie. 
baskets, mats 
CMT's as a result 
of gathering birch 
bark 
pictographs on 
boulders 
1900:3 13-17 
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th e it rn with the oth r t pe of e idence noted m thi hapter that will aid in detennining a 
clu ion ite. 
Paleoethnobotanical Evidence 
thnob tanical tudie could pro tde mfonnat10n on plant u e dunng cclu tan The 
localltie urroundtng a vtllage tte ould be examtned for evtdence of ntual plant , such the 
'luck chann' u d to clean a tainted gun Khun an gro\ onl tn mountainou areas and it is 
po ible that me eclu ton 1tc are m clo~e pro tmtt to tts grovvtng areas Sophie Thoma , a 
aik ' uz elder tated that kmntkmntk wa. ''u ·ed monthl " b women (Thoma 1998). This 
1 w-1 ing hrub i very common throughout the mtenor However, tf a seclusi n ite i 
u pected oil am pies could b tested for high amount of spcctfic plant remams, such a 
kinnikinnik. Phytohth. may at o pro\ tde e 1dencc of ethnobotamcal remams related to 
eclusion practice Monee refer to "De tl ' bu h" which wa of .. special value" to women 
after pregnancy (Morice 1889 132). He 1 hkely referrmg to devil 's club, a plant that was 
referred to by Marilyn Alec. Further research could pro ide more detailed infonnation on the 
u e of specific plant during eclu tOn . 
Faunal Remains 
Zooarchaeological data may provide supporting evidence of women ' s ritual site . The 
proscriptions against fresh meat would result in a lack of evidence relating to butchenng 
activities and may produce a substantially different arrangement of bone, inc! uding its 
distributions and frequency . Areas with high densities offish and ammal bone were likely not 
used for seclusion practices. Table 5.6 summarizes food taboos a sociated with seclu ton 
Dried meat or fish and dried berries predominated the menstruant ' diet E. amming the 
methods used to preserve these food sources provides insight to the po ible arrangements of 
faunal material present at a seclu ion site. There arc several d1ffer nt method u ed amongst 
Lake Babine women to prepare meat and fish for drymg.4 One method reqUtre the meat or fi h 
to be sliced into thin strips, resulting in only tlesh and not bone (CrUikshank 1979.31 ). Dned 
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Table 5.6. ummary of eclu i n practic and food tab o . 
Group Length of ub equent Food Taboo Edible Food References 
Initial 
eclu ion 
Carrier: 1-4 yr 
General ave 2 r . 
Ingalik 1 yr. 
Kaska 1 mth. 
eclu ion 
ery m n e , 
3-10 day 
e ery men e , 
\\Jthm the home 
every menses 
Dease 
River 
Kaska 
3 mths-1 yr every menses, 3-4 
dys. 
PeiJy 
River 
? every menses, 
4 dys. 
fre h meat 
fre h fi h 
fre h berries 
m1nk 
otter 
I nx 
marten 
bear 
berne 
fresh meat 
moose marrow 
<) 
? 
dned fi h 
dned berne 
root bark 
dned fi h 
<) 
Jennes 
1943 ·523-24 
Monee 
1889: 162-63 
1892:112, 
107,165 
n d :236 
sgood 
1958: 185-88 
l-Ionigmann 
1954:123 
Honigmann 
1954:123 
Honit:,1frlann 
1954:12 
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Table 5.6. c ntinu d 
Group Initial ubsequent 
eclu ion eclu ion 
Tanaina 7 d.-1 yr. ry m n e 
Chilcotin ? ? 
Sekani 1yr 
Thompson ? 
Shuswap ? 
every men es for 
several days 
every menses, 
several days 
every menses 
Food Taboo 
b arm at 
fr h meat 
fr h fi h 
? 
eggs 
bea er 
head of any 
animal 
? 
fresh meat 
berries 
Edible Foods Reference 
? 
dri d [! d 
dri d meat 
dried fish 
? 
roots 
sg od 
1966:162 
ane 
1981:408 
Jenness 
1937:55 
Teit 
1900:3] 5 
Dawson 
1891 :13 
Palmer 
1975:42 
fish, such a almon, are often pr rv d with ut th head pine and/ r vertebrae (Morice 
1889:92, Albright 1984:63). 
Th pro cription again t certain [! d appli d to oung worn n, some f wh m were 
secluded for up t thre ear rna ha had pr found nutritional ffect . " ood tab o placed 
on.. . ubarctic Athapaskan hunt r-gather r v m n r trict thei r con umpti n of meat and/or fat 
during critical tim in th ir r pr ducti e tab may caus periodic nutriti nal 
stre for the e worn n' ( pi !mann 19 9:32 ). If kel tal e idence wa avail abl e an 
examination f teeth and b n ampl D r e idenc f e di f[i renee in th inc idenc of 
p riodic tr may pro id circum tantial e idenc for food taboos. 
Diagnostic Ritu al Artifacts 
Artifact diagnosti c of women' s eclu io n are bo ne drinking tubes and bone scratchers. 
Both of these obj ects are said to have b en engra ed w ith various designs (Teit 1900 :312) . In 
almost all accounts the bone drinking tube i made of goose or swan long bone (Ho nigmann 
1954 :123 ; Osgood 1966:162; Mori ce 1889:163 ; Teit 1900 :312). Mi niature objects related to 
women's work are also noted during women' s seclusion, such as baskets, clothing and mats. 
Structura l Features 
T he structures used for seclusion may be demarcated by a ci rcular outli ne of small post 
hole stains. Note the wooden support stakes surrounding the seclusion structures in Figures 4.1, 
4.2 and 4 .3. Pit houses were used among some Carrier gro ups for secl usion. This would appear 
as dish shaped depression, approximately one and half metres deep, with a li ght berm around 
the edge. An area containing fire-cracked rock or heat-treated rock in cl e pro imity to a fir 
pit could also signal the location of a sweat bath. 
Summary 
ertain line of evidence contained in th is model are more useful than other mce some are 
more vi sible in the archaeological record. These are site locati on, culturall modified tree , 
pictographs and feature . ite identificati n in the int rior i oft n ba ed on on r m re of 
th e four line f evidenc . Thi mod 1 ncourag archa I gi t t go beyond simp I site 
id ntificati nand li t particular typ of archaeol gical videnc which pr rnpts them t 
con ider eclu ion it a an interpr tati n. Wh re i th it relati e to urrounding 
ite /[i ature ? I the featur larger than typical each pit ? I ther a rim of earth urrounding 
the pit? I th ite adjacent t or urround db ulturally m dified tr e ? econdary lines of 
evidenc , including tool , paleo thnobotanical e id nee, faunal remains, diagno tic artifact and 
tructural feature , c uld bee amined where n or m re fthe primary indicat r is present. 
This mod 1 would be nhanc d if u ed with ethnographic and hi tori cal s urces and combined 
with local First Nation knowledge. The mor lines of vidence at a particular site, the stronger 
the argument i for it being interpreted as a eclu ion site. Hopefully these ' identifiers ' will 
encourage British Colombia archaeologists to consider seclusion sites within the realm of 
possible interpretation . 
Endnote 
1 
"The second cla s f culturally modifi d tr e includes tho tr e that hav be n "t ted, 
felled, cut, or th rwi e modifi d by native pe plea part of the traditional pr cur ment of log , 
posts, plank and oth r pi ce of wo d ( tryd 1997:69). 
2 tryd note that man m difi ation to tree "cannot b di tingui bed fr m tho e produced by 
non-aboriginal peopl ( tryd 1997:55). e state that ~ "M t of the modification that ar 
unequivocally of ab riginal origin ar th inv lving bark r moval. It' not urpri ing then that 
most of the culturall modifi d tree rec rd d so far in the interior are bark stripped trees" 
(1997:55). 
3 During field work with N rcan, ev ral mes age trees were found that were written in ink and 
pencil and contained b th ngli h w rds and arrier yllabics. 
4 A great deal of our fieldwork was spent participating in the harvesting and preparation of 
salmon. To prepare a salmon for drying there are several stages of cutting. The fish is often 
decapitated and gutting on the shoreline, ince thi facilitate ea y cleaning. Poles often fish are 
then taken to hang above a fire to dry for several hours so the fish is less slippery and easier to 
handle. This is ideally a spot which is exposed to wind, preventing insects from damaging the 
flesh . When dry, the salmon which is already cut in half along the anterior side, is then cut along 
either side of the spine, almost quartering the halves. This creates four sections of flesh, two of 
which are the outer, scaled sides of the salmon. It is then hung in a smokehouse, inside out, with 
the dorsal fins on top of the poles and either side of the fish draping over the pole. If the fish is 
large and very meaty, fillets will be removed from these sections and hung to dry. Two strips of 
flesh , cut from the pectoral fin to the anal fin , are also removed from the fish . 
hapter ix 
Field Work 'On the Land ' 
Th ritual knowl dg f t day ' ak abine w m n de cend from gen ration of 
worn n. The r mblanc fth e xperi nces t tho de cribed in the ethn graphic record 
d mon trate that thi knowledg xt nd and m rg fr map ri d much further back in time. 
If ritual kn wl dg ha b en pas d d wn through g n ration , th n knowledge f the places 
a ociated \ ith thi ritual kn wledge rna al have b n transferred. It wa anticipated that a 
site identifi d a a clu ion site b lder would c incid with hi toric and perhap prehi toric 
activitie related to th rite . In pite ofthi , the goal wa not to locate a site associated with 
the distant pa t, butt det nnine the visibility of even the most recent seclusion site and to 
develop an archaeological awarene of the variety of activities and cultural remains which 
could be u ed to define uch a site. The ideal site would be a fairly recent seclusion site, used 
within the past one hundred years. Excavations at a recent site would increase the opportunities 
for conducting ethnoarchaeological research and locating archaeological evidence. The 
possibility for people having specific knowledge about activities that occurred at the site would 
also increase. 
Following the interviews, the focus was on locating a site for excavation. It was hoped 
that through discussions with Lake Babine women a specific site related to women's rites would 
be revealed. The next step was to visit this site during an elders' field trip. This would provide 
an opportunity to gain detailed and specific information related to its use. Infonnation such as 
the location of activity areas within the site and the identification of specific plants around the 
site could be gathered through this exercise. 
Guided by an ethnoarchaeological approach our intent was to collect information which 
would aid in understanding the site fonnation processes that occurred here. Ethnoarchaeology 
as a methodology " is .. . ethnographic research, usually conducted by an archa ologist, on the 
manufacture, use, and distribution of material culture of a living group of people, which is 
directed towards solving problems of archaeological interpretation" (Albright 1984:2). Thi 
appr ach i e ntial t a pr 0ect which i attempting to 1 cat apr iously unidentified ite 
type, who archa ol gical i ibility i unknown. 
]lder li ing in northern c mmuniti t da have an intimate 
knowledg of the land, learned b th fr m the ral tradition, and fr 
per onal experi nee , and collecti el maintain an e ten i e corpu 
knowl dge r levant t th ulturalland cap in which th y reside. his 
ituation almo t beg the u f ethn graphic anal gy, and in th 
anadian ubarcti , \ h r ar ha logical remain tend t b thinly 
di tributed and po rl pr rv d, it b orne an e tremely valuable tool 
that p rmit ar ha I gi t to mak piau ibl infi rences about th past 
(Andrew and Zoe 1997: 160). 
With th aid of elders our r arch plan while at th seclu ion site was to : 1) examine 
and document th surface fore idence of acti ity ar as, artifact , cultural d pres ions, culturally 
modified tr e or any other type of archa ological evidence, 2) map any features which may 
have been visible on th surface of the ite, 3) document and record the knowledge of the lders 
associated with the site, and 4) conduct an archaeological investigation, including shovel test 
pits and test pits, at the site in an attempt to discover archaeological remains which may be 
unique to seclusion sites.1 
Depending on the condition of this site, one of three research strategies was to be 
follo\ved . First, if the site contained features which were visible on the surface elders were to be 
questioned in an attempt to gain information about the activities which led to the creation of 
specific features . Each feature was to be tested and productive features investigated more 
extensively using standard archaeological techniques. If no features were visible on the surface, 
yet activity areas were defined by elders, using their guidance boundaries were to be assigned to 
each activity area and each area was to be tested using systematic testing and sampling methods. 
Shovel tests pits were to be excavated to a defined depth, providing a quick, non-labour 
intensive view of the site. 
Using results from the shovel test pits, approximately 1 Oo/o of the overall site was to be 
tested using test pits, placed in close proximity to the productive shovel te t pits - with the size 
of the e units being dependent on the overall size of the site. Finally, if the ite \ as onl 
identified as a seclusion site and no other information wa kn wn about it shovel te t pit , er 
to b pla ed y tematicall r the ite at an und tennined metr interval and pr ductive area 
w r to b t t d u ing an appropriate te t pit iz . 
Attention would al o b gi en t te ting th i ibility of th archae logical r main 
d crib din the pre i u chapt r. A d crib db low, appropriate tudy ite wer not 
identified. N ith r the intervi w nor the field tr1p identified a pecific place n the land which 
c uld b a ociated with th rit 
T he Elder ' Field Trip: An Attempt to Loca te a eclu ion ite 
De pit the ucce f the interview , a p cific site related to the rites wa not reveal d, 
but rather a g n ral ar a on th traditional land was id ntified. The area fNilkitkwa Lake was 
mentioned b se eral elders a the place we would want to look for these ites. This smaller 
lake is located north ofLake Babine and is connected to it by the Nilkitkwa River (Map 1.2). 
The Nilkitkwa and Babine Lake region i the traditional hereditary lands of the Nation is central 
to the Lake Babine Nation for numerous rea ons. This area contains members' trap lines, family 
fishing sites, preferred hunting locations, berry picking sites and sacred sites. Myths and stories 
of the Lake Babine people are often set at various sites along the shores of these lakes. Family 
cabins are scattered along the shores of both lakes and are used throughout the year. Clan circle 
sentencing, as an adjunct to the criminal courts, has also included restricting people to these 
lands- thereby making them a place for healing and spiritual practices? 
The archaeological record indicates that the Lake Babine people have inhabited this area 
for at least 2,000 years (Mobs and Mobs 1976: 15). A three year survey of the Lake Babine 
shoreline by Gordon and Anne Mohs located hundreds of archaeological site . In addition to 
this, numerous sites are located in this area every year through archaeological impact 
assessments. Although survey by the Mobs' did not extend to Nilkitkwa Lake, archaeological 
sites have been recorded at the south and north ends of the lake. There is an extensi e 
prehistoric record associated with this area, as demon trated by not only the archaeological 
remains but also by the oral record. 
With are arch ar a titl n tid ntifi d, it was d cid d that the Nilkitkwa Lak reg10n 
wa to be the focus of the eld r trip. W would trav 1 by b at up ake Babin t Nilkitkwa 
Lake. Treaty and UNB r arch r ha spoken D ndl f pen nee ' n the land' with 
ld r and claim that th e trip pro id th be t teaching n ironm nt. 
ery f[i rt was mad to includ thew m n who had participat din the interview 
proce Hov e r a ari ty of rea n pr ent d them from taking part. everal women were 
unabl to tra 1 b boat[! ran e tend d peri d f time whil ther had re ponsibilities in Bum 
Lake which the could not ignore. post r plaining the project was placed in the and 
ffice in Bums Lake. Thi would nc urag pe pl who were n t aware of the project to 
c ntact u if the were intere ted in participating in the field trip or other a pects of the project. 
Through word of mouth and is its to member of the Nation , we were able to gather four elders 
to participate in the trip. Upon our initial invitation, we informed each elder that we were 
interested in learning about plac s which were consider d special to women .3 They too stated 
that Nilkitkwa Lake is where we would want to visit. 4 
Norbert Dennis, a Lake Babine Nation Treaty Researcher, who had been instrumental 
throughout this specific research project, was also intimately involved in the previous research 
project headed by Angela Sinclair from UNBC. Using mylar overlays and 1 :50,000 scale maps 
Sinclair and Dennis conducted numerous interviews with elders regarding their hunting and 
trapping land use patterns. This provided Sinclair with data which could then be used to predict 
land use patterns in the future . In addition to interviews, Dennis and Sinclair also coordinated 
several field trips to the traditional lands. His experience with previous research field trips with 
numerous researchers from varied fields of study and his awareness of the interests of the current 
project made Norbert Dennis an ideal person to accompany us. Dick and Marianne Alec and 
John Perry, all elders from the Nation, would also participate. Dick and Marianne ' son, 
ugene, and their young grandson, Brandon, also joined us (Figure 6 .1 ) . 
Dick and Marianne Alec ' s cabin at Old Fort, a small community only acce ible by boat, 
was offered t us as a base for our trip. From Bums Lake, Lucy, John Perry and I drove to 
Tatchet to meet Norbert. From there we travelled by boat to Old Fort. The morning of the fir t 
1 (\ '} 
da wa spent travelling, whil that aftem nand th ntire ec nd da were pent on the lake. 
We tra elled ide b ide in two mot r b at . Throughout th da the ld r would point out 
l ation on the hore, commenting n each plac . n e raJ cca ion we would t p t walk 
around, ha e tea and snack and t rie would b told (Figur 6.2). 
e eral f th pla e w vi it d ha what ar r ferr d t a ' high arri r name . ' This 
refer to a languag of e oteric kn \ ledge used -[! r pr s ing phil so phi cal and piritual 
c ncepts (Fi ke p rs. c mm. Prine eorge, ebruary 4, 1999). It i a language held by the most 
knowledg able members ofth Lake abine Nation largely lders and chiefs and is onl y I arned 
through spending time with eld rs and trav !ling with them on the land. It is referred to by some 
member a being analogous to the language used in academi a, making the elders like the most 
learned academics. Travelling in the same boat with John Perry and Norbert Dennis allowed me 
to witness the exchange ofthi knowledge from one elder to an ' elder-in-training', as Norbert is 
known. 
The information discussed during the trip related to the continuous use of this area by the 
entire Nation. The focus was not on women' s uses of the land, but how the entire Lake Babine 
people used the land in the past and today. Facts, stories, myths, hi story, prehistory, language 
and cosmology of the Lake Babine people were di scussed in relation to specific pl aces on the 
land and water. The places vi sited included good moose hunting locations, stop-over sites where 
people would camp for the night on their way to places further south, ideal berry picking sites, 
the birth places of people from the Nation, locations of members fi shing cabins, the location of 
trails, members' fi sh netting sites and settings of well known tori es. 
The goal of locating a place associated with women' s rites was not accomplished during 
the trip. There was no mention of women' s rites, the acti vities performed during this t ime, nor 
places which could be associated with these practice . The final chapter of this th sis wi ll 
explore the reasons behind the results of the trip. I will argue that it is onl through 
understanding people's re lationships with the natural environment that the rites of pa sage can 
be understood . Gender, the conception of 'w man' and ' man', cannot b understood \ ithout 
understanding the literal world in which the e terms ar created. The lder who participated in 
1 " " 
this trip were fully aware of my intere t in l eating a ' p cial place. ' Thi trip gave them an 
opportunity to direct the pr ~ect in the manner which th y saw fit fi r non-Nativ peopl to 
under tand the rites. 5 
Field Work 
I was required und r the riti h lumbia Heritage n ervation Act to obtain a heritage 
inspection permit to conduct exca ation from th Archaeology ranch, part of the Ministry of 
mall Busines , Touri m and ulture. Although a ite a sociated with women ' s rites had not yet 
been located, the appropriate steps wer taken to nsure that one a ite wa found , 
archaeological investigations proce d.6 
Upon the success of the permit application we had till not identified a seclusion site for 
further archaeological inve tigations. In order to continue the project, we decided to conduct an 
archaeological survey of the land surrounding Lucy' s parents ' fishing cabin. Several reasons led 
to this decision. First, the cabin is located on the shore ofNilkitkwa Lake, the area frequently 
referred to as the ideal place to locate a seclu ion site. Secondly, Lucy had experienced the rites 
at this cabin. It was thought that perhaps other women from her family may also have had 
similar experiences in this vicinity. According to Willie Williams, Lucy' s father, his parents 
built the cabin in the 1930 ' s because Smokehouse Island was getting crowded. This island, 
which is in close proximity to Lucy ' s cabin, is a recorded archaeological site. Also the general 
area surrounding this cabin is the site of several other cabins and smokehouses which have been 
in use for several generations. The advice of the elders to go to Nilkitkwa Lake was certainly a 
result of their knowledge of this area being in continual use for thousands of years. As noted 
earlier, it is around these larger summer fishing camps where one would be expected to find a 
seclusion site. 
Another reason prompted us to focus on the Nilkitkwa Lake region. From the start of 
this project Lucy was intent on showing me how traditional women lived. This included all the 
activities which are connected to the harve t and pr paration of salmon, berry picking, preparing 
hides and many other activities. For her, there was no better plac to do thi than where he 
learned the e activiti s-at h r cabin. I belie e it wa Imp rtant t the verall proj ct to include 
her concern into the research plan and thi will b further xpl r d in th final chapter. AI o, 
our time at the lake corresponded t the summer fishing ea on. Man pe ple would be at their 
summer cabins proce ing almon. This would pr vide an ideal opp rtunity for u to connect 
with p ople and discu s th use of this ar a b th in th pa t and pr nt, to discus the rites and 
gain information about the acti itie of the ake a bin p ple in the past. 
Survey Meth odology 
A urvey of the area surrounding the cabin would allow us to detennine and locate areas 
which contained signs f previou use, paying particular attention to those thought to be 
associated with women' s rites. Th area wa reviewed using an aerial photograph. This enabled 
us to determine high and low potential areas for archaeological resources. This include 
recording such things as proximity to streams, lakes and wetlands; postglacial lake shores and 
early Holocene drainage systems; known archaeological sites and site types; proximity to known 
aboriginal or historic trails ; terrain; slope and slope position; forest cover; and presence of fi sh 
and wildlife habitat. 
The surrounding forest is fairly flat and includes several small streams and seasonal 
creek beds. It is in close proximity to the lake and several seasonal cabins; there was a good 
possibility that these forests contained evidence of some traditional use. Several natural and 
unnatural borders were used to limit the survey area: the dirt road to the north , the main logging 
road to the west, the creek south of the second cabin and the lake to the east (Map 6.1 ). This 
small, rectangular area measures less than 2 km2 . According to the ethnographic record, if there 
was a seclusion site in this area, it would be located no more than two kilometres from the main 
camp. Four survey transects were laid out which included high potential areas. The transects 
were walked using compass bearings at approximately a ten metre pacing by Lucy and I. 
Throughout our survey we maintained a straight compass bearing and would only veer from thi s 
if archaeological evidence was located. 
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M ap 6.1. rial pho t graph howing r arch ar a ( ourt f the Mini tr f or tr 
Hou t n i trict . 
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uring th urve a cial lli rt wa mad t 1 at r ck fl atur that may ha had 
p t ntial [i r p tr glyph and pi t graph d pi ting w during lu i n. W 
al o attempt d t l at tr \ hi h rna ha h wn fa riginal fl re t u e. Matur 
ptn fbark tripping r th r ultural fi atur . r thr w and 
th r di turb d ar a wer m f ultural mat rial , u h a lithic . An effl rt 
wa mad tgn f trail in th area in lu d trail b d and 
culturall m difi d tr align din a lin ar fa hi n. If an e id nc fa trail m wa 
1 cat d th ar a\ uld th n a d [i r h ritag ignifi ance and th urve int n it 
incr a ed to a e ar ha gical ntial a iated with th trail. Th feature w uld b 
mapp d to h w th ir appr imat ati n . 
urface examinati n \ ere nducted thr ugh ut th survey and pecial 
attenti n a paid t the gr und urfacc when r ur e uch a ulturally m difi d tr w r 
id ntified. Walking tran ct w look d fl r potential archa ological fl ature , cultural mat rial 
and landforms that rna ha c ntained heritag re our urface e amination wer 
conducted on all areas with high p tential for archa ological resources. 
No shovel te ting or ub-surface alterations w r conduct d during the survey. Th 
permit application stipulated that prior to any ub-surface t ting th Archaeology Branch would 
have to be contact d. This would en ure that pr iously recorded archa ological it wer not 
disturbed. Once the area had been survey d, high potential areas \ ould then b further 
investigated, using sub-surface in estigati n. Due to time con traint , only th survey portion of 
the project was completed. 
The survey re ulted in the identification of three culturall modifi d tr ( MT) ite 
(Map 6.2). No other archaeological evidence wa di covered during th urve ach identified 
culturally m difi d tr e wa recorded u ing MT Recording F rrn (Appendi A), in rement 
core [i r dating were tained and adjacent tre w r al e amin d. 
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Thi it c mpn t n culturall m difi d tr Map .2 and igur .3- 6.12). 
eral tr tump anng th hand a and h in aw mark ar I cated in th c ntr fth 
clu t r f culturall m difi d tr 1, , 7 and . It w r d that thi ar a wa at ne 
tim t b cl ar d that a m k h u c uld b uilt W. William p r . mm . urn ak 
June 4, 1998 . f th t n cultural! m difi d tr id ntift d, ele en car were rcc rd d and 
int rpr t d a blaz (6 ar ), bark tripping (2 ar and a m inati n f ark tripping and 
pp ndi ). It i p limit a trail, h wev r th y were 
n talign dinac nit ntfa hi n. ingth untfrom arktoRing-Year flnjury ' 
m th d of dating cultural! m dified tre , th foil wing date btained fr m increment 
cor taken from culturall modified tr 
are 1935, 1951 and 1972 (Appendix ). 
Site 2 
1, 3 and 4; th date f injury to the tre , re p cti ely, 
This site compri es a small cluster of 5 culturally modified trees (Map 6.2 and Figure 
6.13- 6.17). All the trees display evidence ofbark tripping, while one, in addition to 
barkstripping, shows evidence of kindling removal (Appendix D). Increment core indicate the 
dates of injury range from 1957 to 1967 (Appendix C). 
Site 3 
Six culturally modified trees, all bearing evidence of pr viou bark tripping activiti , 
were located here (Map 6.2 and Figure 6.18). Due to time c n traint no recording \ a don of 
these trees, yet their location wa n ted. Also l cat d at thi ite w re e eral tree tump 
displaying evidence of axe and chain aw mark . id nee fan earlier for try urve \ a 
n ted ; upon exit ing the area, a sign p t d by ilvi on, a .B restry c mpan , tat d th urve \ a 
conducted in 19 6. here wa al e id nc fan arli r urv in[! rrn fthree tr tump 
bearing trip f metal ri b n tapl d t the trunk . 
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urvey Environm nt 
Th ite ar I cat d in a u - pru D r t. Th urr unding v g tali n 
c mpn wing tr 
pruc 
ubalpin fir 
a p n 
tat ion: 
P znu ntorla ar. fat ifc Ira 
Pi 1 u ax ng 7 1mannu 
1 b1 fa 1 arpa 
! opulu tr mulo1d . 
nd r. tory v g tat1on: 
alder Alnu. zncana . t ~nwfo!ta 
thimbl b rry Rubu p rvifloru.-
cranb rry V1burnum dule 
huckleberry Va znwm m mbranac um 
d il's club pl 'P n x horndu 
prickl r Ro a ac1 ulan 
round cover: 
five-leafed brambl 
kinnikinnik 
colts foot 
red columbine 
queen cup 
twin flower 
bunchberry 
bryophyte 
lichen 
Landforms 
Rubu. · p datu. 
Ar to taphylo · uva-ur ·1 
P ta ite palmatu 
Aquilegia for mo. a 
!mtonia uniflora 
Linnaea boreali · 
ornu canadensi 
The survey area is part of the Lake Babine water h d, which is encompas ed by th 
larger Skeena drainage system. The topography of the area is generally flat , exc pt [i r th lake 
shore bench along the eastern shoreline ofNilkitkwa Lake. The area i predominant} an 
undifferentiated, undulating plain, with several small , sea nal ere k bed carter d throughout. 
Discus ion 
The site identi fted during thi survey may in fact be part of a larger culturally modifi d 
tree site. H wev r, w cann t be certain fthi m the ar a urr unding th tran not 
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urv y d. Th 
walk d. 
it w r 1 cat d a a direct r ult f th urv tran t and wher we 
Alth ugh th ite ar m d f ulturall m ifi d tr , n f th archa 
indicat r a iat d with lu i n it , n th r wa [! und whi h c uld 
a ciated with thi p ifi typ f it . e re ult d n t impl that 
i t in th Nilkitkwa ake ar a. Th r till a gr at deal f w rk t 
d n t 
t pi 
and in thi area. a r ult f thi pr ~ t, idea [! r futur r ar h have b n d v l p d. n 
uch pr ~ t w uld attempt t r rd th traditi nal u fth urr unding ach fi hing 
cabin n ilkitkwa Lak . Thr ugh int rvi with famil m mb r , specific activiti e , t ri e 
and myth a ciat d with th ar a\ uld r c rd d. An ar ha I gi ai survey, e pi ring an 
ar a within a tw kil metre radiu f ach ca in w uid b c nduct d. By urv ying the envir n 
ofb th earl and late cabin , am r d tail d und rstanding fth u e fth e adjacent area 
would b btain d. Ar a urr unding early abins may in fact d monstrate differ nt kind f 
activities which took place in the pa t, including th e r lated to the eclu i n of worn n during 
the rite . 
The sites identified during the urvey are quite r c nt, with the earliest car dating to the 
1930's. Because th y do not predate A.D. 1846 thes sites have not been included in th 
provincial site inventory. According to the Archaeology Branch if earlier material i [! und in 
the vicinity of these trees, the sites will be added to the registry. Clearly a more ext n ive 
archaeological survey project is needed which is sen itive to and aware ofthos features and 
signifiers which may be associated with women's seclusion sites. 
The pre-1846 date, which is us d a a standard for identi fy ing archaeological site that 
are protected by the Archae logy Branch, is problematic. It ha littl e ignificanc t local Fi r t 
Nations, its relevance lying in it non-Native, uro- anadian c nt xt. P t-1846 it \vith th 
use of ethnoarchae I gy, have the gr a test p tential for revealing in fonnation about Fir t 
Nati ns land u e and site [! rmation pro e e . Al o the imp rtanc of man f the e it t 
ir t Nations with re p cl t pirituality, c sm I gy and w rld iew are e, lud din thi pr ce 
f pr tecting heritage re urc . 7 ' Heri tag " i in fact defined in n n-N ati term . It d n t 
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r fl ct th ari d u f land man ir t Nati n ultur . If ar ha gi t and ir t Nati n 
ar t m int th n t ntury in partn r hi ir t Nati n c n m mu t addr d at th 
li and pr t cti n le I. 
The imp rtanc f w m n' ritual m arn r id nt in th thn graphi and 
hi t ri al r rd In w li[i hi t ri and in myth and t n . h ur att t t th 
pr al nc and ntinuit f \ m n ritual . If w ar t men in the pa t, all 
a p ct f th i r l i in th ar ha al r c rd. d ta , th e 1 u i n 
tructur , th l cati n f th tru tur and th r[i rmed rna all e pr d 
ar hae gicall . Th ultural re idu f w m n' rn a e id nti fi ab1 in the 
ar ha gical r c rd t w n d t d f th 1 n rder for identificati n to 
begin. Alth ugh thi m de t r ar h urv fail d t 1 ate uch a it , they lik ly exist and 
will e entuall be enc unter d, but\ ill onl b r cogniz d as such if archae I gi ts ar aware 
of thi pot ntial. 
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ndnote 
I h appr a h t id ntifying ar a with th 
h ft n fair! mall pit , whi h 
t a at d d 
ar h qu ti n and th 
f h v 1 , the unit 
ned up, m r att nti n can 
been 
t t pit . Whil a mall ite, 
it , rna r quir mall , d pte t 
2 When certain m mber f the Nation ar all d up n the criminal j u tice tern fl r 
s nt n ing and th r d ci ion h r ditary chi f: w rking n the elect d uncil rna often 
c nfine am mb r t thi ar a a a t t ward ' h aling th ang r r pain which contribut d t 
thi viol nc (Fi ke p r . c mm. Prine e rge, ebruary 5, 1999). he final chapter will 
demonstrate that thi practice fit into a broader under tanding f the connecti n between land 
and p pl in th Lak Babin ati n. 
3 Thr ugh di cu sion with Lucy and re arch rs at the Tr aty ffice it became appar nt that 
there are pecific phra es which we w uld want to u e to get at kn wledg r lat d to women' 
rites. " pecial place ' wa n t d a b ing a v ry c mmon and appropriate term. It d mon trate 
respect, while at the arne time, it demonstrates an understanding of the practices associat d 
with the rites . 
4 Maps bearing the locations of previously identified archaeological site were taken on the trip. 
Yet when I referred to these, the elder grew disinterested. This suggests that om member 
believe that in order to truly understand specific types of knowledge, uch a knowledge about 
the past, it must be learned through the elders and the oral tradition. 
5 Prior to th field trip, I had discussed with several members the po ibility that some 
pict graph may be associated with women rite . I wa inform d that there w re several 
pictograph sites on the traditional lands. Several hours were pent reviewing photograph and 
discussing what the images at these sites repre ent. I had hoped that during the field trip the e 
sites would be visited. Yet there wa no discussion ab ut the e ite at any time during th trip. 
6 To meet one of the r quirement for a ucces ful p rmit applicati n, ~ ur week were pent 
training with a local archaeol gical c ntractor c nducting cultural r urce managem nt 
surveys. Lucy al o trained with thi c mpany, N r an, wned and p rated b Norm anuel, ~ r 
tw of the ~ ur weeks. 
7 Unlike pre-1846 it , p t-1846 it ar n taut mati all pr t t db the Archa logy 
ranch, which i th provincial b dy that r archae 1 gy in th pr inc . In t ad pecific 
crit ria ar u ed t a e s th ignificanc of the it , su h a ci ntifi , hi t ri , public, 
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con mic and thnic ignifi an (Archa 1 gy ranch 1989:54). 
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hapter even 
Di cu i n of the R "ult 
T he egative Evidence 
Tht re arch ha e pi r d a newt pt [! r th field f archae I gy, w m n' rit f 
pa age Whil attempt t I cate tgn f gender in th pa t ha ng mg [! r aim t 
tw nt year attempt t ate c tden f lu t n nt m th archa I gtcal record ha c 
b n mtmmal. 1 ht pr ~e t tmtlatcd a the rettcal and meth d 1 gt al mqUlry mt th que tt n 
f i tbiltty m r gard t w men' e lu 1 n ttc · In addttt n t th1 , an attempt wa made t 
1 cate u h a tt hi re ar h pened up nece ary do r thr ugh \ htch th field of 
archa ol gy mu t pa in rder t furth r the tud f gender and the pa t 
Th th rie meth dol g1 and practt e emplo ed thr ugh ut th1 proJ ct ha e been 
guided by a fl mini t appr ach. F r man [! mmt t cholar , re earch must mclude a c ntmual 
elf-critical proc Al ng a tmtlar tn fth ught, re archer~ w rking m archa ol !:,Y)' al o 
conduct a proce of lf-cntique b con tdering negative e id nee While reviewmg the results 
and considering\ h a cluston 1te wa not found, I came t recognize everal a umptton 
which were inh rent to this project. It will be demon trat d that the e a umptt n originat 
from a predominately we tern world iew, one\ hich focu e on th part rather than the whole 
Western world vi w i ba ed n particular n tion of time, pac , 
cau ality, classification, and relation that can be characterized in part, a 
a eries of eparation or binary oppo ition - betv een the "real' and 
'supernatural realm , between pa t and present ~ betwe n people and 
nature~ between body and mind [and bet\ een mal and female] In many 
traditional societie howe er, the e eparation do not ext t, and tht ha 
important implications for u . An apprectati n of uch a p ct of w rid tew 
al o ha implication for archaeologtcal re ource manag ment and cultural 
re urce management (Nicholas and ndrew 1997a 5). 
It was not until the end of thi project that I began tor alize that an , plorati n mto \\-Oman' 
rite must be c n idered not only within the cont xt fLake Babme" men' live , but\ tthm 
the overall context fLake Babine culture. 
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Women' ctivitie 
u wa actt 
w w r at h r abm n 
t n and e p n n 
m I ed a a r ear h partn r thr ugh ut th1 pr ~e t but It wa while 
tlk1tkwa ak that h r r I a partner fl un hed Th memone , 
a ctated \ tth tht cabm ha e mad thi pia e h m for uc . E en 
th ugh pn 
e p n nc 
had been a\ a fr m her atJ n ~ r 
n the I nd that made h r the \ man . he 1 toda 
era decade, 1t wa her 
Dunng ur fir t me ttng Lu .ed th 1m rtan fw men ' r 1 m her 
atl n h had tat d that h wa apabl f per[! rmmg man f th act1 1t1e , such a 
pr paring , alm nand h1d and that thr ughout the c ur c of ur w rk t gether hew uld teach 
m "h w t be a trad1t1 nal w man " For Lu m rder for th1 pr ~ect t be complet , 
att nt1 n had t be gt en t ak. abme w m n trad1 ti nal act1 1t1es 
tth ttme, lhadundert dthem lut nofpreent-da LakeBabmew men '. 
act1 itt a an addtt1onal ben fit t the proJect M c ncem \ a [i r th e acttvJtJe that are tt11 
part of worn n' eclu ton I had been [I cu d n urveymg a much of the urroundmg fore t 
a p ible m an attempt t I cat If:,TJ1 f th e nte . Lucy h wev r, \ a mtent n teachmg me 
traditional acti itie of worn n What ha come t the foreground m con idenng our dtffering 
approache , i that tf we had contmued urv ing the fore t , m tead of givmg attention t the 
traditional acti it1e a crucial element of thi re earch project' uld ha e been lo t Th 
inclusion of women' acttvitie in thi project i an integral part of bemg able t under tand 
women ' rite in the pa t. 
For Lake Babine women the e activitie cannot be eparated from the contmual proce 
of learning and knowledge whtch ha been pa d on to them throughout g nerat10n It 1 
through the harve t and preparation of aim n, activitie whtch ha e b en ongoing [! r thou and 
of y ars, that today sLake Babine women d elop a sen e of connection t th ir pa t and t 
their surrounding ( igure 7.1 ). The e act1 itie ar an e enttal part of many wom n' 1denttty 
Today to I and mat nals u ed for preparation of almon till mclud hand-mad r p and 
wo den p les fl r drytng almon In the pa t, these act1 1ti would hav r"qwred \ m n to 
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n ur th r w r n ugh matenal n hand hi i JU t nee ampl fthe man actt ttie that 
requtr w men t ha an kn wledg fth tr urr unding 
Att nt1 n t th a t1 1t1e wht h ar art f w men h t da Jllu trat Lake Babine 
w men' n tant mtera tt n wtth th natural n tr nment ( 1gure 7 ---) W men ' e pen en e, 
nth land dunng th tr nt h uld b 1 w d a nc p mt al ng a ntmuum f e pen en e 
that ar mt1mat I c nn ted\ tth the urr undmg n tr nmcnt. Tht mt ract1 n wa c rtatnl 
farm re e t n 1 m th pa t nd perhap th htft t clu ton wtthm the famtly h met 
mpt matt f r due d mvol ement wtth bu h actt tttc tht century mg n the land dunng 
th rit of pa ag 1 nl n mall but cru tal part< fLake Babmc women ' s relat1 nship wtth 
th tradttl nal land The e nte mu t e under t d tn the context f thetr It e, and not redu ed 
t JU t n m m nt n pla e m th fl re~t 
Women' Learning and Teaching 
The rit of pa age ar part fan ngomg proc s f learning and teachmg ~ r Lake 
Babine v men The int n penod ofm tru t10n during the tran ~ rmati n t w manh d mu t 
be under tood al ng thi continuum of leammg and t achmg. Although the rit repre ent a 
culmination oft aching related to woman activttle , role , rule and rc tnct10n , th 
teachings occur thr ughout a woman' life, both before and after the nte . 
Example of the ongomg traming, m truction and preparation of women in the Lake 
Babine Nation occurred throughout thi project, but it wa mo t vtdent when Santana, Luc ' 
12 year old daughter, Madeline, Lucy' mother and Luc were together at Ntlkttkwa Lak 
(Figures 7.3 -7.5). It was during thi time that Santana recet d a great deal of m truct1 n from 
these maternal kin. On everal occa ion e tended female kin and famil fnend wer al 
active m thts proce of preparing Santana f r th1 chang . 2 In tructwn wer phrased m ·u h a 
way that antana was being mad aware that her r le \ ould soon be changmg. .. n ou \\On ' t 
be able to do that .. ,'' "You won' t be able to talk like that mu h longer .. " On n o ca ton 
Madel me had tated that antana wa talking to much and that ma be ·he hould mal..e h --r 
chew n a wtll w branch 
1 1 
h pr paratt n f antana [! r the chang fr m g1rl t w man 1 ng mg and wt ll 
ntinu n aft r h ha p n n ed th nt , ntmual I arnmg and e hange of 
kn wl dg l\ en" ntnbut t) th d el pm nt f , tr ng women Madeline' , 
r [i ren fVvdl \ ntmual relat1on h1p w1th the 
natural en tr nment nd their pc 1fi kn Vvledge . o 1ated w1th 1L re ur Dunng 
" m n nte, mu h of th I armng that take. pia e 111 ludes kn wledge that relate t the u e f 
th [! re t [! r purp e u h a g th nng bern , amb1um and mcd1 mal plants AI o mcluded 
m the e tea hmg. ar rul . and r . tn t1 n. \\ h1 h c ntnbute t a woman' onceptual 
und r tandmg f the [! re t and f her If 
Political ont t 
hr ugh ut th1 pr ~e t I\\ ft n in the com pan of re pee ted elders, such as dunng 
the eld r ' fi ld tnp, mten Ie\\ , Elder ' ouncii meetmgs and da -to-da act1 1t1e m the 
ation . It\ a from th e memb r that I hade p cted I \vould gam them t mformat1on about 
worn n' nt m the pa t, but thL \va not the a e Much of m learn1ng wa d1rected b th 
two ounge t w men invol d in the project, Luc and Manl n Alec Both the e w men 
experienced the rite m a trad1t10nal \ a nth tradit1 nal land f the Lake Bab1 ne ati n 
While they ar currentl preparing the1r own daughter for the rite of pa age, the areal o 
evaluating what it m an to be a Nat1 e w man li mg m northern Briti h olumb1a In the1r 
preparation for their daughter , th yare con idering their p 1t10n m two w rld one whi h 1 
ative and respect oral tradition and one wh1ch 1 wh1te and focu e on the \ ritt n. What kmd 
of knowledge will they pa on to their daughter dunng their nte of pa 'age? What the hav 
learned from the1r exp rience of being Nati w men in the, e tw world \\Ill b-- h1ghl!ght d m 
the training of their daught r . 
Lucy and Marilyn are very much aware that the written re ult of tht , pr ~ect are n t 
pnmarily mtended [! r a Nat1 e aud1ence Their participatiOn m th pr ~ ct mu t be "'en m a 
cio-polit t al context At a lime when Fir t Nation women mtmue to ha e r--v, opportumti --s 
t speak [i r them el e , th1s prOJect ha pro ided them an opportumt to r ~ I ann part of th "'tr 
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pa t, part whi h wdl b u edt 1d ntlf them I c t the ut 1d n n-Nat1 w rid Th 
mtr duct ry hapt r tated that c ntr 1 fth pa. t 1s al o linked t n ' s ultural 1d nt1t 
and ndrev 1997a T da the e mb l , the ntc. f pa age and the a tJ 1t1 
1at d th m, arc b \\ m n t 1d 1n th 1r dcfimt10n f • at1 W man 
Thr ugh th1 Vva tn a p ~Ill n t qu t1 nand examm what the ntcs 
repr ent [! r w m n at1 n ~are ult f m · utstd r' p Sit I n, Luc wa able to 
rat t the elder. \\ht h m ther tr urn tan w uld n t ha been p sstblc none 
had ked woman a ~pc tfi ' qu . tton related to her c pcncnces fthe ntcs 
Th elder re ponded b a mg ·y u knO\\ what 1t \\a~ l1k \ ou were done [rcfcrnng to the 
nte ] m th trad1tt nal way " M p sJtion a~ n outstdcr created an en uonmcnt for Lu t 
pi repart fherown ultureatattme v.h n heherse lfi ~ examimng whatrolcthcnte. will 
pia for her \ n daught "r 
Women ' and Men' Place a nd pace 
n und rl mg a umpt10n whtch ha b n made throughout th1 pr ~cct 1 that there ar , 
in fact , pia on th tradit1 nalland that can b labelled ' w men' pia e ' The elders' [i cus 
on the u e of the land b both \ omen and men dun ng th field tnp began to ca t d ubt on th1 
F r example, during the fi ld trip certain ar a were referred to a b th go d m huntmg 
location and good b rry pickmg It . The e actt vttt ar predommately mal and female 
activitie However th p cific u of the traditional land b \ om n and m "n doe not reat 
location which become women ' or m n' place Rather, th re 1 a 0 utdit to th u e of th 
land. Tht fluidity to land u e mu t be con tdered fl r future re earch \ h1 h att "mpt to I cat 
gendered area on traditional land 
n everal cca ton N rbert enm made reference to a m untam \ her " \vornen ft "n 
went to ptck berrte . He tated that many oung people talk about th1 place and hav e fond 
memorie of being there. 1 was fortunate to be 111 tted to h1ke th1 moun tam and p1 ·k b -- rn . 
with Lucy and cveral other members of the Lake Babmc at10n Prt( r to begmmng our htkc, 
an ne wh had not been t the mountam before was rcqLured to put ~ har ~tal around h "r -. 
l _O 
wa t ld that thi would en ur a a[i J urn n thi ry p werf ul and a red m untain. ht 
1milar t men truatmg w m n puttmg a h n their wn t and h art t pr te t them el e 
t nl ar m n truating w m n r qwr d t b a\ arc fth tr wn p wer and tho e fth 
upematural but at an u p mt m ttm all m mb r arc . ubje t d t . unllar rule and 
r tnctt n . Tht xample furth r th n tt n of nwdtty m und r tandmg the d nam1 
t\ e n the Lak abm.. at1 n and their trad1t1 mal land Th1 . 
f\Na W men u c It [! r berry ptckmg, men u e tl 
pen n c hcalmg. 
abmc ali n rclatt n w1th the en 1r nment the ~ cu ann t be on 
h " a place n the gr und 1 u d r lab lled, but rather n h w that pla c c ntnbut t a 
mb li gendering f pa wht h re ult from the pe tfic u e of the land " he ame tt 
ma b differ ntl mampulated accordmg t pe tfic t,rr up mterc t , but the total patial 
arrang m nt form a general n t\N rk f c mmumcatt n" (Kuper 1972 421 It i thr ugh a 
knowledg ofLak Babme gender r lat10n that the relatiOn t th ph teal envtr nment will be 
re ealed. Worn n' nte ofpa agear neexample ftheman actt ttl mLakeBabm It~ 
which contribute to a gendering f c nceptual pace. Th ari ty of activiti that women 
perfonn on the tradtti nalland al o contribute to thi g ndenng of pace " [A place] become a 
ymbol within the total and complex tem of commumcat10n in the total uni er e Social 
relation are articulated through particular tte , as ociated with diffl r nt me age and rang 
of communication" (Ibid 420). 
The connection between identity and pace/plac ncompa e a network f complex 
social forces that mOuence 1dent1t .3 The e 1nclude gend r. pace- ph tcall , 1all and 
ymbohcally- ts intimately connected to gender ( rdener 1981 ). Luc ' identtficati n of h r elf 
a a ' traditt nal woman' isba ed large I on her xperience n the land. The are dtf[i rent 
from tho e expenence of a high-rankmg male h reditary chtef Indt tdual ar abl to 
manipulate the c [I rces phy tcally on the gr und and ymboltcall H r tun -. on th .. land grant 
Lucy ave ted intere t m it and all the clement conn ted to tl, uch a berr1c. and fi . h Th e 
clement are relat d to actt ttte whtch ha c ntnbut d to the d fimtt n of Lake Babm \\Om n 
[i r th u and f ar. lla mg a latm t the land th n gt h r th right t p ak about tt 
I I w he d fin th land and h r r latt n. htp t it tn 1 -p lttJ al nt t contribut t 
ymb 1t all g nd red 1 nd 
The Traditional Land and th ake Babin ation: n lnte ral Relation hip 
B e p n n mg th nt fpa age n the tradttt nalland , nte. which ar de ted t 
cr ating g nd r Identttte Lake abme \\ men ar, able t make pe tfic cla1m to the land 
mmg a' man on th land grant Lake Babme' men the nght t u e the e p nen · for 
p liti a\, Ial, c m I gt a\ and I gal purp . c. The land be ome a map up n which w men 
can clatm potnt fthetr \\ manh d .. It . bee me s mb band 1n tandem wtth other sites 
can b taken up m metaph r (gendered) tate · of mtnd, of affair and different value 
p Itt n ' ( hield 1 91 29) The e p mt ar b th ph t a\ plac on the land and ymb lie 
m m ry p int whi h ntam learnmg and knowledge A it ha been demon ·trated thr ughout 
th pr i u page , th xpen nc pr td m truction and kn Vv ledge t y ung women n 
their future rol a m ther , t ter , wi e , hunter , fi her , gatherer and many other r le 
which Babine worn n perform The e, pen nee are mtimatel] onne ted w1th what tt m ans 
to be a woman andre eal connection with gendered identity and land u e 
A newly men truating woman is required to abide by a number of re trict10n which 
attempt to i olate her p werful per onal pac A pre alent theme in the e rul t the relatt n 
of a menstruating woman to her surrounding environment "From the ymbolic meaning f 
space /places and the gendered me age whtch they tran mit, . pace and place ar not on\ 
in them elve gendered but, in their being o, th y b th reflect and affe t the \ a m which 
gender is con truct d and under tood" (Ma e 1994 179) The h d \ htch \\Omen wore to 
prot ct them from eeing their surrounding , statement b women that the were not to look at 
the ky or the mountain , nor were they to part1cipat m the harv t f berne or almon unl 
certain precautions were taken~ all contribute to Lake Babmc w men' con pti n ofth 
landscape and hence to th con truction f di crete mal and f"male pace · 
] __ 
nd cultural cia ifi ati n ar ft n patialls d, that i 
d u ing patial m taph r r d cripti e atial di i i n . A an 
n mbl , th ar me rp rat d mt 'Imagmary g graphic . In the 
f g grapht pac 1te b me a ciat d wtth partt ular 
ft n l ment f Imaginary g graph1 ar u d 
m taph r [! r m re ab tra t dt tm ti n ( hi ld 1 91 .29). 
ake abm w m n' might b u d a f their c nnecti n wtth the land 
I though 1 all n m the kc abme land ap are n t labelled a m n' or w men' place , It 
fr m th wa th land arc u db v m n and men that a c n eptual map de el p . 
Th1 argum nt 1 not ba cd n an c cntiali t laim whtch place Lak Babme women, a 
a r ult of th 1r bi I gical functi n r t natur The u c f their xp n n with the nt 
and gt mg btrth n the land dcm n tratc Lake Babmc w men ' att mpt t rem est m 
'W man' th p w rand tatu whtch h n held m tradtti nal Ciety 
It 1 imp rtant n t to fl rg t that e enc 1 a 1gn, and a u h h1 toncally 
c nting nt and con tantl ubject t change and to redefimti n [White 
fl mmt t ha e \ t \ ed] the categ ry of e ence a ' alway already' 
knowabl , and imm diat ly appar nt and naturally tran parent.. . The 
p II tical in stment f th sign s ence are pr dicat d n the ubje t 
compl x p itwnmg in a particular cial field, and that apprai al of thi 
in stment depend not on an mtenor value mtnn tc t the ign Jt elf 
but rather on th hifting and determinative di cur. i e relation which 
produced It (Fu 1989:20-21) 
Lake Babine women are active political agent who are u ing their current p ition in their 
Nation a mother and nurturer to fo ter political nd . 
The ability to identify places on th traditiOnal land that are a ociated w1th \om n' 
rite contributes to this political mo e by Lake Babine women. "[A] n ne entiali t fl mini t 
employment of idea of landscape, place, and nature m reco!,rnizing the c n truct d ba i f both 
ideas of td ntity and landscape allow notiOn of place to be emplo ed a emp wenng, but flwd 
unstable, and provi 1onal mean of I iberati n" (Na h 1994 239) L cation m the Lake Babm 
landscape contnbute to women ' creation and d \ el pment of thetr own 1d nt1t thr ugh th =-tr 
own mean . But it is not only places wh r w men exp rienced the nt of pa age, but al th 
variety of place whtch women i It thr ughout their li e , plac wh r women p1ck berrie,, 
gath r m d1 mal plant and fi h that ntnbut t thi id nt1 t \ h1 h 1 mflu nc .. db and 
mflu n n t1 n fth I nd 
h ake abm trad1 tt nal t rnt ry r r nt m r than th re urc and matenal 
c ntain d withm thi ·mb l!c term (H1t he k and 
artram 1 0) Th land ntam "an mt rl kmg nttment , ogm twns, and 
b ha 1 ur that ar htghl ' pa c 1fi , , o tall and ulturall dctcnn1ned and mamtammg, 
and a Ia f r on- pa tran a tt n on crncd \\lith 1 ~ues of ~cttmg manag rnent, 
mamtenan e ellgtbtltt and ·pr IOn" (Ta 1 r 19 6 6) h g ndercd dt lSI n flab ur tn the 
ak at1 n ha mplementary ct d1 erse u c, f the land b w men and 
m n Th evan d u e tran late mto different c n ept1 ns ftht en 1r nment and It 
r ur Thr ugh be mmg a\\ man n the land, th land take n greater meaning, a 
meamng \\ht h 1 dra\\n fr m th cultural de \\hi h ontnbut t the fonn1ng f gender in the 
Lak abme att n 
In hi attempt t pr vide an altemat1 e under tand1ng of m dern g graphy, hield 
ra1 e th nc pt of "placc-11nag " \ h1ch IS u ful [I ran under tandmg f gender d pace 
A core et f unage form a wide! d1 eminated and c mm nly held t 
of image of place r pace. The e [I rm a relati el tab! group f idea 
m currenc r inforced b th ir commumcat1on alue a convent1 n 
circulating in a di cur i e econom imag . To the e, a range f m re 
ubtle or modtfying connotation can b added ... Th r ult from 
1di yncrat1c a ociation and mdi idual xp rience ( h1 ld 1991 61) 
In today' political conom , Lak Babme \ men are u mg thetr expenence on the land t 
strengthen their claim to It. By defining them lv through their r=-latJOn \\lth the land, the) 
arc including the expenence of past Lake Babine women The C'<l tence of pia nth land 
where worn n experienced th nte ntribute t the e cla1m · t the land, a well , the 
contnbute to their own identity While th1 pec1fic project fall "d to I ate a e 'lu IOn Sit " tt 
ha drawn attention t th1 Important tagc of vv men ' live It i fea tble that th.. .. ttc~· \\til 
be identifiable m the future, but on! 1f we ntmuc t mclud.. --clu ton tte ~ \\ 1th1n the realm of 
po iblc ·ite InterpretatiOn 
Th place m th [! r t that L kc a me w m n u .. a a r ferencc t thctr p . tti n 
mu t tn lud d mag nd r d und r tandtng f'land ap ' "Land ap ar n tju t rcgt ns 
r whi h p pi m e, th ntatn pla c and thtng that hold tr m nd u tdeol gical 
tgmfi anc t tndt tdual , gr up and , ck. and Bartram 1 8 7) Th .. 
1t \ htch ear fth a ttvttle a Iated wtth w men' nte present a 
untqu p rtumt t I ate C\ td n c r g nder tn the landscape It IS a ph steal place wht h 
c ntn ute t th mbolt gend n ng of the ~urr undmg land 
ht pro_1ect has p ned up a nC\\ under tandtng f ~everal tmportant h ntagc r ources 
\ ht h pr d mtnate tn Bntt. h lumbta archacolog The most comm nl tdcnttfied features m 
ultural r ur e management . urvc) ~ ar ulturall m dtfied trees and ultural d pres 1 n 
\ h1 h ar ft n left unexplamed 8 "'Xpl nng the acttvttle related to women 's ntes t da and 
m th pa t an alt rnatt\ c mterpretat10n f ome of these featur s ha~ b en suggested Most 
imp rtantl tht mtcrpr tat10n m Jude a gendered under. tandmg fthe fore t \ htch, until 
now, ha been n n-e'\t tent Cultural\) m dtfied tree and ultural depres 1 ns cannot b 
int rpr t d \Nlthout n 1denng the po tbdity that the e feature~ rna repre ent actt ttlcs that 
ar a ciat d \ tth th con tructt n of gender Tht ph_y teal c idence can no I nger be 
interpreted tn i olat10n from the gender r lati n whtch rna hav pr duccd them The 
opp rtumt t locate evtdenc of gendered ntual is great t where culturally modified tree and 
depre ton are found in pro ·i mtty to other cat gone of archaeologt a\ remam that have be n 
ugg ted to be as ociated wtth th rites of pa age The ubtl place tn the land cape that have 
been u ed by wom n in the pa t mu t begin to be ack.n vvledged through not onl identification, 
but al through realiLing that land u e r pre ent more than ~ ub 1 tenc .. acttvttt on pt f 
land u mu t begm t c n id r the mtangible u e and onnect10n Ftr. t NatiOn have \\tth th tr 
environment 
)_ 
ndnot 
t th tun f wntmg th nl th r w rk m ar hae l gy that ha rat d th 1 ue f wom n' 
1 u 1 n 1 t ha b n all wa 
d al wtth g nd r d ntual pra tt 
1 7 hew r th1 1 n t th fir t publtcatl n to 
a 10n \ e w nt t 1 1t Mary L e, a fn nd and relatl e Luc ' Mary a ked 
h r Mary th n hugg d an tan a and f It her br a t , a mg, " h, not t o I ng." 
pa "and g graph e Ma 4, R h1 ld I, 
u~ 1 n n a e and anthr p I t,')' . e P 11 w 199 ~ Hu ch and 
}_ 
uncan 
'Han! n 
Colour Plate 1 
Figure 2.1 
Hearthstones and charcoal lense in bottom of gnls puberty p1t, sub-operation 58 (taken 
from MacDonald 1980·1 00) 
Figure 2.2 
Soil profile from sub-operation 58 (taken from MacDonald 1980:97). 
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Colour Plate 1 
Figure 2 1 
Hearthstones and charcoal len es in bottom of girls puberty pit, sub-operation 5B (taken 
from MacDonald 1980·1 00) 
Figure 2.2 
Soil profile from sub-operation 5B (taken from MacDonald 1980:97). 
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WEST WALL 
SUB - OPERATION 58 
NORTH WALL 
Legend 
Tur f 
Light brown organic loess 
Dark brown organ1c loess 
Mot tled organic sta ined loes 
Red burned loess 
EAST WA LL 
c~ 
t:::G.~f.-:::~~:::l 
:,. I 
c-J 
ttl±t'tl 
Yellow loess 
Grey loess 
Orango st reaked c lay 
Pebbley clay 
Unaltered orange loess 
Rocks 
SOUTH WALL 
Colour Plate 2 
Figur s 4. 1, 2, 3. 
"Pube cent girl' tip1[ ]". tructure u edforThompsonwomen' seclusion, 1914 
(Photos taken by Jatne Teit, pence Bridge, Briti h Columbia, 1914, reproduced in 
Tepper, 1987: 12). 
Figure 5.1. 
Willie Williams detnonstrating how 
birch bark is harvested for rope. 
Figure 5.2. 
Willie demostrating how birch bark is 
harvested for baskets. 
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Colour Plate 3 
igure 6.1. 
lder field trip, topping near Fort Babme Figure 6 2. 
for a break. From left to right, Richard Alec, Elder 
Dick and Marianne Alec, orbert D nnis, 
field trip, arri ing at Lucy' mother's 
traditional hereditary land. 
John Perry and author. 
Figure 6.3. 
CMT l , 
ite l 
Figure 6.7. 
CMT 5, 
Site 1 
Figure 6 4 
CMT2, 
tte l 
Figure 6.8. 
CMT 6(a), 
Site 1 
Figure 6.11 . 
CMT9, 
Site 1 
Figure 6 5 
CMT 3, 
1te 1 
Figure 6.9. 
CMT 6(b), 
Site 1 
Figure 6. 12. 
CMT 10, 
Site 1 
F1gure 6.6 
CMT4, 
1te 1 
Figure 6.1 0. 
CMT7, 
Site 1 
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olour Plat 4 
Figure 6.13. 
CMT 1, 
it 2 
Figure 6 17. 
CMT 5, 
it 2 
Figure 6.1 4. 
CMT2, 
it ~ 
Figure 6 18. 
unrecord d MT, 
1te 3 
Figure 7.2. 
Cleaning salmon. From left to right, 
Lucy Fortin Lena Tom, Chief Betty 
Patrick, Frank Alec and Ro e Tom. 
Figure 7.4. 
Madeline Willimns preparing salmon 
for smokehouse 
Figure 6.15. 
MT 3, 
ite 2 
Figure 6.16. 
MT4, 
Site 2 
Figure 7.1. 
Picking green oapberries near Fort Babine. 
lockwi e, from top left, antana Fortin, 
le Lu MichelJ , Lucy Fortin and Mary 
Wet 
F1gure 7.3. 
Santana Fortin carrying cleaned 
a1mon to drying rack. 
Figure 7.5. 
Lucy Fortin preparing salmon for the 
smokehouse. 
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APPENDIX A 
ample MT Recording Form 
CMT LEVEL 2 FEATURE AECOROING FORM RHOAO£R(S) 
S ite No FL : CP BL. Location __ Company : 
P o f c 1 P of C per card 
GMT# N,S DIS I l E. W DIS I f GMT# 1 Bear 
r 
DIS I Slo e Comment 
I 4 f-
t + + O> t f- -c 0> 
-6 I + -c 
-6 0 
0 t" + u f-Q) 
u I a: Q) f . + I I r-a: iii 
u 
'- + 
-6 
+ c I 
"' <.:> a:
' 
l 
-
I 
- I I 1 -
t + . 1- t I + -
~ 
I I r---
GMT# l Tree number •n SliP Cluster 
Spec1es j I I PI Sw Sb B AI E; C H 
-
-
j 
-t . 
Dead/Alive I 
+ 
' i + t - 1--- -D1ameter D•ameter at breast hP.tght 
+- j . I - -
Slope angle I 
-
- - + r-- - - --- -
Slope D~r N s E w 
-- t ' t f- - f- -Scar No Use separate column tor each 
-
+- r ' r i . I t ~'- P~£MT !I_ a_t_co l_um~ t_QQ S1de of tree I I S•de of tree scar occurs 
Ht of core I 
t 1 (_ 
He•ght ol core !rom ground 
f----- + r 1-
# nngs.tree I Core taken from non scarred area 
-- f- j .f-
#nngs,sca r j 
t 
Core taken from wrth•n scar 
-
- - f--- -
Age of scar i Tree nngs m•nus scar nngs - 1- - I - f---- -- -
photos t Frame number ----1--1 - - r --·-f-Comments See back for comments 
GMT Type I L i BS B M 0 K. P OM r r- -- ----Healed sca r F-tace . W -w•ndow H-healed - - - -- IT lTG A RG L LG T G -Scar Shape 
-
0. D G•. C 
r-- I ~ - l -VISible 1- - !- ·- Hetght and wrdlh ol or~g•nat scar scar d1m or or w•ndow tl scar edges are t obscured 
Scar he1ght 
- f-
Top of scar to ground 
--
Top ol sca r Tapered Angled leh or nght 
Round Square L or V shaped 
1-c. - - 1--f- - -- - -Tool marks 
Number ol 1001 marks 
on scar 1- - - - -
-Tool marks 
on bark Y or N la leral or Other 
- ·- 1- - 1- --
Base of scar Tapered Angled leh or nght 
Round Square l or •nV 
- -
Bark buttons Number ol bunons 
- - 1- ~L•ght Med•um or Heavy Chopp1ng and/or CB f01 cut branches 
Page of 
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PPE DIX B 
Data from ite 1: CMT' #1-10 
CMT# l 2 3 4 5 
pecie LPP LPP LPP LPP LPP 
Dead/ li e D 
Diameter, em. 27 23 30 21 26 
lope Angle )% IOOIQ J)0/0 )% )% 
lope Direct. E E E 
car No. 
ide ofTree . E 
Ht. of Core, em. 110 11) 11) 111 117 
#ring , tree 0 )j 62 I 
#rings, car 22 I 27 20 I 
Age of scar ) I /A 26 42 r;A 
Photos Exp 11 Exp 20 Exp 21 Exp 22 Exp 23 
CMT type B, IK Bla7e 8 ,? Bla7e Blaze 
Healed car 0 0 0 0 0 
car hape Invert Tri Bla?e Lcntic Bla?e Blaze 
Visible sca r L.cm 92 I') )9 47 41 
Vi. ible carW.cm 14 4 8 5 6 
Scar Height 136 115 155 130 141 
Top car hape ngled R ngled Right lrret,rular Blaze Bla7e 
Tool marks, scar Ye 0 0 0 0 
Tool marks, bark Ye 0 0 1\o 0 
Basal car hape Irregular V-shape V-shape \'-shape V-shape 
Bark buttons 3 0 0 0 
Chopping Heavy 0 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
CMT# 6 7 8 9 10 
pecie LLP LLP LLP LLP LLP 
Dead/Alive live live Alive live Alive 
Diameter, em. 21 34 20 19 25 
lope ngle 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 
Slope Direct. E E E E 
car No. 2 I 
ide of Tree "1\.J / w E E 
Ht. of Core I 1\!,/r\ N/A /A lA 
# rings, tree I I /A /A lA 
# rings, car I I lA NIA NIA 
Age of scar I /A lA /A N/A 
Photos Fxp 24 2~ Exp 26 0 xp 27 Exp 28 
CMT type Blatc!BS &KmJlmg Blaze Blaze BS & Kindling B 
Healed Scar 0 , 'o 0 No 0 
Scar Shape Lentic!Lentic Blaze Lentic Columnar Len tic 
Visible ~car L em. 51 /65 33 18 173 76 
Vis ibleScarWcm. 7/ 14 6 2 20 9 
Scar Height, 131 / 141 132 135 173 130 
Top scar shape Round/Round Round L-shaped quare Round 
Tool marks, scar Yes/Yes Yes 0 Yes Yes 
Tool marks, ba rk Yes/No No 0 Yes Yes 
Ba.~al Sca r Shape V shapelY shape Irregular Y- haped Square Y-shaped 
Bark buttons 011 0 0 4 2 
Chopping Heavy No 0 Medium 0 
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ite 1: 
CMTl 
CMT3 
CMT4 
ite 2: 
CMT1 
CMT2 
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CMT4 
CMT5 
APPENDIXC 
Culturally Modified Tree car Date 
Tree ge 
85 r 
5 
67 
Tree 
60 rs 
64 
56 
60 
63 
ge 
car Age 
22 yr 
27 
20 
car Age 
19 yrs 
23 
19 
29 
25 
Date of car 
1935 
1972 
1951 
Date of Scar 
1957 
1957 
1961 
1967 
1960 
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APPENDIXD 
Data from Site 2: CMT's #1-5 
MT# l 2 3 4 5 
pecie LLP LLP LLP LLP LLP 
Dead/Alive A A A A 
Diameter em. 20 18 19 26 10 
lope Angle 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 
lope Direct. E E 
car No. I 1 
Side of Tree w w E 
Ht. of ore em. 177 110 116 93 110 
# rings, tree 60 64 56 60 63 
# rings, scar 19 23 19 29 25 
Age of scar 41 41 37 31 38 
Photos Exp 15 xp 16 Exp 17 Exp 18, 19, 20 Exp 21 
CMT type B , K B B. B B 
Healed Scar 0 0 0 0 0 
Scar Shape Lentic Invert Tri Invert Tri Columnar Invert Tri 
Visible scar L em 178 134 110 161 154 
Visible carW em 17 10 13 36 17 
Scar Height 186 137 157 163 15 
Top scar shape Angled Right Square Square Irregular Angled Right 
Tool marks, scar Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
T ool ma rks, ba rk Yes Yes YEs Yes Yes 
Basal Scar Shatle Square V shape W shape V shape 
Bark buttons 5 5 4 3 
Chopping Heavy No Medium Light 0 
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